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ABSTRACT
This study explores the nature of culture contact experience of the early
historical polities in the Philippines. The historical analysis and the result of the
archaeological excavation at Lubang Island allows us to reexamine the
entanglements of local populations against the colonial culture and how these
entanglements have been perceived, mediated, and even transformed by the
actions of native peoples in the past. The present study offers an alternative
model for culture contact studies and how to generate questions about human
behavior and interaction in the past by using critical analysis of ethnohistorical
documents, archaeological data, and anthropological theory.
Under the general model of culture contact study and colonialism, the
archaeological study focuses on the documentation and analysis of a collection of
artifacts and faunal remains excavated from a settlement-fortification site,
believed to have been occupied and used from the early A.D. 1200s to the late
A.D.1800s.
In this dissertation, I use historical data to examine the historical trajectory
of local polities on Lubang Island and situate them in a particular context where
native people’s interactions with other groups define their everyday actions as
reflected in the archaeological record. I develop an alternative model using an
agency-based approach that focuses on the relationships linking human actors
and their behavior in the past. Such a model allows us to rethink the history of
Lubang Island and its people according to how they acted and defined
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themselves. Moreover, the issues of complexity in small-scale polities in the
Philipppines need to be teased out in order to elucidate the different levels and
scales of complexity in the various historical contexts of early polities in Island
Southeast Asia. Only then can we truly understand the variables involved in
social reproduction and the ways in which early Filipinos lived and encountered
cross-cultural interaction in the past.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Before the arrival of Europeans, the Philippine islands were made up of
dispersed local polities headed by local leaders. These polities occupied the
coastlines and lowland river valleys of the major islands. They were independent
local polities, but maintained relations with other groups through trading
networks. Toward the end of the first millennium A.D., some of the key traits of
complex political economies began to emerge, such as the development of longdistance trade, advances in technologies and craft specialization, and evidence
of sociocultural complexity, which the Europeans saw when they eventually
encountered the indigenous people (Bacus 1996, 1997; Beyer 1964; Dizon 1996;
Fox 1979a; Hall 1985; Hutterer 1977; Junker 1994, 2002; Nishimura 1988).
There are two primary objectives to this dissertation. The first goal is to
illuminate the social interactions and sociopolitical changes experienced by the
early historical polities on Lubang Island, ca. A.D. 1200-1800. These changes will
be highlighted by situating the moated fortification site as a context of crosscultural interaction between various groups. During this period of transition to
colonial history, most local polities in coastal settlements in the Philippines went
through a cyclical process of emergence, expansion, and fragmentation. By
combining archaeology, ethnohistory, and anthropological theory, this research
explores the everyday experiences of the early inhabitants of Lubang Island and
how they made sense of their lives during the cross-cultural experience. The
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moated fortification site is important not only as the setting for a theoretical
exercise but serves as the venue for cultural interaction before and during the
colonial period. This kind of research setting is often overlooked in Philippine
archaeology, as most of the Spanish colonial studies focus on mortuary sites.
Illuminating the way of life during the early historical period in a fortified site
reveals the diversity of cultural encounters in Island Southeast Asia. It will also
provide new data for comparative work on early historical studies and highlight
critical moments in the local history of Lubang Island. The archaeological case
study is Fort Santa Catalina on Lubang Island, a fortification and settlement site
occupied before and during the time of the Spaniards.
The second goal is to develop a theoretical framework for studying
complexity and agency. By examining historical documents, I reexamine the
notion of complexity and transformation by looking at the nature of settlement,
trade, prestige goods, identity, and sociopolitical organization and how these
changed through time. A model of culture change is presented that highlights the
role of individual actions and small-scale social groups in shaping their cultural
behavior and response to change, as opposed to the usual culture-historical
approach to the study of development of complex polities in Southeast Asia. The
process of transformation in these polities must be reexamined by looking at the
relationship of agency and structure in the context of change in material culture
and tradition brought about by cross-cultural encounters during the early
historical period in the Philippines.
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This research on early historical polities differs from other previous studies
in several ways. Rather than relying exclusively on the archaeological data, the
use of historical documents, ethnographic accounts, and anthropological theory
is incorporated in this study (Feinman 1997; Kepecs and Kolb 1997; Lape 2006).
Despite their inherent biases, historical documents provide considerable insight
into the social transformations experienced by local inhabitants. This information
allows our interpretations to be based on multiple and independent lines of
evidence from various contexts. This research employs a body of anthropological
theory that differs markedly from the approaches employed by previous and
similar studies in the region. By stressing the integration of multiple variables
such as the creation of baseline spatial and temporal data, identification of
sociocultural processes, and the role of human agency in the construction,
transmission, and alteration of their cultural behavior, an alternative perspective
and a much clearer picture of local life ways emerge during the period of culture
contact and colonialism.

Lubang Island at the Crossroads of History
The Lubang group of islands is located in the northernmost part of
Mindoro, in the southwestern part of Manila Bay. Historically, Mindoro was called
Ma-i by the early Chinese traders and was considered an important trading
partner of the Chinese empire (Craig 1979; Fox 1979a; Lopez-Gonzaga 2002;
Scott 1984; Tenazas 1964). Despite its small size, Lubang Island served as a
vital port in the early trading network between China and major polities within the
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area, particularly the Sulu zone (Warren 1986). It could well be the first island
where the Chinese traders anchored their transport vessels before proceeding to
their network of trading settlements in the region and probably the last trading
port to layover before heading back to China. While historically valuable as one of
the earliest sites with a local Philippine polity that was mentioned in the Chinese
Annals, we still know very little about the prehistory of these islands (Foccardi
1986; Wu 1959). There are no written records about Philippine polities before the
tenth century and almost no archaeological excavations of settlements in this
period that would help us understand the nature and development of these
groups. The historical trajectory of Lubang Island and similar coastal polities
started when the early Chinese traders mentioned them in their annals. But it was
only during the sixteenth century that we begin to get a clear glimpse of the
sociopolitical nature of the local polities, when the Spanish missionaries wrote
about them in their reports.
Because of the proximity of Lubang Island to major prehispanic
settlements such as those in Manila, Batangas, and Mindoro, the island has
played an important role in the early trading routes between local polities within
the region. The earliest account that mentioned the polity of Mait, which is
believed to be found in the mainland Mindoro, was made by Chinese travelers
during the Tang Dynasty (ca. A.D. 618-907). During that time, local coastal
communities were not formally organized. The subsequent establishment of
polities was a response to the increasing trade and contacts with various
maritime groups such as those of Southeast Asian neighbors and Chinese
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merchants (Glover 1990; Junker 1999; Ray 1989; Scott 1984). Lubang Island
was a natural entrepôt and was situated at the crossroads of sea routes of
several major early historical polities in the Philippines, namely those found in
Mindoro, Batangas, Cavite, and along the Manila Bay area. Early Southeast
Asian trading vessels would find the coves of Lubang Island a natural sanctuary
during a storm. Neighboring sea traders from mainland Southeast Asia and China
probably traded with local people in Lubang Island prior to reaching the major
coastal polities in the area.
Because of the development of Muslim navigation in the eight and ninth
centuries, Lubang Island became accessible to Muslim traders from the south.
New Muslim settlements and trading ports were established as a result of the
opening of sea routes in the region (Kathirithamby-Wells and Villiers 1990; Reid
1993; Warren 1986). During the tenth century, we see the expansion of already
well-developed internal networks of prestige good exchange within the
sociopolitical systems of local polities. In addition, the expansion of maritime
trade contributed to the diversity and growth of sociopolitical systems in Island
Southeast Asia (Gibson 1990; Hall 1985).
When the Europeans arrived in the sixteenth century, many of the
coastlines of major islands in the Philippines were already occupied by socially
stratified societies (Bacus 1996; Jocano 1975; Junker 1999; Scott 1994). The
earliest Europeans to set foot on Lubang Island were soldiers under the
command of Captain Juan de Salcedo (Riquel 1573). The islands later saw fierce
battles between Spanish soldiers and Moro raiders. Apparently, people continued
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to migrate from neighboring communities to Lubang Island in order to avoid the
wrath of Muslim raiders (Warren 1990). The unrelenting Spanish missionaries
eventually converted the inhabitants of the Lubang Islands to Christianity
(Candelario 2000; Cummins 1962). As trade and missionization persisted, the
local population of Lubang Island continued to experience variability and
discontinuity engendered by the interactions among various groups.
This transition period has seen some research that explored the formation
and struggle of these polities amidst the intricacy of serving as a crossroad to
different groups with various intentions. In this study, we explore the reasons why
the formation and development of early polities in Island Southeast Asia remains
problematic when it comes to explaining the nature of cultural contact or
interaction during the advent of the historical period. This study employs the
concept of agency to better understand the variables of social reproduction in
pluralistic social settings during the early historical period in the Philippines.

Review of Literature
One of the problems inherent in using European historical documents is
the bias that comes with their writing. Most of the time, the local point of view
remains hidden, and the people’s pre-colonial history is essentially forgotten. The
experiences of local actors are usually ignored and tend to focus on individual
events or personalities. The bias of the author is obvious in the written text as it
described the personalities involved and the actual event of the invasion of the
fort by the Spaniards (Riquel 1573). Little information was mentioned about the
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local people and the nature of their sociopolitical organization. This is why it is
crucial to integrate history and archaeology in exploring the complexity of the
early historical past (Barber 1994; Junker 1998; Lightfoot 1995; Wright 1998).
Even before the onset of Chinese trade in the Philippines, finely made
local earthenwares, metal objects, and other status goods were circulated
through interisland exchange as early as 500 B.C. (Beyer 1964, 1979; Coutts
1983; Fox 1979; Solheim 1961, 2001). Historical and archaeological evidence
suggests the existence of trade and exchange relations between Island
Southeast Asians and merchants from mainland Asia long before the arrival of
the first Europeans (Aga-Oglu 1962; Allard 1998; Allen 2000; Chutiwongs 1996;
Francis 2002; Glover 1990; Wang 1998; Hall 1985; Junker 1994; Macknight
1986; Wu 1968).
While there are no known previous archaeological research studies done
on Lubang Island, previous archaeological investigations on nearby islands and
historical sources suggest the likelihood of finding archaeological sites on the
island and the importance of these sites in understanding the relationship of early
historical polities in the area (Beyer 1948, 1964; Coutts 1983; Fox 1959; Postma
1991; Tenazas 1964; Tidalgo 1979).
In 1964, Tenazas published a brief report on protohistoric Oriental trade
pottery found in burial sites at Puerto Galera, Oriental Mindoro. Shipwreck sites
off the Puerto Galera coast yielded Ming Dynasty tradewares. While ceramics
were the obvious recoverable remains from underwater sites, there were other
cargo goods present that were organic in nature. There were some instances of
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Philippine-exported products brought out of the shipwrecks, but most of the facts
are known from historical records. Some of the goods mentioned included forest
products (such as resins, rattan, aromatic woods, and beeswax), textiles of cotton
and other plant fibers, and marine products, among others (Bacus 2004). One
report of interest was on the excavation of the Calatagan site, located just
northeast of the Lubang Island and directed by Fox (1959). The Calatagan
archaeological project was conducted from 1958 to 1961 by the National
Museum team and yielded an enormous amount of Oriental and local ceramics in
mortuary context, ca. fourteenth to sixteenth centuries. Calubcub Segundo,
another site in Batangas, yielded both primary inhumations and secondary jar
burials (Salcedo 1979). Associated materials and grave goods indicated a
chronology of trade contacts with China and Southeast Asian nations that span
the “prehistoric” to “historic” periods. Recently, archaeologists from the National
Museum of the Philippines conducted an archaeological survey on Sitio Dayap,
Calatagan, Batangas to investigate early protohistoric habitation sites along the
coasts of Batangas Bay. In addition, the Archaeological Studies Program of the
University of the Philippines conducted several seasons of field school training in
the Batangas and Mindoro areas, excavating historical-period sites (Paz 2003,
2004).

Research Problems
The people of Lubang Island experienced various processes of social
transformation starting from the formation of their local polity up to the
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assimilation of Spanish culture in the islands. These processes of transformation
included not only the changes in the political economy of the group or settlement
patterns but also the ideology and material culture of its people. The formation of
polities in the area created dynamic relations within the local polities that resulted
in changes in their sociopolitical relationship. These local polities experienced
further tension and conflict upon the arrival of the Chinese and Muslim traders.
Along with their exotic material goods, the Muslims brought an ideology divergent
from the local belief system. It also brought fundamental changes in the political
economy of the islands. Local polities had to compete with these new Muslim
neighbors or polities in terms of wealth, population, and political control. In terms
of settlement, the newly converted Muslim polities had different geographical
requirements. They needed trading ports rather than defensive fortifications.
These new settlements became both centers for trade and also targets for attack.
The tension between the older settlements and the newly oriented Muslim polities
were not resolved, but in fact became worse upon the arrival of the Europeans in
the sixteenth century (Scott 1994; Warren 1986). It is this dynamic intertwining of
tension, conflict, and stillness from which we will untangle the complex nature of
interaction and its effects on local people in the Lubang islands, Philippines, ca.
A.D. 1200-1800.
By analyzing two sets of data, the archaeological evidence highlights the
nature of cultural encounter and colonial experience of the Native peoples, while
ethnohistorical data provides critical information that is needed to better
understand the differences and conflict that everyday interactions between social
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groups create. Some of the questions that this dissertation will explore include: Is
there any evidence of fortifications on Lubang Island, as mentioned in the
historical accounts? What is the archaeological evidence that points to the
presence or use of defensive structures? What were the functions of the
fortification? Was the fort created for defensive purposes alone or was it also a
settlement site? What were the changes in the fortification in terms of its
architecture before and after European contact?
I am also interested in knowing how the local people organized and made
sense of their lives before, during, and after the European encounter. How did
the local inhabitants react to the changes brought about by the arrival of the
Spaniards? What were the changes in the economic, political, and religious
aspects of their culture? How were they influenced by earlier trading relationships
with the Chinese and neighboring polities? Did the polities become more complex
or less complex?
In terms of individual empowerment, was there any evidence of resistance
and how do we characterize agency in the past? How can the study of daily
practices provide insights into other people’s worldviews, cultural meanings, and
social identities?
Because of the various level of complexity found among the local polities,
what are the archaeological signatures of complex polities? How do we measure
social complexity in the past? Does our definition of complexity affect our
interpretation of the historical polities in the past? How do we define and apply
the concept of social complexity on Lubang Island?
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The questions I pose here are specific to Lubang Island. The study
illuminates the many facets of culture contact and colonial experience in an island
polity. Moreover, by putting these processes into the concept of agency, I hope to
provide a particular historical trajectory of everyday experience by individuals in
the past that could better our understanding of the unique complexities of
different cultures as we create historically specific stories about their pasts. This
dissertation is intended as an initial step toward that realization.

Organization of Dissertation
This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the
theoretical frameworks used in the analysis of the dissertation data. It examines
the use of anthropological theories and their application to understanding
archaeological questions. Recent examples of research that discuss the
theoretical issues and the need to rethink some of them are also presented. I
discuss the culture contact experience of the local people and the nature of
complexity and how application of the concept of agency makes us rethink some
issues in the archaeological record.
In Chapter 3, the research design and methods are discussed. The
chapter evaluates the importance of combining ethnohistory, archaeology, and
theory to generate archaeological inference about the past and also to situate
appropriate theory in an archaeological context. It discusses the hypotheses and
research questions that the present study will address. It presents the methods of
how the data were generated both in archaeology and ethnohistorical contexts.
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Chapter 4 describes the physical environment of the research site, in
relation to Island Southeast Asia in general and the Philippines in particular. It
also discusses previous archaeological research in the area and similar
fortification sites in the Philippines.
Chapter 5 focuses on Lubang Island directly and indirectly in historical
documents starting with indigenous material and moving to Chinese and then to
Spanish sources. These historical sources reveal prehistoric and historical social
organization, political economy, ideology, religion, demography, and settlements
and how these entities changed or continued through time. Based on these
accounts, we can draw logical inferences about the nature of sociopolitical
organization of Lubang polities and gain a glimpse of their past by correlating
archaeological data and theory. By applying the tenets of internal criticism to the
documentary sources, the inherent biases and the questions of credibility of the
materials are examined. This research offers a historical framework for identifying
behavioral and organizational changes and situating particular events and
processes in the history of the local polity within a broader context.
Chapter 6 presents the results of archaeological survey and research on
the island. The author and students from the University of the Philippines
conducted an archaeological excavation of an historical-period fortified site on
Lubang Island. A descriptive analysis of the archaeological sites and materials
recovered and a summary of the survey and the archaeological excavation is
presented.
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Chapter 7 presents a contextual analysis and site-specific understanding
of everyday practices and social behavior. It is argued that there is a need to
reexamine our ways of analyzing archaeological sites, in particular the notion of
complexity, trade, and change in the early historical Philippines. Archaeological
interpretations can be strengthened through the use of social variables in relation
to artifacts as units of analysis. The analysis, using the concept of agency in a
particular context instead of material culture or phases in general terms is
emphasized in attempting to understand the archaeological sites.
Chapter 8 discusses the dynamic nature of cultural encounters and their
effects on the local inhabitants as seen in the historical sources and
archaeological record. The section focusing on issues such as chronology, local
subsistence, settlement pattern and social organization, and everyday practice
highlights the synergy of various sources as it elucidates the everyday
experience of people from the past. It also offers alternative explanations about
how we interpret the past.
Chapter 9 summarizes the results of this research. It presents the
significance of the study along with the inherent limitations of the data at hand to
answer the research questions posed earlier and offers potential research
avenues that would support archaeological projects in the future.
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES

Introduction
At the beginning of my education in anthropology, I frequently asked about
the importance of theory in archaeology. The more I matured in the discipline and
my knowledge developed, the more I understood the relevance of theory in
academic exercises. Archaeologists are influenced by their philosophy when they
need to justify what they do to their peers and the public. There is also the need
to evaluate one interpretation of the past against another, in order to know which
is the stronger and more acceptable. As a basic rule of academic discourse,
archaeologists must be explicit in terms of their approaches and biases when
doing research. What separates an archaeologist from an antique collector is the
set of rules used to translate facts into meaningful interpretations of the past.
Data are important, but without theory they remain totally silent (Hodder 1986;
Johnson 1999). Theory in itself is difficult to define and apply, but it should not
stop anyone from trying as it is crucial in any academic endeavor.
In this chapter, I discuss the nature and intricacies of theoretical discourse
that influence this study in particular, and Philippine archaeology in general. The
first section provides a general overview of culture contact studies in
archaeology. There is also a brief definition of culture history in relation to earlier
examples of colonial studies of Philippine polities. The second section discusses
the development of processual models for research that focus on culture
historical approaches and colonialism. It is necessary to situate the trajectory of
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culture contact studies in order to understand the theoretical development in
Philippine archaeology. Doing so validates the use of theory and why we need to
rethink concepts such as complexity, agency, and transformation as they are
reflected in the archaeological record of Lubang Island. The last section
discusses the concept of agency and how it can be used to explain everyday
human behavior as seen in the material remains of the past.

Culture Contact and Colonialism
The phenomenon of “culture contact” across the globe is not restricted
solely to periods of Western colonization in the last 500 years. Culture contact
has been experienced by different peoples in different geographical areas for
thousands of years. However, the European expansion created the most
extensive record of cultural encounters between peoples of various backgrounds,
identities, worldviews, and traditions. The enormous quantity of historical sources
related to colonial expansion has provided information for numerous culture
contact studies around the world, especially in the Americas. This is reflected in
the amount of publications on culture contact and colonialism (Andren 1998;
Cusick 1998; Deagan 1995; Dyson 1985; Farnsworth 2001; Funari et al. 1999;
Gosden 1997; Orser 1996).
During Neolithic times in Island Southeast Asia, particularly in the
Philippines, the earliest culture contact experience by the early inhabitants
started when local hunter and gatherer groups encountered the first farmers from
Mainland Asia, ca. 5,000 years ago. Foraging groups continued throughout this
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period and engaged in various interactions with agricultural communities resulting
in the diversification of cultural practices in terms of subsistence, settlement
patterns, technology, ritual, language, and so forth.The addition of technical and
economic strategies resulted in population migration and demographic increases
around the region.
Before the arrival of the Europeans, Island Southeast Asia was
characterized by intense trading networks and cultural interaction between
different polities in the region. The Philippine archipelago was dotted with small–
scale polities of varying levels of complexity along the coastal and riverine areas
that were supported by intensive rice production and maritime trading. The
ecological diversity of the Philippine islands may have favored the development
of specialized economies and exchange of resources between upland and
lowland areas and local polities in coastal centers. By the time of the first
historical documentation, as early as the first millenium A.D. up to the arrival of
the Europeans, the sociopolitical landscape was composed of small-scale
tropical foraging societies, semisedentary tribal groups practicing swidden
agriculture, and lowland agriculturists integrated into small-scale polities of
varying complexity found all over the islands (Junker 1999).

Culture History
Culture history means the descriptive, normative laying out of material
culture according to a temporal framework and interpreting behavior during the
different time periods. Classic culture history is guided by methods of looking for
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evidence of the elites rather than of the commoners. Because of this focus on
elite culture, the dynamic social complexities and cultural processes are
overlooked. For a long time, there was very little explicit discussion of theory in
archaeological research. Most archaeologists concentrated on collecting
enormous amounts of archaeological materials within an unquestioned and
assumed framework (Johnson 1999; Trigger 2006).
Moreover, one of the basic concepts of culture historians is the idea of an
archaeological culture. In the words of V. Gordon Childe (1929:v-vi):
We find certain types of remains - pots, implements, ornaments, burial
rites, and house forms - constantly recurring together. Such a complex of
associated traits we shall term a “cultural group” or just a “culture.” We
assume that such a complex is the material expression of what today
would be called “people.”

In this case, culture is viewed as normative. It assumes two things: first,
the artifacts are expressions of cultural norms, or the ideas in people’s heads;
and second, these norms define what culture is. This concept of culture depends
on the number of cultural traits occurring together rather than on one trait alone. It
explains the past by collecting artifacts in the present and considering them as
archaeological cultures .This kind of approach has several consequences, one of
which is the tendency to particularize the past rather than generalize. It stresses
the differences instead of the similarities between things. As a result, there is the
tendency to focus on the artifacts and not on the systems or shared variables
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characterizing the phenomena. Also, with the normative view, cultures seem to
be static. Change is explained as an influence from the outside rather than from
within the group. Such outside influence is explained by the migration of people
or diffusion of ideas through contact between two groups (Johnson 1999; Trigger
2006).
It is important to note, however, that it is necessary to do culture history to
establish baseline data over time and space. Nowadays, most archaeological
research uses this approach to establish foundations for a more scientific
approach (Ucko 1995). Nonetheless, some researchers are satisfied to merely
assemble and collate artifacts for their own sake, rather than use them as
evidence for understanding the past.
Clarke (1972:3), in his characterization of culture history, said:
Every year produces a fresh crop of archaeological excavations, a new
harvest of prehistoric artifacts. . . the archaeologists come and go, new
names and sites outshine the old, while hundreds of years of collected
material overflows and submerges our museum storerooms. At the same
time, a relentless current of articles and books describe and label the new
material so that the intrepid archaeologist, by dint of furious activity, can
just maintain his status quo against the constant stream of data.

Archaeology was introduced to the Philippines at the end of the nineteenth
century. Given the length of time that the discipline has been practiced in the
country, surprisingly, it is still in its early stages. One of the reasons for such a
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state is the inability of local archaeologists to move beyond culture historical
approaches in their research. The early archaeological projects in the Philippines
applied the culture historical approach in archaeology. As early as 1881, the
French archaeologist Alfred Marche conducted a systematic collection of
archaeological materials and explorations of several caves on the islands. In the
early 1920s, an American anthropologist, Carl E. Guthe, led an expedition to
document burial caves in the central Philippines. This archaeological expedition
resulted in a substantial collection of artifacts, particularly ceramics of local and
imported origins. According to the archaeological report published in 1927, the
artifacts were dated from the Metal Age to Protohistoric periods. The Guthe
collection is now housed in a museum in the United States (Evangelista 1969).
Around 1925, H. Otley Beyer became involved in archaeological research
in the Philippines and published his first paper titled “Recent Discoveries in
Philippine Archaeology.” His most important contribution was the publication of
the “Outline Review of Philippine Archaeology by Islands and Provinces” in 1947.
He spent most of his time in the field doing archaeological surveys and
descriptive studies of sites all over the country.
In the 1950s, Solheim started his archaeological projects in the Philippines
and worked with Beyer while pursuing his interest in pottery, both in the
Philippines and the rest of Southeast Asia. He is best known for his in-depth
knowledge of prehistoric earthenwares in Southeast Asia. He noted the
similarities among pottery types recovered from the Sa-Huynh site in Vietnam
and the Kalanay Cave site in the Philippines. These similarities in ceramic traits
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were also noted at other sites in the region, resulting in the pottery tradition
known as Sa-Huynh-Kalanay (Solheim 2001).
The National Museum of the Philippines, headed by Robert Fox (1970),
led a large-scale survey and excavation project at the Tabon Caves in southern
Palawan. Sixteen caves were excavated with deposits ranging from the
Paleolithic to the Protohistoric periods. This research yielded sufficient artifacts to
create an in-depth chronology of the site, which was a vital resource for making
comparisons with similar sites in the Philippines and Southeast Asia.
In the 1990s, Eusebio Dizon of the National Museum of the Philippines
excavated a unique burial site in the Ayub Cave, Maitum, South Cotabato,
Mindanao. The site contained anthropomorphic burial jars, with each portraying
the unique facial and bodily expressions of an individual. The preliminary report
includes the summary of the findings: 29 burial jars, 94 bags of pottery sherds,
associated artifacts (glass and clay beads, glass bracelet fragments, metal
fragments, some modified shell fragments), and human remains (Dizon 1996;
Dizon and Santiago 1996).
These are just examples of archaeological projects that subscribe to the
culture historical perspective in the area and are not at all exhaustive of
archaeological research in the Philippines. I admit that this characterization of
Philippine archaeology is oversimplified and overgeneralized; however, it simply
illustrates earlier research projects that used the culture historical approach and
were conducted in the Philippines. More detailed reviews of the historical
trajectory of Philippine archaeology have been written by Evangelista (1969),
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Hutterer (1987), Ronquillio (1985), Dizon (1994), and Mijares (1998). Moreover, if
we do a survey of most archaeological research done in the Philippines, except
for some recent projects, it is safe to say that the culture historical approach is the
normal practice in Philippine archaeology. However, since the recent
establishment of the Archaeological Studies Program at the University of the
Philippines, there has been a considerable growth in theory-based research in
local archaeology.

Culture Process
During the middle of the twentieth century, because of the simplistic nature
of the culture historical approach, many young archaeologists in the Western
world during the 1960s were frustrated with the state of archaeology in academe.
The dissatisfaction with traditional archaeology called for more scientific and
anthropological research (Trigger 2006).
Processual archaeology emerged from a school of thought that rejected
the idea of Classical archaeology, arguing that the mere collection of data does
not give us a better understanding of the past. The “New Archaeology” as it was
called, emerged from the intellectual currents of the 1960s. It must be understood
that it was a movement rather than a set of beliefs. It set out to promote the
application of the scientific method to archaeology, and to examine the past by
utilizing specialists in other fields. The proponents were not satisfied with culture
history’s method of simply listing the traits of different cultures without explaining
the processes of culture change. Instead, culture history explains the idea of
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change with vague notions of invention and diffusion. For processualists, it is
essential to be scientific and anthropological in learning about the past (Johnson
1999:22; Whitley 1998:3).
Most traditional archaeologists accumulate information but hardly ever
explain the past. They simply list more traits in a seemingly endless cultural
sequence without adding new explanations of what actually happened in the
past. On the other hand, processualists use scientific data to test hypotheses
about the past and generalize from the conclusions. In that way, archaeology
grows and advances as a science.
Traditional archaeologists, by sorting artifacts and focusing on typology,
seem to ignore the people who made those artifacts. Culture historians describe
artifacts and their movements as if they were alive, without thinking of actual
human beings, their cultural systems, and the environment that existed around
them. The link between the archaeological cultures and past human communities
seems to be uncertain.
A key theme that resulted from processualist thinking emphasizes cultural
evolution. The development of societies could be classified on a scale from
simple to complex. As a result of their rejection of a diffusionist view of culture,
they look at internal dynamics of social development and its cultural trajectory.
There is also a conscious emphasis on generalities rather than particularities, in
terms of evolutionary development. This is in contrast to the culture historical
approach where the focus is on the particularities such as their differences, their
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diagnostics and peculiar features, their unique pottery decorations, and their
architectural styles, rather than their commonalities (Johnson 1999).
Another key theme is the notion that culture is a system. The parts of the
system are related to each other as part of a functioning whole. Binford (1962)
defined culture as a “man’s extrasomatic means of adaptation,” meaning that
humans adapt through culture, in their environment. There is also the importance
of the external environment behind the artifact and human beings. Because of the
emphasis placed on the importance of the external environment, there was an
increased interest in cultural materialism, cultural ecology, and subsistence
economy. Archaeologists became explicit about biases by making sure that
archaeological projects started with a solid research design. Again, this resulted
in a call for a more scientific approach to archaeology.
There was an emphasis on culture process, which avoids mere
descriptions of cultural phenomena and instead focuses on explanation. A
cultural chronology may be valuable but it does not tell us why one culture
succeeded another or why innovations like pottery or metallurgy spread faster
than others. Processualists look at the underlying process of particular social
phenomena. They also examine the concept of change over the long term
(Cusick 1998; Dawson 1974; Deagan 2003; Dietler and Hayden 2001; Ewen
2000; Hugill and Dickson 1988; Lape 2000b; Stark 1991; Yoffee 2005).
For example, the neoevolutionary approach includes Service’s (1971)
four-stage typology of social evolution that is defined by different levels of
organization: bands, tribes, chiefdoms, and states. This approach categorizes
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societies into discreet developmental stages by defining cross-cultural
regularities of sociocultural development (Trigger 2006).
In the Philippines, certain research projects fall under this category. These
studies have explored processes involved in the formation and development of
sociopolitical systems, particularly archaeological indicators of social complexity.
Some of these studies include craft production and specialization (Bacus 2003;
Francis 2002; Junker 1993, 2002; London 1991; Longacre et al. 1988; Skibo
1992: Yankowski 2004), writing systems (Postma 1991; Scott 1984),
intensification of agriculture (Bacus 1997; Coutts 1984; Griffin 1981; Mudar 1997;
Nishimura 1988), long-distance trade (Bay-Petersen 1987; Hutterer 1977; Junker
1993, 1994; Nishimura 1988; Yankowski 2004), interpolity interaction and
alliance networks (Bacus 1996; Hutterer 1974; Junker 2002; Junker et al. 1994),
prestige goods (Bacus 1999; Barreto-Tesoro 2003; Junker 1993; Junker et al.
1994) and, sociopolitical ideologies (Bacus 1996; Graves 1994).
Some of the methodological approaches used in these studies include
comparative site analyses (Bacus 1996; Junker 2002), systematic regional
excavation and surveys (Bacus 1997; Hutterer and Macdonald 1982; Junker
1993), mortuary studies (Burton 1978; Henson 1992; Junker 1993); technological
analyses (Barreto-Tesoro 2003; Dizon 1996; Skibo 1992), and a holistic
approach that includes ethnoarchaeology (Graves 1994; Longacre and Stark
1992; Longacre et al. 1988; Stark 1991) and historical documents and oral
histories (Gibson 1986; Junker 1998; Scott 1984; Zamora 1975).
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However, more recent researchers are dissatisfied with the strict
evolutionary and rank-based theories of sociopolitical development that suggest
increased hierarchy is correlated with increased complexity. Apparently, this is
not the case in some areas where cultures with heterarchical systems show a
higher form of complexity as well. The frustration and rejection of neoevolutionary
theories came from the processualists that denounced the overwhelmingly
materialist approach to formulating laws of human behavior. As a result,
postprocessual and critical theory advocates the diversity of historical experience
in order to understand differences among cultures (Hodder 2003; Preucel and
Hodder 1996; Robin 2992; Saitta 1994; Stein 2002). Therefore, there is a need to
consider alternative patterns of sociocultural development outside predictable
evolutionary categories and consider the particularities of the historical
experiences of each social group.

Social Complexity
Complexity is the degree of differentiation within a social unit. Scholars
often use the word complex in a comparative mode, describing one group as
more or less complex than another. The word complex is also used by
anthropologists as a categorical term, as in ranked or stratified societies, and in
categorizing other societies, as lacking egalitarian or noncomplex social
structures (Chapman 2003; McGuire 1983).
During the 1970s and 1980s, one of the key interests of archaeologists
was explaining the rise and demise of complex societies. Some tried to offer
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explanations via the theoretical paradigms of cultural ecology, functionalism, and
evolution (Arnold 1996; Winzeler 1976; Yoffee 1993).
According to cultural ecology, the formation of complex societies was the
cultural adaptation of a growing population to its environment. The only way to
manage such a growing cultural system was to establish a centralized and
hierarchical political organization. Centralized leadership ensured political
stability within the group by controlling leadership succession. A central figure
headed the planning and building of large-scale community projects that
functioned mainly to benefit the elite and the political structure. The political
leaders of complex polities created economic centers, trading and transportation
routes, and irrigation systems for intensive agriculture to create surplus for the
people. With increasing numbers of people, the need to keep the peace and
ensure security of the status quo became the main concern of the polity. Material
culture and monumental architecture were created as prestige items intended for
the elites (Arnold 1996; McGuire et. al 1991; Trigger 2006).
However, by the 1990s, there were changes in the explanation of the
nature and development of complex societies. One of these changes included a
heterarchical approach, which suggests that complex communities could be
organized through nonhierarchical and noncentralized methods. Heterarchy is a
network of elements sharing common goals in which elements share the same
horizontal position of power and authority. In heterarchy, both hierarchical and
nonhierarchical relations operate along multiple dimensions of social
organization. Socially, heterarchy distributes privilege and decision making
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among participants. It can be defined as an organizational form that provides
horizontal links that permit different elements of an organization to cooperate
while individually optimizing different success criteria. In an organizational
context, it permits the legitimate evaluation of various skills, types of knowledge,
or working styles in the same plane. In the heterarchy model, scholars emphasize
that there are many kinds of complex societies, as well as varied factors and
causes in their formation and development (Brumfiel 1995; Crumley 1995; Miksic
2000; White 1995).
According to Yoffee (2005) archaeologists identify chiefdoms in the field to
prove that something must precede a state that is not even egalitarian or state
like, and that similar pre-state entities must be identified in order to measure their
distances from statehood. Rather than equating cultural phenomena in several
areas under the same classification, he emphasizes the importance of examining
each in its respective historical context. In his reaction to the use of the chiefdom
concept in the archaeological literature, he advocates a comparative method that
examines societies from within contextually appropriate histories. For example, it
is now within archaeologists’ abilities to compare ancient states with one another,
both in their organizational forms and their developmental sequences (Yoffee
2005:194). Yoffee (2005:113) notes that while historians have always been able
to study the lives and actions of individuals as depicted in texts, historical
archaeologists are doubly armed. He provides a very detailed text-based
exploration of the ancient female agency from the Old Babylonian period of
Mesopotamia through legal records and administrative archives. He does this to
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counter what he identifies as a principle of the neoevolutionary paradigm that
models states as totalitarian political systems that corporately did things (Yoffee
2005:130). With data specifically provided by Mesopotamia’s rich textual record,
Yoffee (2005) demonstrates that dissent and disagreement within states were as
common in the past as they are today.
In addition, evolutionary models did not fit some data from the
archaeological record, which caused other archaeologists to rethink explanations
for social complexity, including those working in Southeast Asia (Allen 1999;
Tambiah 1985; White 1995; Winzeler 1976). Some archaeologists preferred to
stay away from the systemic evolutionary approach and employ a post
processual approach that emphasizes ideological and symbolic structures
(Beaudry et al. 1991; Dobres and Robb 2000; Hodder 2003, 2006; Hodder et al.
1995; Silliman 2001; Stein 2002; Whitley 1998).
Crumley’s (1995) concept of heterarchy has been most influential in
Southeast Asia in challenging hierarchical models used to explain sociopolitical
development. According to her, the concept of heterarchy will help us
understand the unique historical development of Southeast Asia. It implies a
horizontal rather than a vertical structuring, one where power relationships are
constantly changing through time and across space (White 1995). Heterarchy
emphasizes fluidity of social relationships and interactions. Compared to the
structurally fixed and predefined evolutionary categories, heterarchy is a more
contextual and flexible explanatory model of social complexity. It examines
conflict between different elements within the systems, and competition between
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factions. So instead of seeing systems as monolithic, we break them down by
stressing the ideas of conflict and competition that create a more dynamic notion
of systemic change, one that is less dependent on outside influence (Johnson
1999).
Because of the unique trajectory of Southeast Asian state formation, which
is characterized by dispersed and interdependent polity-economic centers rather
than by a core-periphery model, many scholars have recognized the value of
heterarchy theory to understanding the formation and development of
sociopolitical polities in Southeast Asia (e.g., Allen 1999; Christie 1990; Hutterer
1977; Junker 1994; Macknight 1986; Miksic 2000; Tambiah 1985; White 1995;
Winzeler 1976; Wright 1998).
It is important to mention that the change in theoretical discourse in
archaeology was not distinctive, as it was brought about by a general paradigm
shift taking place at that time in academia and in other research venues (Dornan
2002; Ortner 1984; Preucel and Hodder 1996; Schmidt and Patterson 1995;
Trigger 1984; Ucko 1995; Yoffee 1993). In this dissertation, I have reservations
about using typologies in describing societies as abstract models. I refrain from
making generalizations or treating early states and other polities as if there was
no social conflict and resistance in the past. The goal is to examine how the
emergence of different social roles and political transformations in early historical
polities occurred and demonstrate how individuals coped with a new social order
and ideology. This study explores the concept of agency that seeks to
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incorporate a role for socially informed individuals (also collectively) who act
consciously to reproduce and transform the society in which they live.

Agency
The postprocessual approach is configured as emic archaeology. It
explores the past by looking at peoples’ own perspectives of the world around
them, how they decide to do things, and what is important to them. It derives from
postmodern philosophy in the social sciences, which actually originated in the
field of literary criticism (Bourdieu 1977; Giddens 1979). Several scholars,
(Hodder 1987, 2002; Johnson 1989; Shanks and Tilley 1987; Silliman 2001;
Smith 2001) consider context as the central and defining feature of archaeology.
Because of this, postprocessual studies are also termed contextual archaeology.
Symbolic archaeology seeks to understand the meaning and symbols of material
items that people make. It examines how scientific biases toward simple function
and technology mask our view of individual human beings in the past and what
they might have been thinking (Hodder 2000). Needless to say, emic archaeology
is very hard to accomplish in prehistory. We might infer what might have been
meaningful to prehistoric people from what they left behind, for example, but it is
very difficult to discern what that meaning was. However with historical
archaeology we have texts to indicate what past people considered significant.
One segment of postprocessual archaeology includes several Marxist
viewpoints, most of which envision the past as the common people’s struggle for
empowerment and resistance against domination by elites (Bayman 2002;
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Beaudry et al. 1991; McGuire and Paynter 1991; Paynter 1989; Spriggs 1984).
Another useful aspect of postprocessual archaeology is critical theory, which
points out the many biases inherent in archaeological interpretation and in the
profession itself. A recent major emphasis in postprocessual archaeology has
been in gender studies and feminist archaeology, though these can of course be
done in a processual context as well (Bouvier 2001; McEwan 1991; Nelson 1997;
Whitely 1998).
In contrast to the processual perspective, the “individual” is significant in
the postprocessual way of thinking. Postprocessualists are interested in the
particularities and everyday routines of ordinary people (Hodder 2000; Gillespie
2001). Moreover, the notion of the “individual” is active. In most archaeological
theory, the notion of the individual is lost entirely. Individuals are portrayed as
passive entities that blindly follow rules imposed on them by society. A significant
concept applied in this dissertation is agency, a term used to refer to the active
strategies of individuals, highlighting the tensions and conflicts between and
among social groups (Dobres and Robb 2000, 2005; Frank 2006; Hodder 2000,
2003; Pauketat 2001). In terms of archaeological interpretation, we need to look
at situations where local actors manipulate given rules, and in so doing
alternatively reinforce the structure itself (Lesure 2005; Saitta 1994).
In this study, I consider the relationship between the daily practices and
material culture of the indigenous people, which is crucial for explaining how they
organize and make sense of their lives. By looking at these daily activities—how
they conceptualize their space, how they conduct their domestic duties, how they
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use their artifacts, and how they prepare their food—I can learn the ways by which
people impose order on their daily lives. The focus is on teasing out the daily
routines that people actually followed in the past (Hodder 1992; Robin 2002;
Wynne-Jones 2007). These past activities often produce the bulk of the
accumulated material deposits that make up the archaeological record. The past
daily life may be observed in archaeological contexts by examining the use of
settlement or built environment (Gardner 2002), in this case, the fortification, the
domestic activities, and the local subsistence.
It is difficult to find “individuals” in Spanish accounts penned during the
early historical period in the Philippines. However, the role of the individual is
worth examining in the recent past, as well as how power was used by individuals
to manipulate the colonial system and eventually create their own cultural and
historical representation. In the succeeding section, I will show how ethnohistoric
research (Brewer 2004) revealed the tension between Catholic friars and local
women priestesses in Pangasinan and relate those social dynamics to
archaeological findings on Lubang Island in terms of gender, ideology, and
identity in the past. Also, by analyzing the faunal remains from the site, I focus on
how the cultural practices such as preparing food and using artifacts take on new
interpretations and meanings in the process of cultural interaction. Daily practices
are not simply reproduced but are creatively modified during the process of
everyday negotiations with other groups to suit their own interests.
With the advances in the understanding and use of agency as a concept in
archaeology (Dobres and Robb 2005; Hegmon and Kulow 2005; Hodder 2002;
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Joyce and Lopiparo 2005; Owoc 2005; Pauketat 2001; Pauketat & Alt 2005;
Smith 2001; Stark 2007), this study provides an example by interpreting
indigenous responses to colonial contact, focusing on the understanding of the
archaeological record as the remains of social practices, rather than on
generalized social institutions. This interpretation is in reference to Bourdieu’s
theory of practice, where the archaeological analysis is grounded in everyday
activities as reflected in its research methods.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODS AND DESIGN

Introduction
The development of the “new archaeology” contributed to the separation of
history and systemic archaeology in academic research. The scientific orientation
of the proponents of the “new archaeology” rejected the “culture historical”
approach of earlier practitioners of archaeology and instead emphasized the
investigation of cultural processes. As a result, archaeologists had to learn
natural scientific methods and eventually downplayed the importance of any
historical emphasis in their research (Flannery 1972; Hodder 2004, 2002; Trigger
2006). In short, most archaeologists are rarely seen in the archives, while
historians are seldom seen in archaeological sites.
Along with the development of anthropological archaeology, however,
came the florescence of historical archaeology as a subdiscipline. The critical
analysis of historical documents became part of its research methods in
investigating the past. These changes and influences reflect the growth of the
discipline through time. Archaeology today incorporates all of the historical trends
and some new attempts to move beyond theoretical limitations. This is evident
and represented in the corpus of archaeological literature we see today (Andren
1998; Bacus 2003; Crabtree 1990; Crumley 1995; Dietler and Hayden 2001;
Junker 2002; Lightfoot 2005; Paynter 2000; Reitz 1992).
Historical archaeology has always been associated with the phrase
“handmaiden to history.” For some people, historical archaeology is just an
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expensive way to find out what we already know about the past. Apparently, such
a viewpoint comes from scholars whose academic culture revolves around the
written text and not material objects. By using both written texts and
archaeological data, alternate points of view can be created by giving voice to the
people usually missing from historical accounts: the “people without history” (Wolf
1982), “those of little note” (Scott 1994), the colonized (Gosden 1997), the
disenfranchised, (Gibson 1990), and resettled (Warren 1990), among others.
In this study, I put the archaeological evidence for everyday experiences
on Lubang Island together with the Spanish accounts of what happened in the
historical past, in order to get a glimpse of the biases of the authors and provide
insights into the discrepancies in both the archaeological and written records.
Moreover, a holistic approach involving the examination of both
archaeological and documentary records, alongside the use of theory, should
contribute to and refine theoretical and methodological approaches in the study of
cultural encounters in Island Southeast Asia. This dissertation is a preliminary
study that uses this approach to data from Lubang Island, where evidence for the
everyday activities of local inhabitants, both from archaeology and ethnohistory,
reflects the construction of local worldview and identities.

Research Methods
Archaeology
Despite growing archaeological research devoted to answering
questions of anthropological significance, such as the development of complex
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societies in Southeast Asia, particularly in the Philippines, we still lack detailed
archaeological data from important habitation and settlement sites in the area.
There are several reasons for the scarcity of such sites. First is the nature of how
local archaeologists and institutions practice archaeology. Archaeologists
working in the Philippines implicitly use anthropological theory in their research.
Often, the theory they use is culture history, most of which is descriptive and
preliminary in nature. The lead agency for cultural and archaeological research in
the country, due to lack of funds and personnel, conducts most of its
archaeological assignments under the category of salvage projects. The
Archaeology Division of the National Museum has unclear goals for advancing
the state of archaeology as exemplified by the lack of long-term archaeological
projects anchored in anthropologically sound research designs. Second, most of
the historical-period habitation and settlement sites in the Philippines are found in
the same locations as prehistoric and modern-day living sites. In fact, this
mingling not only doubles the problem of not having the means and the research
design structure to guide archaeologists, it also makes the dig complicated.
There is always the chance that the site is disturbed or, worse being used by
current inhabitants. And lastly, the concept of social complexity in the past is
complicated and difficult to define. There is a need to initiate research that offers
an alternative to the present interpretation of the formation and development of
early historical polities in the Philippines. In this study, I use the concept of
agency in interpreting the past, focusing on the mundane everyday activities of
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local people in pluralistic contexts to help in the construction of social identities
and cultural meanings.
Prior to my research, little was known about the archaeology of Lubang
Island. After reading historical accounts about the islands, I decided to excavate
a fortification site that might yield an early historical-period habitation or
settlement site underneath. One of the objectives of this research is to find ways
to investigate sites that explain the various processes involved in creating a
multifaceted site. The goal is to find and identify a habitation site dating within the
early to middle first millennium A.D. The knowledge from and the experience of
teasing out the complexities of excavating multiple-context archaeological sites
was anticipated in the study. There is a gap in our knowledge of settlement sites
in Southeast Asia (Miksic 2006). There are many early historical settlement sites
in the Philippines that are found in coastal areas where present populations or
settlements are situated. Prior to the coming of the Spaniards, early Filipino
polities settled in coastal areas in response to the ongoing trading network with
nearby polities and Asian traders. Junker (1994) noted that those polities
continued to settle and populate coastal areas even after the Spanish period.
Some of these sites are found at the mouth of the rivers, hence the dendritic
model used by archaeologists in describing site distribution in the area (Bronson
1977). Locally made pottery sherds are usually found in the vicinity of Spanish
fortified structures. This indicates an older habitation or settlement site in the
area. Javellana (1996), in his survey of different Spanish forts in the archipelago,
gives us an idea of the extent of possible settlement sites buried or adjacent to
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these defensive structures. The importance and the potential of these sites for
understanding the processes of site formation and sociopolitical development are
tremendous. This archaeological research on Lubang Island provides an avenue
for understanding the complexities of early cultural contact sites in the Philippines
and contributing to the growing data on local historical archaeology.

Ethnohistory
The use of both historical documents and ethnographic accounts of
indigenous groups is an important method in this study. By using historical
documents as part of the analytical framework, we can understand the ways in
which early historical polities make sense of their life, conflict, and strategies
(Little 1992). Several of the examples of the combined use of textual and material
data involve research into the rise of complex societies (Allard 1998; Allen 1998;
Andren 1998; Feinman 1997; Junker 1998; Lape 2002, 2006; Schmidt and
Patterson 1995). Some of the earliest documents in the Philippines were written
by foreign observers, particularly from China (Wu 1959). There are also
indigenous texts written on bamboo by the Mangyans and the Tagbanuas
(Conklin 1949; Miyamoto 1988). One early surviving example of an earlier
document is a copper plate bearing Old Javanese inscriptions that describes
early polities and an agreement between a slave and his master (Postma 1991).
These texts describe the early Philippines as a crossroads of cultural interaction.
Early polities were capable of written communications which, if deciphered, can
be a source of information to help understand the dynamics of the historical past
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(Barber 1994). Unfortunately, these documents are difficult to decipher or
translate by anyone who is not an expert on the old Javanese language. In the
case of the indigenous scripts, there are few well-preserved examples that can
be used for ethnohistorical analysis.
Because of this, I opted to use secondary sources based on historical
documents written by Spaniards about their accounts of everyday transactions
with the early Filipinos. Most of this information was written as part of their
obligation as public officials to submit formal reports to the Spanish government.
The Spanish documents, as translated by recent scholars, must be subject to
internal criticism to understand the potential biases and ethnocentric views of the
Spanish authors. It is, however, important to point out that I did not analyze
original Spanish documents in this study because of research and language
limitations. The ethnohistorical analysis contained in this study was based on
secondary sources or translations from the original Spanish documents by recent
scholars (early1900s). Most of the secondary sources I cited were taken from the
book The Philippine Islands- 1493-1898, edited and annotated by Blair and
Robertson (1903-1909). The book is a multivolume compilation of early Spanish
accounts of early navigators and their explorations, description of the islands and
their people, and the Spanish missionaries and their experiences, all of which
reflected the political, economic, and religious conditions of the Philippine Islands
from their earliest relations with the Europeans (and neighboring Asians) until the
end of the nineteenth century. This monumental work has become a basic
reference for scholars interested in studying the Spanish colonial perspective of
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Philippines history and experience. Because of this, it has also resulted in the
construction and increase of historical factoids and inaccuracies about the nature
of the Spanish colonial rule in the early historical Philippines.
There were several Spanish accounts translated in this compilation. One
of these was the account of Hernando Riquel in 1565, the Spanish Notary of the
Legaspi expedition to the Philippines. Legaspi was the first governor general of
the Philippines during the Spanish Colonial period. I focused my reading on one
of Riquel’s accounts of Captain Juan de Salcedo and his fleet, ca. 1565-1572,
where he mentioned their exploration and conquest of several islands in Luzon,
including Lubang Island. I also noted several citations of similar accounts by
recent scholars that mentioned Lubang Island and its inhabitants in their own
work. The goal of the ethnohistorical method was to generate historical narrative
credible enough to support archaeological hypotheses and inferences about the
past.
When analyzing historical documents, it is important to test the authenticity
and credibility of the material (Gottschalk 1969). It is imperative not to assume
that the translated accounts were accurate and comprehensive. In fact, on the
contrary, the data should be subjected to textual analysis including external and
internal criticism before integrating it into the archaeological discourse (Wood
1990).
Some of the historical sources I am going to include in my discussion are
the following: Indigenous Philippine and Malay texts; Chinese Annals; and
European documents.
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Before the European encounter, local polities in the Philippines were using
indigenous scripts in many regions in the Philippines. In fact, during the initial
cultural interaction, the Spaniards mentioned the use of indigenous scripts written
in bamboo among the Tagbanua of Palawan and the Mangyan of Mindoro.
However, there are no known surviving Prehispanic bamboo texts that can be
analyzed contextually concerning the nature of contact period Philippines.
Another example of an early indigenous text in the Philippines is written on the
Calatagan Pot. Unfortunately, due to lack of information on the social contexts of
writing and on the real meaning of the texts, the writings on the pot have not been
used by scholars to reconstruct early polities and their culture. Another historical
source is oral accounts by ethnolinguistic groups such as those of Sulu
Sultanate. Saleeby (1905, in Junker 1998) compiled oral accounts (chiefly
genealogy) for both the Sulu and Magindanao polities that talk about chiefly
succession, marriage, and alliances and strategies for political legitimation. Malay
texts from historically known midsecond millennium A.D. Southeast Asian trading
kingdoms that had some connections with Philippine polities were Majapahit
(Java), Brunei (Borneo), and Kingdoms of the Malacaa Straits. Unfortunately,
some of these sources were written by Bornean historians and are heavily biased
due to the political agenda of emphasizing the political and cultural dominance
over other polities of the same scale. So even today, there are history books that
mistakenly place Philippine polities such as Manila, and Sulu under the Brunei
political hegemony in the 1500s. These are contradicted by early Chinese and
European texts and by archaeological evidence (Junker 1998). It is apparent that
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there are early Southeast Asian polities that exaggerate claims of political
influence over other polities in the region.
Chinese documents that mentioned Philippine polities dates back to the
Tang Dynasty (A.D. 618-908). These are Chinese court tributary records where
Philippine polities are mentioned and Chinese travelers’ account of trade
voyages to the Philippines. These tenth to fifteenth centuries tributary records
provide significant information on the Chinese perceptions of how Philippine local
polities were governed, the political landscape of the time, and the trade goods
offered and desired by Philippine polities. Chinese travellers’ accounts from the
early second milennium A.D. are considered rich sources of information on the
political economy of the early polities. However, they are heavily biased because
of the traditional worldview of the Chinese Empire as the center of the universe,
where all non-Chinese people are considered to be “barbarians” (Junker 1998).
The context of early Chinese sources about the nature of Philippine polities must
be analyzed carefully.
So far, the Spanish documents make up the largest compilation of written
sources used to infer the nature of contact period Philippine polities. One
example of an early sixteenth-century Spanish source of information is the official
document called a relación. These documents were compiled by colonial
administrators in the newly established colony as part of the Relaciones

Geográficas, a series of official reports. The information gathered was based on a
series of standard questions provided to the Colonial administrator that were
designed to provide information relevant to Spanish administration about their
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new territory. In addition to the relaciones were correspondence and manuscripts
by early European voyagers and early dictionaries compiled by Spanish clergy,
all of which may provide insights into indigenous worldview (Junker 1998).
Moreover, at the end of Spanish rule in the Philippines toward the start of
a new colonial government, the American Colonial administration commissioned
the translation of more than 3,000 Spanish documents from the Seville (Spain)
archives and publication that resulted in a 55-volume work entitled The

Philippines, 1493-1898 by Blair and Robertson (1903-1909). As a reaction to this
massive work, local historian Gregorio Zaide’s posthumously published 12volume series provided alternative translations of some of the major relaciones
from Blair and Robertson, with his comments and texts omitted from their work
(Junker 1998).
Despite the enormous quantity of untranslated and unstudied Spanish
documents, historical research using Spanish documents to understand early
historic Philippine polities is still in its infancy. The late William Henry Scott and
his historical writings about the nature of sociopolitical organization, technology,
economy, and ideology of early historical Philippine polities are rare in academe.
Scott’s descriptive nature and his analytical insights contribute significantly to
baseline information about Philippine society under the Spanish colonial system
(Junker 1998).
Another application of combining documents and material data to
investigate the past is in theory building (Kepecs and Kolb 1997; Lightfoot 1995;
Rogers and Wilson 1993). In Philippine archaeology, Junker (1993, 1994,
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1998,1999) used both data sets to study social complexity and trade from the
tenth to seventeenth centuries. She used these texts as narratives about the
nature of interactions and the formation of local political development by
juxtaposing texts against archaeological data. The disagreement between these
two sources of information exposes biases and highlights various contexts.
Theoretically, it provides a unique opportunity to generate critical questions for
archaeological research.
These approaches have attempted to understand the social and cultural
factors that influence artifact use, as well as the social value of material culture to
local people. They challenge us to ask incisive questions about cultural behavior
from the past, and think about how we can use that information to generate
cultural analogies or inferences (Allen 1998; Deagan and Scardaville 1985;
Silliman 2005; Stein 2002; Voss 2005; Yoffee and Cowell 2006). For example,
even with the advent of Oriental wares, the role or function of pottery in ritual
practice could have remained unchanged, and so also could the value attached
to it, even if Oriental ceramics were preferred by the performer or actor due to
their quality or characteristics that the ritual entailed. Therefore, does the choice
of pottery by the performer/shaman or priestess change the social value attached
to the ritual artifact, whether it is local or nonlocal pottery? Because of the
importance of local ceramics in ritual activities by ethnolinguistic groups today, I
would assume that in the past the value of the ritual artifact was the same, even if
the function of the ritual instrument changed to a more effective one, for example
the ringing sound of the porcelain. I would argue that the social context where the
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artifact was used in everyday routine is as important as the technical aspect of
the pottery analysis.

Ethnography
Ethnography is fundamental in anthropology. It is the method of describing
a group or social phenomenon based on fieldwork. It presents the results of
holistic research. Generally, the researcher participates in local activities in order
to understand local behavior and thought. In archaeology, ethnography is used
by studying the material culture of contemporary societies to make assumptions
about the past based on the present (Longacre 1981). One way of understanding
the past is by using ethnographic analogy and applying it to make logical
inferences and questions to guide our interpretation of the past. These questions
are answered by comparing ethnographic variables from archaeological data
(David and Kramer 2001; Longacre and Skibo 1994; Stark 1992, 1998).
Ethnographic analogy helps provide a basis for comparison with early
historical human behavior. The closest communities with comparable
developments in similar systems at different points in time as those in the early
historical Lubang Island are the contemporary Buid Mangyans of Mindoro. The
early historical communities stayed in the coastal centers of Lubang Island and
neighboring areas. They came from the southern Philippines via the western
Palawan route and later migrated to the main Mindoro Island and nearby small
coastal centers in the mid-first millennium A.D. The Buid ethnography of Mindoro
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(Gibson 1986) was consulted in this study for a comparison of cultural variables
with archaeological data gathered from Lubang Island.

Research Design
As mentioned earlier, this dissertation highlights the implications of daily
practices of individual actors and interactions between nonlocal and local
communities on Lubang Island as reflected in their settlement, social, and
political organization; material culture; local trade; and subsistence practices.
How did the indigenous people organize and make sense of their lives in the
midst of cultural encounter with the Europeans?
The study uses two separate types of data to understand the dynamics of
cross-cultural interactions on Lubang Island: historical and archaeological. Given
the limitations of archaeological data generated for this dissertation, some of the
significant questions and discussions about the nature of cross-cultural
interactions of local polities in Lubang Island are framed under cultural contact
and colonialism, while discussion about the issue of social complexity and
agency is based on ethnohistorical data.
For the archaeology section, discussion focuses on the nature of the
archaeological site on Lubang Island. The archaeological evidence, although
limited, can provide the critical information needed to reconstruct the many facets
of cross-cultural interaction between different social groups during the early
historical period in Lubang Island.
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Some of the questions on the nature of the individual actions and
experience as a response to cultural encounters will be answered using
ethnohistorical sources. I am interested in how the local inhabitants reacted to the
changes brought about by such interaction. The changes in their economic
subsistence, political views, and settlement plans are reflected in their local
everyday practices as seen in the archaeological record. How do we characterize
agency in the past? How can the study of daily practices provide insights into the
other people’s worldview, cultural meaning, and social identities?
To address these research questions, a variety of strategies were
proposed that include a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods. The
methods combined both archaeological and historical approaches to understand
changes in local settlements related to processes of interaction between
indigenous and nonindigenous groups. The research data were collected through
(1) documentary research, (2) archaeological survey and documentation of early
historical sites, and (3) scientific excavation of settlement and fortified sites to
address questions of chronology, subsistence, trade, and culture contact,
particularly the intricacies of everyday actions of individuals in the past.
The historical documentary research was conducted at the National
Museum of the Philippines, the National Archives, and the National Library in
Metro Manila. The information used in the ethnohistorical analyses was gathered
from secondary sources. I did not have the chance to work with primary sources
because of language limitations. The most relevant historical documents
consulted in this study include works by Careri (1699-1700), translated by Garcia
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(1963); Colin (1660), translated by Jocano (1975); Domingo (1618-1686),
translated by Cummins (1962); Loarca (1582), translated by Garcia (1963);
Morga (1609) and Riquel (1573), translated by Blair and Robertson (1903-1909);
and Scott (1994).
Archaeological research was carried out on Lubang Island, Occidental
Mindoro, Philippines. I organized an archaeological excavation on the island that
involved local people and graduate students from the Archaeological Studies
Program, University of the Philippines.
The archaeological project included several visits to the site on Lubang
Island to conduct survey, mapping, and excavation of archaeological sites. The
research has been designed to gather data that will be used to answer particular
research questions relevant to understanding the nature and processes of
interaction of various groups in the islands.

Baseline Data Collection
The data collected during this phase derive from previous archaeological
interpretations drawn from archaeological reports and ethnographic accounts
from ethnohistorical documents.
The primary purpose of the research conducted during this phase was to
generate information that situates the cultural and historical processes on the
Lubang Islands in their spatial and temporal context. Secondary sources were
consulted to find clues as to the daily practices and historical trajectories of local
inhabitants on the Lubang Islands during the early historical period. Although I
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am aware of the limitations of secondary historical sources, these documents
have provided rich supplementary perspectives in the formation of the research
design. Ethnohistorical data were reviewed throughout the research process.
Historical documents and ethnographic accounts have been valuable in
understanding the context of local polities of the recent past (Junker 1998; Lape
2002; Lightfoot 1995; Wright 1998).
This historical information was tested and evaluated with data generated
through archaeological excavation. For purposes of reevaluation, I also consulted
archaeological interpretations of other archaeological sites and research projects
having similar temporal and spatial contexts. Geographical data were generated
through the use of topographic maps and GPS field instruments.

Survey of Archaeological Sites
The research team systematically surveyed, mapped, and sampled
archaeological sites found on Lubang Island. The goals of the archaeological
survey were (1) to determine the nature, location, and condition of archaeological
sites, (2) to assess the significance of archaeological features relevant to
questions asked in the research design, and (3) to obtain sufficient data to
facilitate extensive data recovery at selected and future sites.
The survey helped generate contextual information about archaeological
site distribution, which is important for analyzing settlement patterns and
assessing the spatial and temporal significance of the human occupation of the
islands. The objective was to find archaeological sites with the potential to
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answer questions regarding land use, and occupation duration posed in the
research design. Data collection methods included site mapping and
archaeological sampling of datable organics, artifacts, and archaeological faunal
remains. Moreover, it is important to consider the kinds of formation processes
that potentially influenced the spatial patterning of archaeological materials.

Data Collection
All data collection in this phase was conducted by the author with the
participation of the students from University of the Philippines. A pedestrian
survey was facilitated to identify archaeological features that might be visible on
the ground surface and have significant subsurface deposits. Cultural materials
from the surface of sites were documented and collected to aid in the
interpretation of activity areas and the spatial organization of the settlement. The
team recorded and mapped cultural features and diagnostic artifacts. The size of
the site was measured by the extent of the artifact density and distribution.
Flagging tapes were used to outline the boundaries of the site and the distribution
of the artifacts. The exact location of the selected sites was recorded using GPS
units. A digital camera was used to document the surveyed sites.
To further increase archaeological visibility and sampling, shovel testing
was conducted in the surveyed sites to assess the significance of cultural
resources in the sites such as the presence or absence of diagnostic artifacts.
Diagnostic artifacts include local earthenware pottery that would establish types
of human activity that took place in the site (e.g., food preparation, water
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storage); oriental ceramics (and local ceramics) that would establish the relative
chronology of the site, trade activities, craft specialization, and ritual practices;
density of artifacts to locate activity areas in the site; faunal remains that would
indicate subsistence activity; and architectural features such as wall fall, mounds,
or actual ruins that would indicate settlement of and fortification by the early
inhabitants in the island.

Archaeological Excavation
After measuring the site size and collecting the surface artifacts, the
chosen site was systematically excavated. The selected site was a moated
fortification. The fortification as an architectural feature was sampled and
recorded in order to thoroughly record its history and use over time. The main
objective of the excavation was to establish the occupation layers of the site and
establish site use and chronology.
Once the excavation area was chosen, the team then cleared the area of
all the vegetation. A central site datum was set up in north/south and east/west
line directions to establish a general grid system. A smaller grid square, 2 meters
by 4 meters, was laid out adjacent to the south wall as the excavation area.
Identified features were marked and assigned feature numbers. Each feature had
vertical and horizontal provenience within the site grid.
The test unit was excavated according to cultural layers until sterile
sediment was reached. Deposits from each layer were screened to recover
artifacts and faunal remains that were not collected or recorded in situ. All
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artifacts and ecofacts were collected from each layer and placed into properly
marked bags. For provenience control, the locations of the units, artifacts, and
features were plotted on the project site map. In order to recover as much
material as possible, excavated earth was sifted through1/4”- and1/8”-mesh
screens. Soil and pollen samples were taken from each layer for future analysis.
The team used a water-sieving technique when digging reached the water table
at the site. (It was hard to clean and identify artifacts due to the muddy nature of
the soil.) This technique made it easier to recover artifact samples and faunal
remains for later analysis and dating.
Both absolute and relative dating was used in this research. A sample
collected for absolute dating was submitted to the University of Arizona NSFAMS laboratory for analysis. Relative dating of ceramics was made by the author,
in consultation with Ching Yang Chao, an archaeologist and Oriental ceramic
expert from the Academia Sinica in Taipei.

Data Analysis
The data generated by the historical and archaeological research
conducted during the course of this study were analyzed and interpreted within a
culture contact and colonialism framework. In particular, the concept of agency
was applied using historical data in order to highlight issues that concern the
everyday experiences and circumstances of early historical coastal polities in the
Philippines. The project findings were used to identify and date protohistoric sites
and resulted in improved field methods and interpretations. The project
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generated new interpretations and understanding of historical sites found in
coastal communities in Island Southeast Asia. Most importantly, the analysis of
the data made us apply the concept of agency to understand how material culture
related to everyday social action of individuals in the past and vice versa.
Artifacts and ecofacts were transported from the site to the University of
the Philippines Physical Anthropology and Archaeology Laboratory for cleaning,
sorting, cataloging, and analysis. Samples for carbon dating were processed and
analyzed at the University of Arizona NSF-AMS Laboratory.
After the dissertation phase, all cultural artifacts and archaeological
samples collected during this project, along with copies of the field notes, maps,
and final report, will be curated in the Archaeology Division, National Museum of
the Philippines and/or at the Archaeological Studies Program, University of the
Philippines.
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CHAPTER 4: SITE LOCATION
Introduction
This chapter contains the description of the physical environment of the
Philippines in general and Lubang Island in particular (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). The
site location is shown in reference to the rest of Southeast Asia. It includes
environmental factors and information that are relevant in human settlement and
interaction during the early historical period in the area. This information was
used to make inferences about the nature of past social organization and human
behavior in the Philippines in the context of the sociocultural and political
development of various polities in Island Southeast Asia.

Figure 4.1. The Philippines in Southeast Asia.
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Research Setting

The Philippines Archipelago is made up of more than 7,000 islands with a
total land area of approximately 300,000 square kilometers. It is bordered by the
Philippine Sea on the east, the South China Sea on the west, and the Celebes
Sea on the south. Directly north is the island nation of Taiwan. The archipelago is
divided into three major island groups: the Luzon (Northern), Visayas (Central),
and Mindanao (Southern) Philippines. The majority of the land mass is composed
of 11 islands found within the three major regions.
The Philippine Islands are part of a western Pacific arc system that is
characterized by active volcanoes. The island of Palawan is the only one that is
part of the Sunda continental shelf. It is the large expanse of land that was
exposed during various times during the Pleistocene, and which may have
served as the land bridge for early people to occupy Island Southeast Asia.
Because of the island’s proximity to the northwestern fringes of the Pacific Ring
of Fire, it experiences regular, sometimes daily, seismic and volcanic activity.
Although most tremors are too weak to be felt, some of the most destructive
events were recorded as early as the 1500s and as recently as the 2000s.
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Figure 4.2. Map of the Philippines highlighting the Mindoro area.

The local climate is hot, humid, and tropical. There are three recognized
seasons, namely the hot season or summer (March-May), the rainy season
(June-November), and the cold season (December to February). The country
also lies in the typhoon belt of the Western Pacific. Every year, an average of 20
typhoons hit the islands. The southern and eastern parts of the archipelago lie on
the equatorial tropics characterized by almost year-round rainfall, and the
northern and western areas lie within the seasonal tropics marked by wet and dry
seasons. The variety in topical climate is associated with different general types
of flora and fauna that may have been available during the prehistoric and early
historical periods.
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The Lubang island group consists of four habitable islands, located
northwest of Mindoro Island, west of the Batangas Peninsula and off shore westsouthwest of Manila, with the coordinates of 13047’N, 120012’E. The largest island
is called Lubang, where the municipalities of Lubang and Looc are located. To
the south of, is the second largest island called Golo Island. To the east of
Lubang Island is a small volcanic island called Ambil Island, while the smallest
island, called Cabra Island, is found to the north of Lubang. The South China
Sea is on the west of the island group. The Calavite Passage separates the
islands from the main provincial island, Mindoro, and the Verde Passage
separates the island group from the province of Batangas. The islands are part of
the province of Occidental Mindoro, and are divided into two municipalities: Looc
and Lubang. The Municipality of Lubang covers the western half of Lubang and
Cabra Islands (Figure 4.3), while the Municipality of Looc covers the remaining
half of Lubang Island plus Ambil and Golo Islands.
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Figure 4.3. Location of the site in Lubang Municipality.

The Lubang group of islands is part of a geological unit, along with
mainland Mindoro, Palawan, the Calamianes group, Balabac, and the Cuyo
Islands, which is physically separate and distinct from the rest of the Philippine
Islands. These islands are located on or near the Sundaland Platform, an ancient
and stable block where the island of Borneo is also situated (Wernstedt and
Spencer 1967:23). Hereafter, the Lubang group of islands will be referred to as
Lubang Island.
The structural form of the main Lubang Island is lowland in the northwest
section of the island. The northeastern coast of Lubang is a floodplain (Figure
4.4). It is low lying, poorly drained, and fringed by marsh and swamp in many
areas.
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[
Figure 4.4. Floodplain and lowland area on Lubang Island.

Early Culture Contact Experience

Despite the apparent trade relations of early Philippine polities as early as
the first millennium A.D., it is likely that the people of the Lubang Islands
experienced significant sociopolitical changes during the transition from the early
historical period to the time of European expansion. The coastal inhabitants of
Lubang Island could have engaged in maritime trade with neighboring groups as
early as first millenium A.D. and continued until the Spanish period. The
possibility of such a scenario is demonstrated by the relative short distance to
other major polities in Luzon such those found in Pampanga, Tondo, Manila,
Cavite, Batangas, and Mindoro. In the 1700s, protected coves along the shores
of the Lubang group of islands served as sanctuaries for maritime trading vessels
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seeking shelter from raging storms and, later, from raiding pirates from the south
(Warren 1990, 2002). Both archaeological evidence and early historical
documents show that local polities were engaged in trading, not only with local
groups but also with merchants from China and the rest of mainland Southeast
Asia (Beyer 1964, 1979; Fox 1959; Junker 1999, Candelario 2000).
When the Europeans first arrived in the Philippines, many of the coastlines
of major islands were already occupied by socially stratified societies (Junker
1999). Based on historical documents, the Europeans arrived at Lubang Island
during the mid-1500s. The earliest Europeans to set foot on the shores of Lubang
Island were soldiers led by Captain Juan de Salcedo (Riquel 1573). After that,
the islands saw fierce battles between local inhabitants allied with Spanish
soldiers and Moro raiders. Apparently, people continued to migrate from
neighboring communities to the Lubang Islands in order to avoid the wrath of
Muslim raiders (Warren 2002). Spanish missionaries eventually converted the
inhabitants of Lubang Island to Christianity (Cummins 1962). As trade and
missionary activities persisted, the local population of Lubang Island continued to
experience variability and discontinuity engendered by interaction among various
groups (Lopez 1974). This is evidenced by the displacement and movement of
people from their settlements for the purpose of religious transformation and
political reorganization (Cushner 1971; Phelan 1959). This was the experience of
the early historical local populations not only on Lubang Island, but in other
coastal towns as well (Zamora 1975). People experienced the loss of their
traditional way of life, their identity, and their voices. What remains now on
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Lubang Island are traces of colonial presence and artifacts in an enclosure made
from a mixture of stone slabs coral and lime that has barely withstood the test of
time (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5. Wall ruins on the north side of the fort.

Archaeology in the Philippines
Archaeological research in the Lubang Island is still in its infancy. Most of
what is known about the early historical period in the Philippines is limited to
documentary evidence. It is not surprising, given the assumption that the
Philippines are an archaeological backwater, to find many opportunities for
research in the region. Most of the archaeological research focuses on the
prehistory of the islands. In this section, I outline some of the archaeological
research in the Philippines that focused on the early historical polities, including
the Mindoro region.
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Generally, culture contact studies emphasize that the changes undergone
by the local populations were not due solely to the outsider’s power and
influence. As more data become available, the theory of having a one-way
transmission of ideas and culture change are usually downplayed. The local
attitudes and actions played an important role in determining the impact of
contact. The following works on culture contact and change emphasize such
ideas (Beaudry et al. 1991; Cusick 1998; Dawson 1974; Deagan 1985, 1995;
Dyson 1985; Farnsworth 1992, 2001; Foster 1960; Funari et al.1999; Gosden
1997; Hann 1991; Hoover 1996; Hugill and Dickson 1988; Lightfoot 2005; Orser
1996; Rogers and Wilson 1993; Rubertone 2000; Schortman and Urban 1992;
Stein 2002; Voss 2005).
In Island Southeast Asia, scholars have been asking questions regarding
cultural processes that created entangled communities, complexities of group
relations in the struggle over power and autonomy, and shifting ethnic identities
of local communities during the transition from prehistory to the historical period
(Allard 1998; Allen 1998; Bellwood 1987; Christie 1990; Glover and Bellwood
2004; Hall 1985; Kathirithamby-Wells and Villiers 1990; Lape 2000a, 2000b;
Macknight 1986; Marr and Milner 1986; Peterson 1987; Spriggs 2000;
Theunissen et al.2000; Winzeler 1976).
However, in the Philippines, very few archaeological research projects
address these important issues. Although earlier archaeological research in the
Visayan Islands discussed cultural dynamics and processes (Bacus 1996, 1999;
Hutterer and Macdonald 1982; Junker 1993, 1994, 1999; Junker, Mudar, and
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Schwaller 1994; Nishimura 1988), such studies have only been conducted in a
particular geographic region in the Philippines. At this time, we have very little
archaeological evidence that suggests the nature of early historical settlements
on Lubang Island or other coastal areas in the archipelago.

Early Historical Studies
This research attempts to broaden the research area to include the cultural
experience of the people of the Lubang Island through archaeological and
historical research on Luzon Island. There is a need to find and study
archaeological settlement sites in other regions in the Philippines to better
understand these undoubtedly complex and ever changing early historical
polities.
Unfortunately, most historians and archaeologists in the Philippines
believe that the emergence of sociopolitical complexity in the region was late
occurring, rapid, and linked to the outside trade network with more organized
Asian kingdoms or empires (Aga-Oglu 1962; Beyer 1964; Chan 1978;
Chutiwongs1996; Coedes 1968; Craig 1979; Fox 1967; Francis 2002; Glover
1990, 1998; Hall 1985; Miksic 2006; Nguyen–Long 1999; Ray 1989; Spriggs
2000).
Because of this model, archaeological analysis has often been restricted
to documenting Philippine trade patterns in terms of Chinese initiatives and trade
objectives. This resulted in a limited analytical timeframe, usually encompassing
only the tenth century to the sixteenth century. In fact, sociopolitical complexity of
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varying degrees throughout the archipelago started at least as early as the
middle first millennium A.D. or earlier (Bacus 1997, 2000; Burton 1978; Junker
1999; Nishimura 1988; Postma 1991).
Even before the onset of Chinese trade, as early as 500 B.C, finely made
local earthenware, metal objects, and other high-status goods, circulated through
inter-island exchange (Beyer 1947; Coutts 1983; Fox 1979; Solheim 1961, 2001).
Historical and archaeological evidence suggests ongoing trade and exchange
between Island Southeast Asians and merchants from mainland Asia long before
the arrival of Europeans (Aga-Oglu 1962; Allen 2000; Chutiwongs 1996; Glover
1990; Hall 1985; Junker 1994). Based on historical documents, Europeans first
arrived in the Lubang island group during the mid-500s (Cummins 1962; Riquel
1573).
One of the problems of using any historical documents is the bias that
comes with its writing. Most of the time, the indigenous people’s perspective of
their history remains hidden and their precolonial history is almost unknown. It is
crucial to integrate history and archaeology in exploring the notion of complexity
in the recent past (Barber 1994; Junker 1998; Lape 2006; Wright 1998).

Fortification in the Philippines
Around 10,000 years ago, the ancestors of early Filipinos sought
protection from elements inside the Tabon caves in northern Palawan. These
caves served as a natural shelter from heavy rain and cold winds, forming a
natural barrier to both animals and humans outside their social group. The
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formation of settlement and human complexity is evident from the natural
structures they used such as cliffs, hills, caves, and an island to man-made
barriers such as tree houses, palisades, watch towers, and castles. People used
these natural structures as shelter, habitation, and/or fortifications (Javellana
1997; Mijares 2002).
Before the Spaniards arrived in the Philippines, local polities were already
using fortifications as a refuge in times of war and as settlements in times of
peace. However, not all fortifications survived the test of time, as most of them
were wooden structures, such as palisades and fortification. But there are others
that have survived to the present, mostly made of stone or natural formations
such as those found in the Batanes Islands (Dizon 2000). Early local polities in
the Philippines had an extensive vocabulary relating to warfare and fortification,
suggesting a way of life rooted in aggression and the need for protection (Scott
1994).
Javellana (1997) documented fortifications found all over the Philippines
from the Spanish period. He also mentioned unverified fortifications such as
wooden palisades in some areas. For instance, he cited natural fortifications
made on volcanic outcrops such as the Ijang in Batanes Islands, located in the
northernmost Philippines (Dizon 2000). Interestingly, the words ili or ilihan refer to
high ground or a small settlement that were used in various regions in the
islands. Also, the ancient Tagalog built a structure called moog, which a warrior
would enter through a ladder and which served as a place of retreat. For the
Visayans, moog refers to “any tower, rocky outcropping or natural pinnacle that
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could be fortified, to which evacuees retreated for defense” (Scott 1994:155).

Moog were also described as wooden and thatch structures built in trees or on
tall posts, made from heavy planks, 15 meters or so above the ground. From
these positions, occupants could defend themselves from enemies, throwing
spears, shooting arrows, blowing darts, dropping rocks, and sometimes firing
local arquebuses or muskets called luthang (Scott 1994:150). While the Visayans
came down from their treetop, the use of tree houses as places of safety
continued in Mindanao until the late nineteenth century, as reported by Jesuit
missionaries working in that area.
Another word of importance is cota or kuta, which means a tall wall.
Historical documents describe Raja Sulayman’s kuta as made of stout timbers. A
place in southern Philippines called Cotabato, literally stone wall, was named by
the Maguinadao sultans.
The fortification on Lubang Island is a rare example of a moated
settlement and a defensive structure used by early Filipinos in the archipelago.
The only other example of a moated site in the Philippines is the present site of
Intramuros, found in the city of Manila. The walled city of Intramuros was also
surrounded by a moat before it was rebuilt or restructured by the Spaniards. In
fact, the water feature was incorporated in the Spanish reconstruction and is still
visible today. However, the moated site in Lubang Island is much smaller than
the one in Manila. The moated site in Lubang Island is an example of an ili, or a
small settlement site, which early historical Filipinos used as a place of refuge in
times of war or raiding. It is probable that there are more examples of moated
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fortifications in the Philippines, especially in coastal sites where seafaring pirates
frequented the area. To the untrained eye, it is difficult to find these sites, and
only a few examples of moated fortifications have been reported. The man-made
moat is difficult to distinguish from natural water features such as ponds or
swamps because some of them were converted into fish ponds or eventually
dried up.
The Europeans brought with them the technology and knowledge to build
structures that would last for decades. They used stone and lime materials as
building blocks, as well as metal and stone implements to cut the stones to their
desired fit and measurements. These influences are obvious in the architectural
design and the use of adobe walls in churches, convents, and fortifications during
the Spanish period. The influence of the Spaniards is visible in the design of the
Fort Santa Catalina and the use of materials in reinforcing the site. It is apparent
that the current site was rebuilt by the Spaniards and restructured for more
durable defense as evidenced by the use of adobe walls and corner walls for
mounting cannons. However, it is also evident that the original layout and design
of the fort, including the moat, was already in place when the Spaniards occupied
the site.
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CHAPTER 5: ETHNOHISTORICAL DATA

Introduction
Scholars have long been using documentary sources to better understand
the past. However, for some archaeologists, the ability to use texts alongside
material culture has varied over time, primarily because of the nature of the
documentary sources and their availability. It has been difficult for scholars to
study texts from native writing systems such as the Mangyan bamboo scripts,
Calatagan pots, and copper plates because of their delicate condition and
uncertain translations. Most of the early historical documents written by
Europeans are archived in other countries and are therefore essentially out of
reach to local researchers. However, early Spanish documents are also available
in the National Archives in Manila and will be an excellent resource for future
historical research. The inherent biases in the information recorded in historical
sources dissuade others from using them as another line of evidence. But things
are different now, as the availability of both the historical documents and
archaeological data in Island Southeast Asia have increased the potential to
understand the past from different perspectives (Lape 2002, 2006; Stark 2006;
Yoffee and Cowell 2006).In the Philippines, the use of textual data has not yet
been fully realized; however, recent works by Bacus (2003), Barreto (2003),
Brewer (2004), Junker (1999), Newson (2001), Skowronek (1998, 2002), and
Warren (2002) have been innovative in terms of extracting new information from
texts and providing insights into the historical past. Archaeologists test textual
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data against archaeological data, which allows for contradictions to be
highlighted. The result makes possible a different perspective and line of
evidence as to how we interpret the past. I now describe the sources of data,
including the evidence for native writing system that archaeologists use in doing
research about the nature of historical polities in the Philippines.

Indigenous Sources
It is not surprising that there are indigenous Filipinos who are not aware of
the material evidence for Prehispanic native writing systems, because examples
are extremely rare. The most famous example is an inscription on an
earthenware vessel from Calatagan, Batangas (Fox 1959). This pot, with very
poor provenience, was discovered by local farmers and sold to the National
Museum for a small price and is now considered a National Treasure.
Unfortunately, it is not deciphered adequately and therefore not often used as an
analytical tool. However, a recent translation of the Calatagan text by Oropilla
(personal communication 2007) awaits publication. The next evidence is the
Prehispanic tagalong script called Baybayin printed in a wooden block book, ca.
1593, called Doctrina Christiana and compiled by Father Plasencia. Since that
time, other Spanish documents have included the ancient script in their writing,
but these have perished or were archived in Spain (Scott 1994:212). Recent
ethnographic groups called the Mangyan of Mindoro and the Tagbanua of
Palawan have continued to use an ancient script similar to Baybayin found in
some early Spanish documents. These native scripts were inscribed in bamboo
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and recorded traditional myths, poetry, and songs (Conklin 1949). According to
the early Spanish accounts, this form of writing was widely used by early polities
in the Philippines during the time of first encounter. In fact, early Spanish
missionaries noted that there was widespread literacy among Filipinos of all
social ranks and both genders during the early sixteenth century (Junker
1999:31).
A copper-plate bearing ancient script was discovered in Laguna de Bay.
The script was translated and revealed that it belonged to the so called Early
Kawi type, widely used in Indonesia around A.D. 750-900, but tracing its origins
to mainland India. Despite the uncertainty of its actual origin, the script included
old Tagalog words and place names that can be found in the Bulacan-Manila
area of Luzon. It appears that the inscription served as an official document of
acquittal of debt incurred by a person together with his whole family, relatives,
and descendants. The unpaid debt involved a substantial amount in gold. The
inscription also mentioned the names of local leaders as witnesses, along with
their place of jurisdiction. Despite the dubious provenience of the copper plate,
the implication of the “document” is that it predates the oldest Spanish document
by more than 600 years. If it is proven authentic by further testing and analysis,
Philippine history must be rewritten and should start in the year A.D. 900 (Postma
1991:9).
Apparently, this type of copper plate inscription has been found frequently
in or around present day Java or Sumatra in Indonesia. Even if the Laguna
Copper Plate was sold to the National Museum by treasure hunters, therefore
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making its provenance doubtful, it is still worth looking at in terms of the social
context of the inscription. If proven authentic, it is the first established
calendrically dated document in the Philippines. However, not until other wellprovenienced examples of such ancient written text are found can we critically
examine and rethink Philippine prehistory.

Chinese Annals
Before we discuss the Chinese empire’s early explorations in Southeast
Asian countries, particularly the Philippines, let us first understand the political
context of the region prior to the Ming period. In terms of the Chinese
explorations and diplomatic relations with Southeast Asian countries, the Chinese
extended their influence and dominion in the area even when there was imminent
risk of rebellion or invasion by people from the northern and western border
territories of China. In fact, the Chinese had two different policies toward the
southern countries. The first was social and economic interest, and the second
was military motivation. Military agressiveness toward the southern countries was
typical from the Han period until the end of the Tang era. However, the Mongol
empire revived the conquering strategy, using the strength of the military during
the Yuan Dynasty. Moreover, economic and cultural interests were the impetus
for expansion during the Sung and Ming Dynasties, even during the breakdown
of Mongol rule (Fox 1967, 1979b).
During the Tang Dynasty (ca. A.D. 618-907), there was significant
expansion toward the southern countries. The Kingdom of Chen-la in Cambodia
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opened its ports to Chinese ships. In Japan, Chinese culture was at its peak. The
Kingdom of Pegu, in south Burma, started relations with the Tang court. Chinese
traders were in Africa around the year A.D. 620, as proven by the discovery of
Chinese coins by archaeologists in that region. Recently, maritime archaeologists
discovered a shipwreck off Malacca, carrying never before seen early and rare
Tang artifacts. The origin of the ship was Arabic, but the cargo contained early
Chinese ceramics. The wreck proved that the Arabs or the Tang traders were
already in business as early as A.D. 700. The continued discoveries and
research of shipwrecks from the Southeast Asian seabed have only recently
begun to illuminate the complexity of the region’s history during that time. The
early settlements along Mindoro and the rest of the Philippine Islands bear
witness and may have been participants of that expanding maritime trading
network (Wang 1998).
But it was not until the Sung period that there was an organized foreign
trade between China and the southern countries. This increase in foreign trade
relations was evident in the discovery of the enormous amount of Sung Dynastyrelated artifacts in most of the Asiatic countries. Samples of Sung pottery were
found in the Philippines, Indonesia, Borneo, India, and even Africa. This
development can be attributed to the new emerging merchant class in Chinese
society. The merchants and the tremendous mobility of Chinese people during
the Sung period resulted in newfound territories and mercantile experience. With
the new discoveries in the field of naval techniques, along with the invention of
the sternpost rudder, watertight compartments, and the construction of Chinese
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vessels, and with the use of compass, a renewed passion for sea travel
developed among the Chinese. Between the eleventh and fifteenth centuries,
China became the greatest maritime power in history (Felix 1966; Lim 1966).
The Great Eunuch Zheng-He, ambassador of good will of the Ming
imperial court, mentioned the presence of pirates in the South China Sea during
his travels to the southern region. Zheng-He and his men encountered these
Chinese, Japanese, and Malay pirates on their way to Palembang. The presence
of pirates in the South China Sea was a continuous threat to Chinese merchants
during the Ming Dynasty (Foccardi 1986:52).
Apparently, during this period (A.D. 500-1500), settlements in Southeast
Asia were in a constant flux of cultural transformation and social exchange,
especially in terms of trade. Local polities in the Philippines were of great
importance to Chinese merchants and explorers and vice versa (Beyer 1964;
Brown 1989). Geographically, the archipelago was a crossroads for all ships
bound for southeastern seas. Maritime vessels departing for and returning from
China, Indonesia, Japan, Thailand, and Indochina for the most part stopped in
the Philippines, particularly the island of Luzon. Ming period merchants and
travelers knew most of the islands in the archipelago. Their influence was
widespread, as evidenced by the presence of blue-and-white ceramic wares in
almost every later archaeological site in the Philippines (Foccardi 1986:137).
It also appears that Islamic influence in Chinese settlements was present
during the Ming period. There were Muslim Chinese traders who engaged in
trading with Muslim captains of Chinese vessels from a Muslim trading post in
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coastal China. Apparently, there was a large population of Muslims in the
province of Guangdong, China. Zheng-He and his Muslim family came from this
area, which later influenced his exploration and trading activities (Foccardi 1986;
Wu 1959).
It is interesting to note, however, that in Chinese documents (Wu 1959),
Spanish colonizers were viewed negatively. Chinese reports written during the
Ming Dynasty focused on the living conditions of Chinese people in Luzon. These
reports also depicted the Spaniards negatively, describing them as murderers,
thieves, and generally dishonest people. Even their physical traits did not escape
Chinese critiques. They were described as having a grim look, disheveled hair,
aquiline noses, and a foul odor. They were labeled as dishonest, liars, traitors
and perjurers. The reports also narrated how they, the Spaniards, conquered the
country by fraud and violence by tricking local leaders of their true intentions.
They befriended the local chieftain and offered him many gifts in exchange for
land to build houses. Once they had the land, they fortified it and began
oppressing the nearby settlements. Later on, many other Spaniards would join
them. They eventually killed the chieftain and his supporters and then extended
their rule to the entire archipelago. No one dared to fight them. It was rumored
that a group of Chinese instigated and organized a revolt, leading to tens of
thousands of defenseless Chinese in the El Parian quarters being massacred by
the Spaniards. This particular massacre became so infamous that it was reported
in the annals of the Ming Dynasty and Chinese books concerning foreign
countries. The reason for the massacre is unknown. But aside from rumored
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parian revolt and related retaliation from both sides, there was also the
controversy over the quarrying of gold from Chinese-controlled land in Luzon.
After another massacre of tens of thousands, the Chinese merchants sailed
southwards and found themselves in various small islands scattered all over the
Philippine archipelago, including Mindoro and neighboring countries (Chan 1978;
Felix 1966; Foccardi 1986:140).

Spanish Documents
It is important to understand the historical context of the settlement of the
coastal Philippines before the arrival of the Spaniards, particularly in the case of
the Lubang Islands. What was the nature of the early polities that the Spanish
encountered? What was the effect on their internal organization after their
encounter with the Spaniards?
As discussed earlier, the first mention of Mindoro Island in historical
documents was made by Chinese traders. In the case of the Spaniards, when
they first attempted to establish a colony in the western Philippines, they
discovered that the Sultan of Brunei had already established outposts in Mindoro,
including those around Manila Bay. Most of these settlements were headed by
Datus (local chiefs of community) and Rajas (local chiefs who control the coastal
ports) who gave their allegiances to the Sultan (Scott 1994). In 1570, the first
Spaniards to contact the polities in Mindoro were Juan de Salcedo and Martin de
Goiti. In Mamburao, a coastal town in Mindoro, Captain Salcedo found a rich
settlement and raided it completely. He continued his conquest of the smaller
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settlements that dotted the coast of the islands. Upon reaching the small northern
island of Lubang, he had to content with three fortified Muslim sites. He was not
able to conquer them at first because of the fierce defensive strategy of the
settlers (Candelario 2000). So prior to 1570, we would assume that these polities
were already engaged in tribal warfare with their neighbors. However, it is not
clear who the Muslim settlers were defending their territories from.
It is important to establish, however, the role of the Bornean sultanate in
terms of religious and economic influence on the Mindoro polities. Experts agree
that Muslim influence in this region came from Borneo and not from Mindanao
(Scott 1994). The sultanate of Brunei had long been in control of the islands that
lie between Brunei and Mindoro. This is evidenced by both archaeology and
linguistics. The ancient syllabic script of ethnolinguistic groups in Mindoro has
been used by those in Palawan up to now. Experts believed that this Indic script
was once used throughout the islands (Conklin 1949; Postma 1971). Also, as
mentioned earlier, the discovery of sunken Chinese junks and artifacts found off
of the shores of Malacca and Borneo provide clues to the existing maritime
network between China and Borneo as early as A.D. 700 (Wang 1998).
Gradually, the Sultan of Brunei extended his influence over the region including
the coastal polities in the Philippines and Mindoro. These are the settlements that
the Spaniards saw when they landed on the coast of Lubang hundreds of years
later. There were warring polities within the islands, as well as political instability
within allied groups. Muslim influence versus animistic beliefs fueled the brewing
animosity between polities in coastal settlements. The introduction of another
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belief system not only changed but worsened the already complex relations
among the political entities.

Spanish Presence in Lubang Island
In 1570, Juan de Salcedo, his fleet of 15 vessels, along with 40 Spanish
soldiers, and some 400 native auxiliaries from Cebu and Panay, explored and
subdued the islands north of Panay. His first trip landed him on the southern tip of
Mindoro on an island called Illin. The terrified inhabitants offered no resistance
and retreated to a large cave with openings at opposite ends, on a cliff. Salcedo
pursued them, killed some of their defenders, captured local people, and seized
their material possessions.
The next target was the town of Mamburao, located on the northwestern
Mindoro coast. Attacking at dawn, Salcedo took many captives, although most of
them were eventually released after they paid a ransom in gold. As a bold
gesture of defiance, the villagers decided to burn down the rest of the village to
the ground. This information is an example of an act of resistance on the part of
the indigenous people that could contribute to the interpretation of the past using
the concept of agency. It also negates the idea that the burning of towns or
settlements was done mainly by the Moros.
The first encounter of the Spaniards and the Tagalog people, whose
ethnolinguistic boundaries extended as far south as the northern Mindoro coast,
occurred during Salcedo’s expedition. During this time, Islam had been recently
introduced into the area. The Tagalogs had had contact with Muslims or
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Borneans from the south, as indicated by their possession of relatively
sophisticated firearms and knowledge of defensive warfare. This contact was
evident on the island of Lubang, when the Spaniards encountered local warriors
with native artillery and well-defended fortifications.
There were two square forts on Lubang Island, each with earthen
embankments 2 meters high and a surrounding moat two and a half fathoms
wide. Each fort, moreover, had 10 to 12 Chinese-made cannons (lantakas), not
counting several smaller guns. The local artillery of the locals, however, was no
match for the heavier artillery and superior fighting skills of the Spaniards.
With the same strategy, Salcedo and his men landed quietly on Lubang at
midnight and waited till dawn to launch a surprise attack. The defenders of the
first fort refused to surrender, and as a result felt the wrath of the Spanish
cannons. After the fort was severely damaged by heavy artillery fire, causing
hundreds of wounded local warriors, Salcedo gained entry and captured the fort.
Only five Spaniards were wounded in the battle, while hundreds of defenders
died during the incident.
The next day, Salcedo’s men attacked the second fort. However, unlike
during the first attack, the inhabitants of the fort were able to hold their own all
day, forcing the Spaniards to retreat. However, the locals, upon seeing the
capacity of the Salcedo’s men and artillery, determined to negotiate for peace.
The following day, they bought peace for 100 taels of gold, which Salcedo divided
among his soldiers. Meanwhile, hundreds of Lubang warriors retreated to a rocky
hideout on nearby Cabra Island. The Spanish soldiers pursued them relentlessly,
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and the local warriors were persuaded again to buy peace with another 100 taels
of gold.
The narrative mentioned above is based on the account of Riquel (1573),
translated by Blair and Robertson (1903-1909:3:143) in The Philippines, 1493-

1898. Some early historical documents, some of which are referred to in
secondary sources, also mention the story of Captain Salcedo and the battle at
Lubang Island.
Riquel (1573, In Blair and Robertson 1903-1909:143) wrote the following
account of what happened on Lubang:
Thence he took a guide for a little islet, Loban (Lubang) by name, which is fifteen
leagues farther. . . . The natives of this island having been informed of the hostile
incursion of the Spaniards, withdrew with their children and wives and all their
belongings that they could take with them, to three forts which they had
constructed, . . . the two principal forts were square in form, with ten or twelve
culverins on each side, some of them moderately large and others very small, . . .
each fort had a wall two estados high and was surrounded by a ditch two and
one-half brazaz in depth, filled with water.

Following is a brief overview of the Spanish accounts of the lifeways of the
people of Lubang Island. It contains a succinct description of their culture, their
mode of living, weapons they possessed and used, and their fortifications.
However, we must read this narrative with caution considering the motives for
writing this document. These are examples of early Spanish accounts pertaining
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to Lubang Island and its people that are incorporated in the later discussion of

agency as a materially grounded form of social reproduction capable of
reproducing and transforming social relations, meanings, and cultural traditions in
a particular context.

Description of Mindoro and Lubang Islands
Loarca (ca. 1582-1583; In Blair and Robertson 1903-1909:5:112-113) provides
the following descriptions of Mindoro and Lubang Islands:

[O]pposite the encomiendas [land tax system] of Bonbon and Batangas lies the
island of Mindoro. The Moros form the greater part of its population. Three
leagues from the island of Lucon [Luzon] is located the village of Mindoro. This is
a good harbor for ships and belongs to his Majesty. The village is inhabited by
two hundred and fifty Moros. The island is eighty leagues in circumference, and is
scantily populated, for it has in all less than five hundred inhabitants. Some
blacks live in the mountains, who gather a large quantity of wax (beeswax). The
island is ill supplied with provisions.
[F]our leagues from the western point of this islands and opposite the bay
of Manila, lies the island of Lubang. It is twenty leagues from Manila, and has a
circumference of about ten leagues. It has six villages, with a total population of
about five hundred Indians.
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Population on Lubang
Information on the population of Lubang Island is provided in the Relacion by
Salazar (ca. 1588, In Blair andRobertson 7: 50).

[T]he island of Mindoro . . . contains more than five thousand families, of whom
two thousand pay tribute and are pacified. The remainder, for lack of men to
subdue them, neglects to pay their tribute. Augustinian and Franciscan friars
have been in this district, but all have abandoned it. There is at present one
ecclesiastic there, who has the care of about one thousand Christianized
tributaries. All of the remainder of the inhabitants are infidels and without
instruction.
Next to the island of Mindoro, . . . lies the small island of Luban, with about
five hundred tributaros. Its inhabitants are well disposed, and have asked many
times for Christian teaching; but, for lack of ministers to send to them, they cannot
have it.

Religious Orders on Mindoro Island
Blair and Robertson (1903-1909:28:313-315) provide the following in
regard to religious orders in Mindoro, ca. 1637-1638.
This province, Mindoro…is one of the foremost islands of the archipelago. Its land
is mountainous, its climate hot; and during the rainy season it also exceeds other
provinces in humidity, whence results the richness of the soil. There are found all
the products of the country in grains and foodstuffs. However, that most fertile
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country fails of cultivation in its vast areas because of the scarcity of laborers,
and has not been touched by the hand of man. Its conquest was begun in the
year one thousand five hundred and seventy in the district of Mamburao, by Juan
de Salcedo; and it was completed the following year, along the coasts from the
cape of Burruncan to that of Calvite, by Miguel Lopez de Legazpi. The rest, with
the exception of the mountains in its center, has been gradually subdued by the
zeal of the regular missionaries. The Augustinian fathers began to diffuse the
teachings of the gospel in this island, and founded the village of Baco, from
whose convent the religious went forth to the spiritual ministry of the converted
Indians, who were then very few.

Copper Mines on Lubang Island
In regard to copper mines on Lubang Island, Blair and Robertson (19031909:6:311) cite Vera from ca. 1587:
[I]n one called Luban, twenty leagues from this city, and in others nearby, I have
discovered a quantity of copper, which on being tested by smelting it, gives one
arroba of metal to the quintal of ore. I have not found anyone who understands
the smelting of it; for those who tested it are Indians, who do not smelt it in bulk.

Moro Pirates and Failed Moro Raid on Lubang Island
Blair and Robertson (1903-1909:48:20) cite and unknown source ca. 1754
regarding Moro pirates:
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[T]he Datos Linao and Libot of Jolo, and Sacahati (Saranggai) of Tawi- tawi, with
thirteen vessels, scoured the coasts of Bohol , Leyte, and Masbate. Near Luban
(Lubang) they put to death father Fray Antonio de san Agustin, who on account of
his ailments could not retreat to the interior of that island as did the rest who were
going with him in their vessel.
Again from an unknown ca. 1754 source, Blair and Robertson (19031909:48:48) provide additional information on Moro pirates, in this case in regard
to failed Moro raids on Lubang Island.

The Moros who went away unsuccessful from Marinduque sent eight joangas to
the island of Luban (Lubang), where they landed thinking that they would find
very little resistance; but the father cura and the alcalde mayor with a few people
themselves from behind a palisade which they had formed, with so notable
intrepidity that with only the firearms of the alcalde mayor they killed seven
Moros; and, sallying from the trenches, they fell upon the enemies until they
compelled them to a shameful flight.

Discussion
In most colonial encounter studies, the emphasis is usually on the reaction
of local people to the dominant colonial structures. It is assumed that the
indigenous people make the difficult decisions to adjust or to adapt to a new
environment. Besides, Spanish missions were structured after monastic retreats;
the local converts were expected to follow the principles of conduct towards self-
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discipline, piety, fidelity, and sacrifice. However, in some instances where local
structures were dominant during the initial encounter, the reactions of Spanish
missionaries to their experiences remain muted.
Unlike the missions in Alta California, (Lightfoot 2005) or in other parts of
the Philippines (Cushner 1971), where the missions were organized and settled,
the fortifications on Lubang were already in place when the Spaniards first settled
the island. The local people accommodated the Spaniards in their settlement as
the original fortification was used as their place of mission for hundreds of years.
It would be interesting to know the reactions of the missionaries when they first
entered the moated fortification of the indigenous people of Lubang Island. The
highly controlled environment where the local people had power over them, doing
their usual everyday activities, must have been intimidating for these
missionaries who had been used to a life of power, limited movement, and
freedom inside Spanish missions located elsewhere.
How did the missionaries recruit the local people to Catholicism? What
were the implications of daily practices and social interactions between nonlocal
and local communities on Lubang Island? How would the entanglements be
reflected in their settlement, social and political organization, ideology, material
culture, local trade, and subsistence? How did the indigenous people organize
and make sense of their lives? Was there any evidence of resistance to the
mission? Researchers are just starting to ask these important questions, as well
as provide answers, in Philippine historical archaeology. The goal of this study is
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to elucidate the interactions between pluralistic groups in a particular historical
setting.
It is apparent that the majority of the native peoples, particularly during the
early encounter on Lubang Island, were not forced to join the Spanish mission.
For hundreds of years, local people lived in the fortified settlement before, during,
and after the Spanish mission. So why did the local people join the Catholic
mission? Why did they opt to pay tribute to the Spanish Crown and change their
lifeways? Some of the possible explanations include: the explicit agenda for the
recruitment of local people by the missionaries; monumental architecture of the
mission; local individual intentions and motivations; and lack of individual choice.
The early missionaries were determined to recruit local people to the
Spanish mission using an explicit agenda for making the mission attractive to
them. The agenda include: befriending the local leaders and local people by
presenting them with gifts, exchanging goods and resources, organizing groups
to serve in mission services, and teaching the children basic Spanish words to
get the local equivalent terms to build their vocabulary. They also performed
public spectacles during solemn processions and rituals to celebrate the Catholic
faith. This public performance was intensified with the presence and construction
of adobe-walled churches, or in Lubang’s case, with re-fortification of the
settlement, including the arsenal of massive cannons and other weaponry, and
the introduction of Spanish architecture, resources, and customs.
Another possible explanation why local people joined the mission is that
the early recruits were guided by individual intentions and motivations. These
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recruits were thinking of what the new social organization could offer against
other choices available to them. Early reasons for joining probably had nothing to
do with religion but more with social positioning. People were lured to join
because of the nonlocal resources that were accessible only to members of the
mission. Some individuals decided to join to improve their status in the
community. Women could have also embraced the mission life to escape abuse
or persecution perpetrated by other groups. Most of the early religious shamans
were women. The spiritual power of the priests may have intrigued the local
shamans who then joined the missions to have access to such power and
resources. The last reason would be that the local people had very little choice.
The population of Spaniards in the area was increasing, as were their agricultural
lands and livestock. The effects of the expansion on local communities were
apparent on native subsistence practices. Traditional subsistence methods of
hunting and gathering became increasingly difficult and constrained as the
introduced livestock occupied areas that had been used by the indigenous
peoples for hunting, thus pushing game into the hinterlands (Brewer 2004; Lopez
1974; Scott 1994).
The decline in the local population living in early historical Lubang
settlements resulting from diseases and violence may have disrupted trade
networks, social and political activities, and individual performances in religious
ceremonies. For a small polity such as that found on Lubang Island, population
loss would have had a catastrophic effect. As their population declined, they
became more vulnerable to raiding from people from the south, and were forced
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to forge alliances with other local groups or eventually join the Spanish mission
for their own protection and survival.
In spite of the structural collapse of indigenous society on Lubang Island,
the social positioning of individuals recruited to the mission was constantly
negotiated and accommodated in the fortified settlement.
Captain Juan de Salcedo’s initial encounter with the local people was in
1570. Two years later, the island was already part of the encomienda of his
cousin Felife De Salcedo. Under the encomienda system, he was assigned to
collect taxes from local inhabitants, govern, and make the island productive on
behalf of the Spanish Crown. In 1591, according to missionary reports, there was
an increase in population as the people of Lubang requested a permanent local
priest to teach them Christian doctrines. However, in 1654, there was a
population decline as the number of families paying taxes was reduced to 200
from 500 in the year 1591. After almost 100 years, the missionaries were only
able to establish a local church in the town of Lubang in 1865. The resettlement
and assimilation of indigenous groups into the Spanish colonial system during
this time period ultimately affected most of the colonial towns in the Philippines,
including Lubang Island, in part because they suffered from a cholera epidemic in
the early1880s but mainly because the people of Lubang Island saw the end of
an indigenous precolonial system (Candelario 2000).
During this transition, one of the physical manifestations of the Spanish
colonialism is evident in the changing cultural landscape. The segmentary and
heterogenous nature of the early polities and their settlements eventually became
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centralized and well organized as reflected in the grid system introduced in newly
established Spanish towns. Sacred sites were replaced by Christian church
structures, while indigenous fortification and settlement sites were finally
abandoned.
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CHAPTER 6: ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD DATA

Introduction
The study site is a moated, fortified structure occupied possibly from the
prehistoric to the historical period, and situated in a coastal town on Lubang
Island, Philippines (Figure 6.1). The archaeological site is located in Barangay
Maligaya, Municipality of Lubang at 13’51.400N and 120’07.769E. Historical
documents (ca. 1570s) record that the structure was first used as a fortification by
local people against Muslim raiders from the south, and eventually against the
Spaniards (Blair and Robertson 1903-1909:3; Careri 1699-1700; Morga 1609).

Figure 6.1. Wall ruins on the northwest side of the fort.

The Spanish themselves refortified and reused the same structure against
the Moros when they Spaniards eventually set up a mission on the island, ca.
early 1600s. The earliest mention of the fort was made in 1570 by Spanish
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soldiers headed by Captain Salcedo. Later, church missionaries described the
fortification in their reports and narratives. In doing archaeology, it is interesting to
know the historical trajectory of the site starting from the late prehistoric to the
early historical to colonial times. I am interested in knowing the duration of site
occupation and how it changed throughout time. I became interested in the
moated site when I read Blair and Robertson’s (1903-1909) book on the early
Spanish colonial Philippines. It described several moated fortifications on Lubang
Island used by local inhabitants during their initial encounter with the early
Spaniards. I was fascinated with the site, as it is one of the few examples of a
moated fortification known in Philippine historical archaeology. During the
summer of 2002, I organized a preliminary survey of archaeological sites on
Lubang Island. The project was funded by the Department of Anthropology,
University of Arizona.
The archaeological site is known to local residents as “Fort Santa
Catalina.”There is very little information available concerning the origin of the
name or the history of the fort. Local inhabitants, however, have varied notions of
the site starting from Spanish times to the period of Japanese occupation to
contemporary times. They are aware of the Spanish cannons, Oriental ceramics,
and other artifacts found at the site, but are unsure of the fort’s origin and
historical value. The present owner of the fort is Mr. Rene Orayani, a long time
resident of Lubang Island. According to him, the property where the fort is located
was owned by his grandparents and eventually passed on to him as an
inheritance.
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After the site was reported to the National Museum, it was given an
archaeological site code: IV-2005-J. I asked permission to excavate the site from
the owner of the property and the director of the National Museum in order to
gather historical information and archaeological data pertinent to the research
project. Under my supervision, a team of student archaeologists from the
Archaeological Studies Program, University of the Philippines, was organized,
and the team initiated a test excavation of the fort in March 2006.
The research project had the following objectives:
1. Mapping the site.
There is very little information about the ruins of Fort Santa Catalina,
therefore it is vital to document the site for future reference. With the use of a
transit, the team surveyed and mapped the site and created a two-dimensional
representation of the fort. It is not, however, our intention to fully reconstruct the
fort as it was originally built, but rather to answer particular questions related to
the research objectives.
2. Establishing the chronology of the site.
The objective is to verify the chronology of the fort. When was the earliest
use of the site? Is the site prehistoric or historical or both? There is no concrete
evidence of prehistoric occupation for the site. Based on the data gathered from
the excavation of the site, it is most likely that it was occupied by a simple polity
(as opposed to chief-based polity), possibly composed of small households,
subsisting on riverine and coastal resources beginning as early as the start of
the first millennium. There was no direct evidence indicating that the site was
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used during that time, but similar coastal settlements in the region were already
engaged in maritime trade between local groups and extra local groups. In A.D.
900, the neighboring Ma-it polity in Mindoro and the Calatagan polity in Batangas
were mentioned in Chinese annals (Wu 1959). There is the possibility that at that
time Lubang Island had established communities or settlements that participated
in this early exchange network among several groups and continued these
relationships through time. The earliest Oriental ceramic found in the site was
made during the Ming Dynasty, ca. late 1300s. There were earthenware ceramics
found that are possibly earlier or contemporary with those of the Oriental
ceramics; but, unfortunately, no samples were dated to confirm the earliest
occupation of the site using local ceramics for radiocarbon dating. However,
based on the Oriental ceramic sequence, it is possible that the earliest
occupation of settlements along the coastline of Lubang Island started at least
during the early historical period, ca. A.D. 1200 until the end of the Spanish
occupation in the late A.D. 1800s. The AMS radiocarbon dating of the sample
from the wood ash layer confirms the raiding of the fortified site in A.D. 1792,
most likely by the Muslims from the southern Philippines. It was during this time
that Muslims raided the coastal Christian towns that dotted the archipelago. After
the 1792 raid, the site contains evidence that it was occupied until the late 1800s.
3. Excavating the site.
One of the goals of this study was to establish the presence or absence of
cultural deposits. The excavation aimed to establish the historical trajectory of the
site. Was there a pre-colonial settlement or community in the site prior to the use
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of the site as fortification during the historical period? What are the implications of
artifacts found in the site? What is the evidence for occupation?

4. Analysis of ethnohistorical and archaeological evidence.
By combining historical documents and archaeological data, this research
highlighted the sociopolitical changes experienced by local people brought on by
internal and external factors. Based on contemporary Spanish accounts, the
houses of early inhabitants of Lubang Island were far from the fortification site. It
seems that they only went to this place during times of raiding. It was mentioned
that they retreated to these fortified sites (three were mentioned) when the forces
of Juan de Salcedo attacked their village in 1571 and demanded submission by
requiring the paying of tribute to the King of Spain. It is clear that the people had
other settlement sites, most likely outside the fort. The fortification was used as a
sanctuary for the community. The archaeology, however, proves that people not
only were staying in the fort but also engaging in trade and subsistence while
inside the precinct of the fort. There was evidence of local ceramics, trade wares,
shell middens, and shelter structures found in the site. The fort was also
reinforced eventually by Spanish missionaries, as is evidenced by concrete walls
of stone slabs cemented with lime and corals, eighteenth century cannons, nails,
the tip of a knife or sword, and Spanish influenced architecture of the redesigned
fort.
5. Analysis of artifacts and ecofacts.
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Another objective of this study was to examine artifact and ecofact
compositions and distributions and relate them to other similar sites in terms of
research themes presented. The artifacts found were mostly composed of
ceramics, metal implements, and house posts; ecofacts found were animal bones
and riverine and coastal shells. A detailed discussion of the archaeological finds
is presented below.

Figure 6.2. MV Conchita at the Port of Tilik.

In the summer of 2002, I conducted preliminary fieldwork and survey of
archaeological sites on Lubang Island, Occidental Mindoro. On March 15,
midnight, at Manila Pier, I boarded the MV Conchita (Figure 6.2) on its voyage to
Lubang Island. I arrived seven hours later in the Port of Tilik and took a jeepney
ride to the Municipality of Lubang. I went to meet Mayor Policarpio Tesorio to
explain the proposed archaeological project. Mr. Jose De Lemos, head of
Barangay Maliig, served as local host during my stay in the island. Barangay is
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the smallest political unit in the Philippines. The purpose of this visit was to
establish contact with officials and local informants. I coordinated with municipal
officers and landowners within the islands to identify potential archaeological
sites in the area. Fortunately, most of the residents, including officials of the
Municipality of Lubang, were supportive of the research project. In addition, the
Congressional Committee on Agricultural Development, represented at that time
by Mr. Jess Lasmarias, expressed support of this project to highlight the historical
value of Lubang Island. The committee plans to come up with a development
project that includes the history and archaeology of the islands.
After establishing local contact, I interviewed several informants and
learned of a number of archaeological sites, including the ruins of a fortified and
moated site. A ditch six feet wide and possibly five feet deep surrounds the site. I
found evidence of Chinese ceramics (ca. twelfth to sixteenth centuries), local
earthenware pottery, eighteenth-century Spanish cannons, architectural remains,
and features in the fortified area. The site reminded me of an excerpt from the
documents of Hernando Riquel ca. 1571-1572, translated by Blair and Roberston
(1903-1909:3:143)

Thence he took a guide for a little islet, Loban (Lubang) by name, which is fifteen
leagues farther. . . . The natives of this island having been informed of the hostile
incursion of the Spaniards, withdrew with their children and wives and all their
belongings that they could take with them, to three forts which they had
constructed, . . . the two principal forts were square in form, with ten or twelve
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culverins on each side, some of them moderately large and others very small, . . .
each fort had a wall two estados high and was surrounded by a ditch two and
one-half brazaz in depth, filled with water.

As mentioned in Javellana’s work (1997), it is apparent that ethnohistorical
documents suggest the presence of archaeologically recognizable defensive
structures in many coastal settlements. They include wooden stockades, raised
earthen works, wooden fortifications, coral walls, bamboo watchtowers, and
moated fortification sites, among others. The early coastal polities used such
settlement and defensive structures as a refuge against natural forces, political
enemies, and the Moros from the south. Later, when the Spanish missions were
accepted by the local people, they established their mission near or on top of
these fortifications. It was one way to retain the veneration of the locals of their
sacred places such as ancestral burial places or strategic areas against enemies
(Junker 1999). The project site on Lubang Island illustrates the typical nature of
archaeological sites in the Philippines, wherein layers of cultural matrix can be
found.

Research Site
Historically, Ma-it was believed to be the island of Mindoro. It was first
mentioned in early historical Chinese chronicles during the tenth century.
Chinese merchants coming back to Fujian mentioned the kingdom of Ma-it,
recorded in the annals of a Chinese functionary named Zhao Zhugua (Chan
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1978; Wu 1959; Scott 1994). Archaeologically, there is no known direct link
between the people of Ma-it to the inhabitants of Lubang Island. However, it is
interesting to find Tang Dynasty (ca. A.D. 618-907) wares on Lubang that would
suggest at least early trading relations between them. At present, Tang Dynasty
(ca. A.D. 618-907) wares have been found in Oriental Mindoro. When the
Spaniards arrived in 1570, they encountered thriving coastal settlements with
active trading relations with the Chinese and Muslims from the south. These
settlements existed along the Mindoro coast as early as the first millennium A.D.
to the late 1800s. In fact, Spanish records identified Ilin, Mamburao, and Lubang
as important settlements established by both local inhabitants as well as Muslim
settlers from the southern Philippines (Candelario 2000; Scott 1994; Tenazas
1964; Warren 2002).
When the Spanish colonized the Philippine archipelago in the mid-1500s,
there were numerous Muslim or pagan settlements that thrived along most
coastlines. The Muslims rejected the Spansh colonizers and raided local
Christian settlements. In 1570, Spanish soldiers headed by Captain Juan de
Salcedo traveled up the western Mindoro coast to attack Muslim settlements on
Mamburao and Lubang Island that were harassing nearby Christian communities
(Candelario 2000; Riquel 1573; Warren 2002). Moro raiders continued to ravage
the rest of the islands and depopulated most of the western coast of Mindoro.
These areas became important points from which raids on surrounding Visayan
and Luzon settlements were launched by the Moros. The Spaniards destroyed
the Moro settlements at Mamburao in 1770, but the raiding continued throughout
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the coastal Philippines until the middle of the 1800s (Warren 2002). Spanish
missions continued despite the intermittent raiding, which eventually gave way to
the establishment of local parishes and governments (Cushner 1971; Zamora
1975).
At present, Lubang Island is part of the province of Occidental Mindoro.
The province is composed of 11 municipalities, of which Lubang and Looc are on
Lubang Island, situated at the northern tip of the province. The municipality of
Lubang, with an area of 113.10 sq km, is the smallest of the 11 municipalities,
occupying about 1.92% of the provincial land area. The topography of the island
is mountainous and fringed with foothills and coastal plains. The climate in the
area is generally characterized by two pronounced seasons: dry season from
January to May and wet season the rest of the year. The warmer months are
experienced from March to May, while the lowest temperature is experienced in
December.
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Figure 6.3. Local farmers at work.

Occidental Mindoro is basically an agricultural province. The major
economic concerns are farming and other agriculture related activities. The major
crops that are cultivated are rice, garlic, and corn (Figure 6.3). Tourism is one of
the major industries of the province (Candelario 2000).

Archaeological Survey Method
When I first visited Lubang, my strategy was to find out as much as I could
about the location of archaeological sites. Initial field visits involved meeting and
consultation with local officials in order to obtain permission to conduct the study.
I interviewed several informants, mostly elderly men in the town, about the
presence of Chinese ceramics. They were suspicious at first because they were
uncomfortable talking about antiquities to a stranger. The fascination with fictive
Yamashita gold and the problem of treasure hunters destroy potential
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archaeological sites. These are very common in small towns and provinces in the
Philippines. At first, I was treated like one of the treasure hunters, there to look for
information. However, after much discussion about archaeology and its
importance to their local culture, eventually they were receptive to the project. I
spent time with the locals conducting informal interviews as I went with them in
the field. It is an effective method to know the terrain of the island, to discover
archaeological sites, carry out site survey, and establish rapport all at the same
time. Later on, the fieldwork involved pedestrian reconnaissance and ground
truthing of potential sites found during reconnaissance and survey. I took pictures
of sites that yielded ceramic sherds from the ground, recording their location and
the provenience of artifacts. Most of these sites were disturbed by treasure
hunters as evidenced by potholes and sherd scatters.

Figure 6.4. Local informant and his Ming Dynasty jarlet.
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In the end, the local people themselves brought their personal collections
of Oriental ceramic wares for verification without anyone forcing them to do so. I
took photos of Chinese wares including the informant (Figure 6.4), while I
conducted interviews to determine provenience insofar as it was possible.
Interestingly, after documentation, most of them offered their collections in
exchange for money. I politely declined such transactions to send the message to
individuals and the community about the importance of these artifacts in relation
to their historical value and local history. I encouraged them not to sell Oriental
wares and to value these heirlooms. I found that to engage locals in the
discussion of their heritage and its conservation is an effective way to preserve
archaeological sites. It also emphasizes the use of local knowledge as an
effective tool in locating archaeological sites. In fact, it was during one of these
conversations that a local informant shared information about the site called Fort
Santa Catalina, the location of the ensuing archaeological project described in
this dissertation.
During the time I spent on the island doing archaeological survey, 10
archaeological sites were documented in the Municipality of Lubang.
Unfortunately, because of time and logistical constraints, I was not able to survey
the nearby Municipality of Looc. In order to understand the nature and distribution
of archaeological sites on the island, it will be necessary to conduct a complete
archaeological survey of the island in the future. But for the purposes of this
dissertation, the preliminary reconnaissance and survey concentrated on the
eastern coastal side of the municipality of Lubang, including an upland interior
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site located in Sitio Pookan. The sites were reported by local informants as
having been looted by treasure hunters from neighboring islands. The sites were
surveyed and documented to ascertain the exact location and approximate size
of the sites. Coordinates were recorded with a Brunton GPS unit, and
photographs were taken with a Nikon Coolpix digital camera.
The first four sites are in close proximity to one another. The main point of
reference was construction of a local bridge near the informant’s property.
According to the lot owners, Oriental wares and skeletal remains were unearthed
during the excavation of the bridge foundation that encompasses their respective
properties. Some of the property owners were hired as workers by the
government public works office, Public Works and Highways (DPWH). The
approximate size of all the sites mentioned near the bridge area is 100 meters in
circumference. Based on the artifacts found, the site may be both a settlement
and a mortuary site. However, a thorough survey in the future is recommended to
understand the actual size and nature of the site.
The first site is owned by Mr. George Tarriela of Sitio Balagin, Barangay
Maliig, Lubang. Engineer Dennis Ayag, head of DPWH on Lubang reported that
several blue-and-white wares were found at a site near their office. Upon careful
survey of the site near the foot of the bridge, I found sherds of Ming Dynasty
wares and local ceramics scattered all over the surface.
Near the DPWH property is the residence of Mr. Ramon Marquez, of the
same Barangay. During construction of his house, several blue-and-white jarlets
and small plates, some still intact, were unearthed. Other sherds were found
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scattered all over his property. Marquez claims that most of the complete vessels
were sold to local buyers or collectors. The site is near the bridge project
constructed by the DPWH.

Figure 6.5. Local informant with blue-and-white plate and brownware jarlet.

Another nearby resident, Mr. Willy Valdeleon, found blue-and-white plates
and a small brownware jarlet, possibly of Southeast Asian origin (Figure 6.5). He
claimed that skeletal remains were also found along with the Oriental wares. The
site is near the bridge where the first site I mentioned was located.
Mrs. Juanita Navarro Rowedas of the same Barangay claimed she had
found Ming wares as well. Apparently there had been numerous Oriental plates
and jars. She claimed they had been sold by her husband to collectors in the
nearby town. Some of the skeletal remains, with gold teeth, were found along
with the Chinese ceramics. Upon inspection of the site, I found sherds of locally
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made earthenware and blue-and-white ceramics scattered around her property
lot. The approximate circumference of the site is 70 meters.

Figure 6.6. Surface finds of Ming Dynasty wares.

Another possible site was recorded in Barangay Maligaya, Lubang. The
surface scatter was found in a vacant lot approximately 50 meters from the shore
and 10 meters from the main road. I found several Oriental wares dating to the
fourteenth to sixteenth century of Chinese and Southeast Asian origin (Figure
6.6). The approximate circumference of the site area is 25 meters.
There were Oriental ceramics found also in Barangay Poblacion, Lubang
near the Town Hall. The site is located on the property of Mr. Selyo Insigne.
Local workers found the wares when an extension of the house was being
constructed. The origin of the wares was unclear, as the owner was reluctant to
divulge more information regarding their provenience.
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Mrs. Lydia Rodrigo, the principal of Maliig Elementary School, mentioned
finding Oriental wares in the backyard of a family friend in Poblacion, Lubang.
The property is now owned by the Agas family. I was not allowed to see the exact
location of the site. However, I noted the approximate location for reference
purposes.
Another site I surveyed was located far from the coast. I had to hike an
hour or so before reaching the location with an elevation of 25 ft above sea level.
The property is owned by the Games family and is located in Sitio Pookan,
Barangay Layag, Lubang. The local informant showed me a “dragon jar,”
possibly of Southeast Asian origin (Figure 6.7).

Figure 6.7. Stoneware Jar, possibly of Southeast Asian origin.

The stoneware jar was broken into several big pieces and was stored in a
sack inside his house. According to the informant, he found the jar while he was
preparing his land for planting. An inspection of the sherds revealed that the
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quality of the jar is suggestive of the stoneware made by Southeast Asian potters,
most likely from Vietnam, in imitation of Chinese wares. These imitations of
Chinese wares were traded in the Southeast Asian region, alongside the Ming
Dynasty wares. I went to visit the site but found no evidence of other ceramics or
site occupation. I believe he had actually found the pottery elsewhere, and was
just not ready to divulge the location of the “real” site. It would be interesting to
find an archaeological site at this inland location so it could be compared to
archaeological sites near the coast, particularly regarding the nature of the
artifacts from two areas. It would be interesting to know if there are similarities in
the types of pottery in these locations, which would suggest trade relations
among the upland and lowland communities. Because of time limitations, I
concentrated on sites reported by local people. Reconnaissance and surveys of
the interior or upland will be prioritized in a future project on Lubang Island. This
particular area is found near the interior of the alluvial plain just before the ascent
to the upland forested interior of the island. A creek traverses the plains where
the people get their local irrigation for rice farms located in the plain (Figure 6.8).
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Figure 6.8. Creek for irrigation.

The last site I surveyed was a moated fortification site. The results of the
excavation formed the focus of this report. The local people call it Fort Santa
Catalina. I contacted the owner, Mr. Rene Orayani, and talked to him about the
importance of the fort to their local history and asked his permission to conduct
an archaeological study and scientific excavation in his property. After much
discussion of the pros and cons of archaeological excavation, Mr. Orayani and I
signed an agreement allowing a team of archaeologists to excavate the site. The
National Museum issued IV-2005-J as the site number of the Fort Santa Catalina,
Lubang Island (Figure 6.9).
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Figure 6.9. Fort Santa Catalina, Lubang Island.

Fort Santa Catalina Archaeological Project

Fort Santa Catalina: Description and Mapping
Fort Santa Catalina is a ruined fortified site located 50 meters from the
current coastline. It is rectangular in form, approximately 90m x 50m in size,
surrounded by a moat, water 3 meters deep, and enclosed by wall ruins of which
the most complete is 2 meters thick and 7 meters high. During the time when it
was used, the walls most likely reached 10-15 meters high. The overall size of
the site area including the moat is 128m x 80m. The ruined fortification is now in
the middle of a rice paddy and the original moat was converted into a fishpond by
the present owner. However, as described in historical documents, it is likely that
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the fortification faces the sea and was closer and more accessible from the coast
during historical times.

Excavation Methods
The site was surrounded by shrubs and trees, making the initial survey
difficult and challenging. It took the team a day to clean the whole area of shrubs
and small trees and make it ready for mapping and surveying (Figure 6.10).

Figure 6.10. Mapping the site.

After cleaning the area, we started to map and survey the project site .
There is a small rest house on the southeast side of the fort that the owner built
so he can manage his fishpond and breed game cocks on the property. For
security purposes, the whole property is enclosed by a modern concrete and wire
fence.
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During the first two days of fieldwork, Emil Robles and Taj Vitales mapped
and surveyed the site, while the rest of the team started clearing and excavating
a 2meter x4meter unit near the northeast wall of the fort. The team spent five
days to complete the site excavation. An analysis of the archaeological data was
prepared at the University of the Philippines, and the writing of the report and
dissertation was completed at the University of Arizona.

Data Recovery Strategy and Context Description
The objective of the excavation was to recover as much information as
possible in terms of site layout, material culture, diagnostics artifacts, evidence of
subsistence behavior, and everyday activities at the site that would give us
information to better understand questions regarding the concept of agency.
Some of the work has to relate to dating the occupation levels of the site, to better
understand the extent of the fortified site and know the various activities that were
carried out at the site. In the southeastern part of the fort, the team established a
2m x 4m grid using the existing wall structure as the south wall of the excavation
unit (Figure 6.11).
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.
Figure 6.11. Southern wall, excavation unit.

No mechanized excavation equipment was used to remove surface debris
from the site, so excavation began with clearing the surface by hand until the soil
layer was reached (Figure 6.12). The team cleared the surface layer of debris
that included dead wood, branches, leaves, wall rubble, and several pottery
sherds. The surface layer was designated as Layer 1. All artifacts observed while
clearing and shoveling the surface were collected without maintaining vertical
provenience control except as part of the surface layer. The excavated dirt was
screened and sieved in the southeast section near the grid site.
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Figure 6.12. Excavation unit.

After measuring the grid and establishing the soil level of the unit, the team
began using shovels for faster excavation. The soil surface was exposed by
raking and shoveling the surface debris and gradually scraping down until
features and/or artifacts were encountered. As the excavation proceeded deeper,
layers of the stone slabs that served as the foundation of the wall were exposed.
Whenever artifacts were uncovered, the team switched to using trowels in order
to carefully preserve and understand the context of the artifacts found. The
contents of this layer consisted mostly of rubble from wall fall. Also, evidence of
rodent and crab burrowing in the fill was exposed at this level. Scattered debris
and artifacts were found including pottery sherds, leaves, tree roots, and surface
trash. Two stone slabs measuring 55cm x 30cm, possibly part of the wall fall,
were found in Layer 2. These stone slabs were also found within the fortification
as the base of the wall foundation. Similarly, Spanish churches used these slabs
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in church building all over the islands. Local and Oriental ceramics began to show
up at this level, which is the start of layer 3. Broken and unbroken animal bones,
probably those of cattle, were also found in this context.
Due to time constraints, the team decided to excavate deeper quadrants
after subdividing the larger unit into smaller units to expedite the excavation. The
main goal of the excavation was to locate datable artifacts and establish the
chronology of the site. It was imperative that the team locate the vertical extent of
the site by identifying where sterile soil occurred in the quadrant (Figure 6.13)
Upon reaching the water table, which was about 100cm deep, we used a
water-sieving technique due to the muddy nature of the soil. In this instance, it
was very hard to distinguish artifacts from nonartifacts. In order to expedite the
identification of artifacts and excavation, we used the water-sieving method,
which speeded up the process. The mud dirt was sieved on the bank near the
water of the moat approximately four meters outside the south wall of the fort
using a motor pump, hoses, and screens. Figure 6.14 shows the use of a motor
pump for the water-sieving method. This was the first time that the students used
this particular technique. There were two hoses attached in the motor pump. One
end of the hose was submerged in the moat to pump the water from the moat.
The water was forced to another hose using the motor pump. The team used the
water hose to clean and identify the mud-covered artifacts from the site.
Before moving to a discussion of artifacts found at the site, a site map of
Fort Santa Catalina is presented (Figure 6.15) along with Table 6.1, which
summarizes the soil layers found during excavations at the site.
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Figure 6.13. Excavation unit, top view.

Figure 6.14. Water pump used in sieving.
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Table 6.1. Summary of Excavation Layers, Site Features, and Related Dates.
Soil Layer
1

Description
Surface debris, shrubs,
trees, artifacts, ecofacts,
plastic wrappers, sandy
loam soil
Wall fall (stone slabs and
corals), artifacts,
ecofacts, organic
deposits, clay loam soil
Floor, artifacts, ecofacts,
shells, brown organic
deposits, wood ash,
wood posts, hearth,
charcoal, clay loam soil,
water table
Dark black organic
deposit, below water
table
Sterile layer, sandy soil,
no deposits, below water
table

2

3
4

Date
1900s to present

ca.1500s-1800s
A.D. 1792 (AMS date)

ca. A.D. 900s to 1400s
Before A.D. 900s

Analyses of Artifacts and Other Remains
The analyses of artifacts and other remains included basic artifact
procedures in the laboratory and specialized studies designed to address the
research objectives and issues.

Local Artifact Analysis
The artifacts and non-artifacts recovered at the site included local pottery,
Oriental wares, iron slugs, metal implements, faunal remains, house posts, ash
and charcoal samples, etc. These were found in Layer 3 of the excavation unit.
As expected, pottery made up the bulk of the data set; however, the other
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artifacts were also analyzed for a variety of quantitative, morphological, stylistic,
technological, and functional attributes. Several pottery types were identified
among the sherds recovered from the excavation of Fort Santa Catalina. The two
main distinctions are nonlocal and local ceramics. The section includes a
descriptive summary of the artifacts and a discussion of their implications (Figure
6.16).

Summary of Artifacts
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Figure 6.16. Summary of artifacts found.

The artifacts found at the Fort Santa Catalina site include local
earthenware, stoneware, Oriental ceramics, and metal implements. There were
animal bones, shells, and house posts found in the excavation unit. A discussion
of each find is presented below.
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Historical Artifacts at Fort Santa Catalina
One of the ways to explore the colonial experience and the related
indigenous response to European influence involved the study of introduced
artifacts and practices and their use in an indigenous context. The recovery of
nonlocal artifacts in first an indigenous and later a colonial site provides a unique
glimpse of how indigenous people used such materials in the context of complex
indigenous social structure and practice (Deagan 1985, 1996; Lightfoot 1998;
Rubertone 1989).
In order to understand the life history of artifacts that are found in a new
cultural context, archaeologists need to consider their actual use. Nonlocal
artifacts may have been found in a site, but it cannot be assumed that the local
inhabitants used them for their original purpose. It has been documented
ethnographically how indigenous Filipinos used Oriental ceramics in their ritual
activities. Porcelain wares functioned as ritual paraphernalia in invoking the
spirits and appeasing the gods (Scott 1994). In this case, the introduced artifacts
had been used against the backdrop of local practices and tradition.
In every historical site, studying the introduced material assemblage is of
critical importance because of their abundance and association with native
artifacts. In this section, I describe and analyze the ceramics and metal
implements that were unearthed at Fort Santa Catalina.
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Methods
Ceramics
All of the ceramics found in the site were analyzed in this project. The
classification of the ceramics is based on their material type, decoration, and
form. The type includes earthenware, stoneware, and porcelain. For the
earthenware, the decoration is described as plain without decoration, or with
decoration such as incised or impressed. For the stoneware, it is described as
plain-slipped, plain-glazed, or decorated. For porcelain, it is described as
decorated or undecorated blue-and-white ware or brownware .While there were
no complete vessels found, the forms of the vessels are described based on the
size of the rim sherds and rim diameter.

Table 6.2. Summary of Ceramic Count by Layer.

Material

Layer I

Layer II

Earthenware

34

Stoneware

10

85

1

78

45

536

Porcelain
Total

373

Layer III

Layer IV Total Percentage
0
6
413
70%
0
6
101
17%
0
1
80
13%

13

0

594

100%

The assemblage of ceramic sherds found includes rim sherds, body
sherds, and base sherds (Table 6.2). There were 594 ceramic sherds recovered
from the midden site in Fort Santa Catalina. The ceramic sherds are
predominantly earthenwares (70%) both with local and nonlocal stonewares
(17%) and a few mostly small vessel Chinese porcelain vessels (13%). Most
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ceramics were found in Layer 2 of the midden, which dated to 1500s to 1800s.
The midden reveals an increase in ceramic density in the said layer (Figure 6.17).
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Figure 6.17. Distribution of ceramics by layer.

Earthenware Pottery
In most cases, pottery is part of the artifact collection that archaeologists
analyze to understand the past. One of the reasons is that pottery sherds are
preserved for a long time. As a result, they tend to be abundant in archaeological
sites. Also, pottery is commonly available to many cultures and is easily made
from materials that are found in their environment. Pottery is made by combining
clay and naturally occurring tempering materials and firing them. It does not
require a high level of technological knowledge to make simple pottery.
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Pottery can be an important source of information for archaeologists. The
creation of the pottery is influenced by the behavior of the potter, as manifested in
its form, style, and function. The selection of raw materials, the forming and firing
methods and the choices of design elements are all part of the chain of behavior
associated with the life cycle of pottery. Pots may be used for household
consumption, community rituals, trade, and exchange and so on. Archaeologists
study pottery in order to gain information on technology, chronology, subsistence,
trade, ritual, and ideology of people from the past (Rice 1984; Stark 1991, 2006).
Classification of pottery plays an important role in archaeological research.
It is generally used to establish temporal and spatial relationship within various
sites by grouping artifacts with recognizably unique and similar attributes.
However, the production date range for the plainwares is too broad to be able to
establish temporal relationship with other artifacts. The relative chronology of the
site is based on the oriental ceramics found in the site.
This research employed a simple stylistic method to understand the nature
of recovered artifacts in the site. It also explored the functional and social
meanings of pottery found at the site. In this case, I looked at the role of
individuals in early historical polities by analyzing their everyday behavior
involving the use of pottery in their everyday activities, as mentioned in historical
documents.
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Ceramics in the Archaeological Record
The early historical inhabitants of Lubang Island certainly used ceramics in
their daily activities as shown in the presence of pottery in the archaeological
record. However, it is still not clear if they participated in ceramic production or if
the pottery found was part of the exchange network between local potters
elsewhere. The variability of earthenwares at the site suggests that indigenous
people were engaged in trade and may have been potters themselves. Certainly,
with the arrival of Chinese wares, and later on of the European wares, the local
potters continued making earthenware for the local market. Archaeological
studies reveal that earthenware, stoneware, and porcelain were part of the
everyday life of the inhabitants at Fort Santa Catalina.
As we have seen in the archaeology of the site, the residents of the fort,
starting from the early days of the indigenous people until the arrival of the
Spaniards, ceramics have been part of the material assemblage. Clearly, the
preferred ceramics were earthenware as shown in the high number of samples of
earthenware jars, bowls, and plates found at the site. The second choice for the
inhabitants was stoneware jars for storing liquids, and third, although porcelain
was part of the trading network, it was the last choice for the inhabitants of the
site because of its high cost. The lack of ceramic modification suggests that the
ceramic wares were used as eating, cooking, and or serving containers.
According to the historical sources, the Spaniards stayed long enough in
the fortification to reinforce the old structure to withstand the attacks from the
pirates. If we expect a correlation between ceramics and the ethnicity of the
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users, then the presence of European wares on Lubang Island should be
apparent at Fort Santa Catalina. However, there were really no explicit examples
of European wares found in the site. Skowronek (1998:57-59) offered an
explanation for this unique pattern of ceramic distribution in the Philippines. The
reason for the scarcity or absence of Spanish- or Mexican-made pottery was due
to economic factors. The priority of the Spanish government at that time was to
import trade goods from the Far East, including silk and pottery. Given the close
proximity of the source of high-quality Oriental wares, it would be an economic
absurdity to import Spanish-made wares to Manila and nearby mission stations.
For ceramic analysis, the production date range for the earthenware
ceramics is problematic due to a lack of established narrow chronology. It is an
important issue to consider for understanding the chronology of the site. Because
of the lack of established dates for the earthenware ceramics, the diachronic
analysis focused on the porcelains and stonewares in establishing chronology of
the site. The presence or absence of Spanish wares such as majolica pottery in
the archaeological sites affects not only the chronology, but the interpretation of
the ethnic or demographic composition of the society. The Spanish “olive jars,”
dated to around the sixteenth to ninteenth centuries, must be analyzed in
comparison to the locally made earthenware jars. These earthenware jars would
have been filled with wine and olive oil and other food stuffs, which were locally
unavailable on the islands. In addition, a comprehensive study of earthenware
ceramic production and distribution is necessary in the future.
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Ceramics
The local pottery excavated revealed nondecorated plainwares and
decorated plainwares. The summary of the design styles and the pottery types is
shown below.
Description of Locally Made Ceramics (Figures 6.18-6.25)

Figure 6.18. Earthenware sherd with sun ray design.

Type: earthenware
Production Date Range: ca. 1500-1800s
Description/ Attributes: sun ray incised design, thin walls, unpolished
Vessel Form: Unknown, small plate or saucer

Figure 6.19. Earthenware sherd with pinched design.
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Type: earthenware
Production Date Range: ca. 1500-1800s
Description/ Attributes: pinched design using fingers below the neck of the
vessel, slipped, polished
Vessel Form: Bowl

Figure 6.20. Earthenware sherd with linear incised design.

Type: earthenware
Production Date Range: ca. 1500-1800s
Description/ Attributes: linear incised design, unpolished
Vessel Form: cup or saucer

Figure 6.21. Earthenware rim sherd with linear incised design.

Type: earthenware
Production Date Range: ca. 1500-1800s
Description/ Attributes: linear incised design along the upper neck of the vessel,
unpolished
Vessel Form: Jar
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Figure 6.22. Earthenware rim sherd with impressed design.

Type: earthenware
Production Date Range: ca. 1500-1800s
Description/ Attributes: impressed design on the lip of the vessel, unpolished
Vessel Form: plate or bowl

Figure 6.23. Earthenware rim sherd.

Type: earthenware
Production Date Range: ca. 1500-1800s
Description/ Attributes: no decorations, slipped, polished
Vessel Form: Jar
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Figure 6.24. Earthenware rim sherd.

Type: earthenware
Production Date Range: ca. 1500-1800s
Description/ Attributes: open fired, no decoration, unpolished
Vessel Form: jar

Figure 6.25. Earthenware sherds with incised and impressed dots design.

Type: earthenware
Production Date Range: ca. 1500-1800s
Description/ Attributes: linear geometric incised designs, impressed dots,
unpolished
Vessel Form: unknown, bowl or cup
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Nonlocal Artifact Analysis
Nonlocal artifacts include Oriental ceramics and, most likely, iron nails and
metal implements. The Oriental ceramics can be divided into blue-and-white
Chinese wares and non-Chinese wares. Most of the Oriental wares are Ming
Dynasty wares or the so called blue-and-white wares because of their distinctive
design. Ming Dynasty wares were made starting in the 1300s until the mid-1600s.
There are several designs, but most of them were blue and white. There are also
examples of brownware and grayware, which are probably from Thailand or
Vietnam. More ceramic analysis is needed to confirm this assumption. But based
on the types of Oriental wares found, we are assured that during the 1500s up
until the early 1800s the site was occupied and settled by people who were
trading or using sixteenth-century wares from mainland Asia. There is also the
possibility that the site was likely used earlier in the past, however, more
archaeological analysis must be undertaken to establish site chronology. The
chronology of the site is discussed below.
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Description of Nonlocal Wares (Figure 6.26-6.29)

Figure 6.26. Qing Dynasty ware.

Type Name: Porcelain, Qing Ware, Blue and White
Category: Porcelain
Production Origin: China , Dehua Kiln Site
Production Date Range: 1644-1912, ca. eighteenth century
Dynasty: Post Kangxi, Qing Dynasty
Defining Attributes: White, thin, highly vitreous paste that is smooth and translucent.
Decorations are precisely painted in clear blues ranging from pale to deep
sapphire, often delicately outlined in dark blue. Common motifs include flowers,
fish, animals, landscapes, and humans involved in activities.
Vessel Forms: Saucer
Comments: Qing Dynasty porcelains are quite difficult to date precisely without
the aid of a specialist.
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Figure 6.27. Sherd with pock marks, Ming Dynasty.

Figure 6.28. Rim sherds of small vessels (exterior), Ming Dynasty.

Type Name: Porcelain, Ming Blue-on-White
Category: Porcelain
Production Origin: China , Zhangzou
Production Date Range: A.D. 1550-1644
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Dynasty: Ming Dynasty, Shantou Kiln
Defining Attributes: White, thin, highly vitreous paste, that is smooth and translucent,
with the glaze well bonded to the paste. Background glaze color has a bluish or
bluish-gray tint, and the surfaces are very glossy, smooth and without visible
imperfection. Decoration is in underglaze blue painting, commonly using a bright,
light cobalt blue color. Most elements are outlined in blue, with a paler blue wash
filling them in. Designs are often arranged in a central with freely arranged
elements around the cavetto and rim. Motifs include floral elements, mythological
creatures, figures, animals, landscape features, cross-hatching, geometric
elements, and scrolls.
Vessel Forms: base of a cup rim sherds of small vessels (see Figure 6.28)
Comments: Ming porcelain is known for its soft, lustrous surfaces, and the spontaneous
quality of its designs.

Figure __ Rim sherd (Front)

Figure_ Rim Sherd (front)
Ming Dynasty ware

Figure 6.29. Rim Sherd (Kraak ware), Ming Dynasty.

Type Name: Porcelain, Kraak
Category: Porcelain
Production Origin: China
Production Date Range: 1550-1644
Defining Attributes: White, vitreous paste that is smooth and translucent, but with
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occasional pitting and imperfections caused by impurities in the clay. The
background glaze has a bluish tint and a glossy finish. It is sometimes irregular,
and is subject to pinholing and chipping around the rim edges. Decoration is
executed in underglaze blue paint, ranging from a pale silvery blue to a dark
indigo blue. Elements are painted in outline, and filled with a lighter-colored blue
paint. Designs are arranged formally in panels around the rim and marlies of
plates, separated by straight or scalloped lines. A central medallion design is in
the center of plates. Motifs include flowers, fruit birds, Taoist symbols, and
landscape scenes. The reverses of plates often have arches of small floral
designs in panels. Vessels may have kiln sand adhering to them, particularly on
the base of foot rings. Foot rings are found on nearly all vessels.
Vessel Forms: Cup
Comments: Kraak porcelain was produced primarily for export, and was shipped to
Europe in great quantities by Portuguese and Dutch traders. A subset of Ming Porcelain,
it is distinguished from non-Kraak Ming wares by the poorer quality of glaze and firing, its
variance in color from the rich cobalt blue typical of Ming Porcelain, and its arrangement
of designs in panels around the cavetto.

Metal Artifacts
A small quantity of metal artifacts was recovered from the test unit. A
variety of activities is associated with the metal artifacts: building construction
(nails), cooking and food preparation (knives, bolos), tool use (blades), hunting
and fishing (spear, harpoon, blade tip), and warfare (cannons, arrowpoints).
These activities are based on the typical use of these artifacts, unless otherwise
known. Some of these items (e.g., nails) may have been reused and refashioned
for other functions such as weapons. Implements recorded in Figures 6.30-6.35
show the metal examples from the site. These metal implements were found in
Layer 2. It is likely that the implements were of Spanish origin, particularly the
iron nails. The Spanish brought iron nails (see Figures 6.30 and 6.31) to the
islands as part of their building materials, as well as weapons such as knives
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(see Figure 6.30), harpoons (see Figure 6.32), swords (see Figure 6.33), and
cannons (Figures 6.34 and 6.35).
The presence of nails at the site may offer some insight into the
construction of a wooden edifice in the site. These artifacts seem to indicate that
the native population had access to iron nails, but whether or not the fortified
structure was intended for native use and/or for the Spaniards is currently
unclear. Certainly, the presence of nails and other metal implements indicates
metal or wood working activities at the site.
Other metal implements found at the site are those associated with
weaponry. The presence of swords, blades, bolos, and cannons reveal some
information about the daily activities of the people inside the fortification. The
local people at the site may have been involved in maintaining the defensive
nature of the fortification against enemies.

Figure 6.30. Metal artifacts, parts of a sword or knife, and iron nails.
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Figure 6.31. Wrought iron nails.

Figure 6.32. Iron hook or harpoon.
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Figure 6.33. Sword hilt or handle.

Figure 6.34. Eighteenth-century Spanish iron cannon.
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Figure 6.35. Heavily rusted Spanish iron cannon.
.

Faunal Remains
Analysis of the faunal remains is an important aspect of archaeological
research that focuses on the subsistence, identity, dietary practices, health, and
social relations of people in the past. Some of the early historical studies in North
America reveal adoption by Native Americans of European resources into their
local subsistence, and vice versa. Some of the studies also reveal an intricate
interplay of social relations and identity among disenfranchised sectors of the
society and the ruling elite (Deagan 1996; Lightfoot 2005; Lightfoot et al. 1998;
Pavao-Zuckerman and LaMotta 2007; Reitz 1992).
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In this section, I focus on the analysis of animal remains to reveal insights
into subsistence, economic and social relations, and agency on Lubang Island.
For this particular fortified settlement, the need for food structured aspects of
native life, considering that they experienced disruption of social practices by
different groups, such as warring neighbors and later the Spanish missionaries
who lived among them. With the constant threat from the Moro raiders and
nonallied local groups, as well as the presence of the Spanish mission, the
choice of food and resources was of utmost concern with regard to its
procurement, production, and distribution. The availability of meat and
agricultural crops within the fortification may have been a serious consideration
for people forced to choose whether to stay or leave the fortified site. With the
advent of the Spanish mission in the island, food created a unique situation or

field, which is defined as a social arena in which people maneuver and struggle in
pursuit of desirable resources. It would be interesting to see not only the variation
of the food available to the people inside and outside of the fortification but also
the continuity and reproduction of social structures by local people. However, a
detailed comparative dietary practice is not feasible for this study and will be
carried out in future archaeological endeavors in the island. The priority of this
research is to show how social agents in the past developed strategies or

dispositions (lasting, acquired, schemes of perception, thought, and action) which
are modified to the needs of their environment (Bourdieu 1977). Because food
choice is an important component of daily existence, it is influenced by material
culture in the construction of identity and social order.
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To investigate the strategies of past individuals, I offer a general
discussion of faunal remains from Fort Santa Catalina. The objectives of this
section are the following: (1) to present and incorporate the archaeofaunal data
that were analyzed and (2) to use the data to address questions about
persistence and change in local subsistence practices and social relations among
the various groups that occupied Fort Santa Catalina.
Methods
All faunal remains were counted, weighed, and documented prior to
taxonomic assessment. Diagnostic elements were separated and identified to the
species level whenever possible, using the opinion of a faunal expert, reference
books, and the comparative osteological collection in the Archaeological Studies
Program, University of the Philippines. Materials not identifiable to at least the
genus level were assigned to the next appropriate taxonomic level. The faunal
remains include both identifiable and unidentifiable specimens from the site.
Bones lacking discrete identifiable features were sorted according to size
categories of small, medium, and large. Most of the identifiable specimens
belong to the large mammal size category, which includes cattle, horse, and pig.
A single sample of a bird specimen was also found. Each identifiable specimen
was recorded with its catalog number, provenience, skeletal elements, possible
age, and modification such as cut marks, burning, gnaw marks, and/or any
indication of tool marks for artifact production.
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To organize the faunal data, I used the Number of Identified Specimens
(NISP), and Minimum Number of Individuals (MNI). To get the NISP, all identified
complete and fragmented bones were counted for each taxon. The conservative
method to calculate the MNI is to count the number of specimens of any given
element per side. Examples of the faunal remains analyzed are shown in Figures
6.36-6.53.
Initial analysis of the identifiable faunal specimens was done by the
author; however, the majority of the identification was done by Philip Piper,
zooarchaeologist in the Archaeological Studies Program, University of the
Philippines. Taj Vitales of the same program identified the shellfish samples to
the species level. However, the actual number of the shellfish was not counted
and weighed, as shell analysis was not part of the original research design.
Because the excavated site yielded shell midden features, the goal was to simply
collect and identify the kinds of shellfish available to the settlement during a
particular period of time. It is also assumed that there were samples of fish
specimens in the site even if there were no samples found during the screening.
There are many biases in every archaeological excavation that include recovery
techniques, sampling, soil morphology, or the delicate nature of fish bones. The
faunal remains were found with other artifacts and ecofacts in the site.
Results
The majority of the vertebrate specimens found were located in the
midden feature of Layer 2. Shellfish were found in all the layers excavated,
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except of course in the sterile part of the last layer. The highest NISP was cattle
(Bos taurus) with 238. Other mammals represented were horse, pig, and
indeterminate artiodactyla. For the MNI, cattle was 5, horses (Equus caballus

was 1), and pig (Sus scrofa) was 1. Based on the cattle elements with recorded
age, mostly adults and single juveniles were found. The pig element, mandible,
indicate adult for its recorded age. The recorded age for the horse elements
found was that of an adult. In addition to the mammal specimens, we also found
a single humerus element for a bird specimen, possibly that of red jungle-fowl
chicken (Gallus gallus). Shellfish were composed of both marine and brackish
species. However, the majority of the specimens identified were from a salt water
environment such as gastropods, while the Pila ampullacea are species usually
found in terrestrial waters such as those in brackish farm ponds or river areas.
Table 6.3. Taxonomic List of Faunal Remains in the Midden
Taxon
Vertebrates
Bos taurus
Gallus gallus
Sus scrofa
Equus caballus
Invertebrates
Shellfish

Common Name

MNI

NISP

Identified

Unidentified

Elements Elements
Cattle
Red fowl
Pig
Horse

5
1
1
1

238
1
1
5

65
1
1
5

173
0
0
0

Shellfish

13

NA

13

NA
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Butchery marks or cut marks are visible on several bones. Cattle elements
display the highest number of bones with evidence of processing (see Figures
6.36, 6.37, 6.41, 6.42, 6.52 and 6.53). Most of the cut marks are found on the
middle to distal ends of the long bones (see Figures 6.41-6.46), including those
from a couple of carpal (see Figures 6.38-6.41), tarsal (see Figure 6.37),
phalanges (see Figure 6.36), scapula (see Figure 6.48), and vertebral bones (see
Figure 6.47). Upon visual inspection of the skeletal assemblage, there is
evidence of burning in some of the bones (see Figures 6.38 and 6.51). The soil
composition, starting from second to the fourth layer, was heavily organic and
was also waterlogged. However, the scarcity of burnt bones does not say that the
processed meat was not subjected to cooking by the inhabitants of the site. The
proportion of cattle elements found points to individuals probably discarding
incomplete carcasses in the midden.
Table 6.4. Cut Mark Evidence on Faunal Remains
Taxon
Gallus gallus
Sus scrofa
Equus caballus
Bos taurus

Elements
Humerus
Mandible
3rd metacarpal‐ left
Humerus‐ distal, right
Radius‐ left
Metacarpals‐ right, adult; left, young; distal end, left,
adult
Femur‐ distal end, right, adult; right, adult; shaft, left,
adult
Metatarsal‐ distal end, left, adult
Phalanges‐ left, young; left, young; left, adults; right,
adult; right young
Scapula‐ right, adult
vertebra, cervical

Count
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
6
1
1
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There were high proportions of hind limbs, including the metatarsals,
tarsals, femurs, and phalanges (see Figures 6.49-6.50) found among the cattle
elements. Based on the excavated samples, it is apparent that there was no
evidence of cranial bones, few rib bones, and few leg bones, which were the
choice parts of cattle meat. It could be that other elements of the specimens were
discarded somewhere else. Moreover, in rural areas of the Philippines, the heads
of butchered animals such as cattle were usually preserved to serve as status
symbols. It is probable that the absence of cranial skeletons in the midden site
signifies such a practice.

Discussion
Based on the summary of faunal taxonomic specimens found in the site
(see Table 6.3), several patterns are apparent. First, mammal remains comprise
the majority of vertebrate material in the faunal assemblage. Large mammals,
particularly cattle, dominate the assemblage of faunal specimens. The majority of
unidentifable elements compare favorably to cattle, which emphasize their
importance to the people living in the settlement. The increased sample of cattle
is actually not surprising, given the history of the site. As early as the sixteenth
century, Spanish missionaries introduced animal livestock including cattle, goat,
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pig, and horses (Nishimura 1988). In fact, archaeologists documented similar
distributions at other mission or colonial sites in the Philippines (Mudar 1992).
In the Philippines, cattle were introduced by the Europeans. It became an
important food source in the Spanish missions and forts. Cattle were brought in
and raised on different islands where the Spaniards had settled. Because of
these resources, which became readily available, there was likely an impact on
the local procurement of game animals in the islands such as those of deer, and
other medium-sized animals. There were no examples of such specimens in the
site, which would imply that they did not rely heavily on wild game as food
resource. The mission probably was self sufficient in terms of their food supply.
There was an increase in the demand for cattle meat in the mission sites and
elsewhere, which made cattle an important trade item in the islands. Cattle were
also used not only as food resource, but also for preparing the land for
agricultural production. There are cut marks or skinning marks observed in most
of the bones from the extremities, which is interpreted as commodity processing
for raw material. Cow hide is an important trade commodity in the region (Mudar
1997). Moreover, based on the specimens from the site, there was evidence of
cut marks or butchering marks found on bones other than the extremities, which
indicates meat processing and consumption. Although, it is not clear if beef was
eaten regularly at the site, or if there was food scarcity on the island for a
particular period in time so that they resorted to eating highly valuable food
resource such as those of cattle and horse.
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Horses were brought to the islands by the Europeans. There were traces
of cut marks found on the horse bones excavated in the site (see Figure 6.51).
Horses were used by Spanish missionaries mostly for transportation purposes
and not as a food resource. It is interesting to see the remains of a highly valued
animal in the midden. Perhaps there was food crisis at the site that forced the
local people to consume horses. It is also possible that the horses were killed in
the process of fighting between different groups and that the people opted to
consume the meat rather than let them go to waste. The cut marks on horse
bones indicate processing of meat, which translates to consumption. The
possibility that the horses were killed due to illness is unlikely.
The pig mandible was found in Layer 3. The molar is heavily worn out and
the mandible is much smaller than that of the wild boar that was commonly
hunted in the forested area. Several possible explanations for the scarcity of pig
remains at the site include sampling bias and/or the influence of Islam in the
community during that time period.
Before the Spanish arrived on Lubang Island, there were already Muslim
settlements in the area due to Moro raiding or maybe even trading with the
southern groups. The presence of people with a new religious orientation most
likely influenced the food preferences and traditions of local inhabitants. Remains
of Sus scrofa, particularly mandibles, were found in archaeological sites in other
areas in the Philippines, which indicates that indigenous groups in the islands
were hunting pigs as part of their subsistence or ritual food preference (Mudar
1997). In fact, historical accounts of ethnolinguistic groups in the islands refer to
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pigs in various local names (Scott 1994). However, the Islam religion does not
allow its followers to eat pork. The lack of pig specimens in the site may indicate
that Islam had been practiced by the early inhabitants of Lubang Island. The
occurrence of a sample of Sus scrofa at the site could mean that some members
of the community were defiant and translated their resistance to the Moros by
disregarding certain food taboos in the Muslim religion. Moreover, the entry of the
Spanish mission later on could also explain its presence.
A single sample of a humerus bone from an avian specimen was
recovered at Fort Santa Catalina. The specimen was found from the layer dated
to the Spanish period. The absence of elements from other layers may have been
due to the process of retrieval during the screening method. The water-sieving
method could have destroyed the delicate bones in the recovery process.
Ethnographically, chickens were commonly raised and eaten by people in the
villages. Wild fowl (Gallus gallus), locally known as labuyo, are endemic in the
forested areas of Lubang Island. This animal was heavily hunted and considered
a protected species. However, I have seen local people peddling these animals in
cages for eating and breeding purposes. It is likely that early inhabitants of the
island from the early historical period were hunting and consuming the animals as
well. Based on historical documents, members of the Spanish mission also raised
chickens as part of their livestock. However, it is difficult to identify based on the
diagnostic features of the element found if the specimen is domesticated or wild
fowl.
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List of Specimens Found on Lubang Island
1. Specimen: Cattle
Class: Mammalia
Order: Artiodactyla
Family: Bovidea
Genus: Bos
Species: Bos taurus
Material:
Molars, left, teeth heavily worn
Teeth, incisors
Vertebra fragments
Humeri
Radii
Phalanges
Calcaeneus
Tarsals
Rib fragment
Tarslas, Phalanges- first phalanges, basal phalanges
Humerus, left- less than 1 year old
Calcaneus
Humerus, Left
Metacarpal, right
Metatarsal, left
Radius, left- incomplete
Radius left- incomplete,
Two x incisors probably cattle
Right oscoxa in two fragments which includes the pubis
Comment: The cattle remains were found in Layer 2 and Layer 3, belonging to
the Early Historical to Late Spanish period. Molar teeth were from left mandible.
The teeth are relatively heavily worn and most likely from an adult individual.
2. Specimen: Horse
Class: Mammalia
Order: Perissodactyla (odd-toed ungulates)
Family: Equidae
Genus: Equus
Species: Equus caballus
Material:
Right metacarpal
Phalanges
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Teeth
Vertebrae
Humerus
Comments: The elements were found in Layer 2, ca. A.D. 1500-1800s.
3. Specimen: Pig
Class: Mammalia
Order: Artiodactyla (even-toed ungulates)
Family: Suidae (pigs)
Genus: Sus
Species: Sus scrofa

Material: 1 incomplete mandible with one molar, left.
Comments: The single specimen was found in Layer 3 that dates from 1600s to
1800s.
4. Specimen: Chicken
Class: Aves
Order: Galliformes
Family: Phasianidae
Genus: Gallus
Species: Gallus gallus
Common Name: Red Jungle-Fowl, Domesticated Chicken
Material: Left, distal humerus, incomplete
Comment: The single and incomplete element was found in Layer 2.
5. Specimen: Shellfish
The inspection of the shellfish remains indicated that the assemblage were
mostly from a marine and few from a brackish environment (Table 6.5). In
addition to their meat as food supplement, the shells usually served as raw
material for beads and other accessories. Unfortunately, there were no samples
of beads recovered in the site. However, the absence of such artifacts does not
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mean there were no beads used in the site. In addition, shells were also part of
the building materials used in the construction of walls during the Spanish period.

Table 6.5. Summary of Shellfish Taxon Distribution and Its Sources

Taxon
Pila ampullacea
Hippopus hippopus
Polymesoda erosa
Lambis lambis
Trochus niloticus
Terebraliapalustris
Cypraea caputserpentis
Strombus luhuanus
Cymatium muricinum
Neritina coromandeliana
Anadara scapha
Asaphis violascens
genus cf. Cerithium

Source
Terrestrial
Marine
Marine
Marine
Marine
Marine
Marine
Marine
Marine
Marine
Marine
Marine
Marine

Discussion
The list of species in Table 6.5 shows that both marine and terrestrial
shellfish were part of the diet of the local inhabitants. Even with the absence of an
exact count of shellfish remains, the variety of shellfish species identified in the
midden suggests that the inhabitants of the site relied heavily on these resources.
The shellfish perhaps were procured by the people both for themselves and the
Spaniards. It is apparent that the practice of gathering and consuming shellfish
mainly from the sea was part of their regular food procurement activity in the
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island. The abundance of shellfish remains found in the site suggests that the
native populations continued with their traditional subsistence pattern before and
during the years of contact.
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Figure 6.36. Medial phalanx, cutmarks, cattle.

Figure 6.37. Metatarsal, left, cutmarks, cattle.
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Figure 6.38. Metacarpal, left, burn marks, distal end, cattle.

Figure 6.39. Metacarpal, right, cattle.
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Figure 6.40. Metacarpal, left, young cattle.

Figure 6.41. Metacarpal, left, cutmarks, young cattle.
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Figure 6.42. Humerus, right, cutmarks, cattle.

Figure 6.43. Humerus, right, cut marks, cattle.
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Figure 6.44. Tibia, shaft, cattle.

Figure 6.45. Femur, right, bovid (cattle).
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Figure 6.46. Radius, left, cattle.

Figure 6.47. Cervical vertebra, bovid.
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Figure 6.48. Scapula, right adult cattle.

Figure 6.49. Distal phalanges, left , right, dorsal view, young cattle.
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Figure 6.50. Distal phalanges, various ages, dorsal view, cattle.

Figure 6.51. Third metacarpal, left, cut marks, burn marks, Equus.
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Figure 6.52. Metacarpal, right, cutmarks, cattle.

Figure 6.53. Metacarpal, right, cutmarks, adult, cattle.
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Architectural Features

Fortification
The project site is a moated fortification. Fort Santa Catalina is rectangular
with a total area of 60m x40m (see Figure 6.15). The whole site including the
moat measures 128m x 80m. During the Spanish period, the fortified walls were
probably 10-15 meters high and were made of adobe and coral rocks stacked on
top of one another. The moat is 3 meters deep and 10 meters in length. The early
Spanish accounts described the fortification:

the natives . . . withdrew with their children and wives and all their belongings, . .
. to three forts which they had constructed, . . . the two principal forts were square
in form, with ten or twelve culverins (small cannons) on each side, . . . each fort
had a wall two estados high and was surrounded by a ditch two and one-half
brazaz in depth, filled with water (Riquel 1573:143).

An estado is a unit of measurement used in the nineteenth century by the
Spanish in expressing drop to the descending the ford of the river. It is also used
as a unit of vertical distance, usually the height of one man. It is equivalent to
about 1.6 meters in today’s measurement. The braza is approximately one
fathom or 1.8 meters.
One of the goals of this research was to determine the use of the site.
Based on evidence recovered in the archaeological site, it may have been used
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as a settlement site and subsequently reused as a fortification site. However, it
could have been used simultaneously as both a habitation and refuge site
because of constant threat from raiders in the past. More archaeological data are
needed to confirm such assumptions, including the presence of house posts,
privies, and trash middens. But clearly, the site was occupied during different
periods by the locals and Spanish colonizers. Historical documents state that the
forts were constructed by the locals. There were three forts. Two of them were
described, but not the other one. Originally, two were described as square in
form, so I assume the original forts were smaller than the present Fort Santa
Catalina. It is probable that the Spanish reused the site because they witnessed
the effectiveness of the fortified site when they first encountered the indigenous
population during the initial contact. When they pacified the local people, all they
had to do is to reinforce the site with adobe walls and coral stones, make it bigger
to accommodate larger cannons, and implement efficient defenses against the
Moros. Before the Spanish reinforcement, the original walls of the fort are two

estados, roughly four meters if we measure it today. The ditch is two and a half
brazas in depth, approximately four and a half meters deep.

House Post and Settlement
Portions of two wooden posts were uncovered in the excavation unit. The
first house post was found 140cm below local datum point. This level was below
the water table, and the soil was waterlogged. The larger post was found
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waterlogged. Because of the nature of how it was found, the degree of
preservation of the wood was excellent.

Figure 6.54. House post in situ.

The diameter of the excavated post measured 25cm, and its length was 76
cm. The second post was smaller with a diameter of 10cm and 26cm in length
and was found in the same northeast quadrant where the first post was seen. The
layer where it was found consists of blackish layer of soil, probably organic in
nature, and was soaked in water. According to Scott (1994), it was common for
early historical Filipino household to build houses near the shores so that the
lower part of the house posts were usually flooded during high tides. Considering
the orientation of the site during the period being studied, the site would have
been near the sea. So the water level understandably would have reached the
foundations of the houses. The posts were made of heavy, hard and rounded
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timbers. Also, there is evidence that the post was harvested far from the site
because of the notched end of the wooden post where the early house builders
would attach a rope in the notch and tie the other end to an animal (e.g., a horse
or carabao) to drag it to the site (Figure 6.55).

Figure 6.55. Notched side of the excavated post.

The local name of the tree used as a post is yakal. It is hard wood, and a
golden mahogany type that is used frequently as house timbers. The scientific
name is Shorea leavis. The other house post excavated was smaller than the
earlier post found in the site. It was found a few meters to the south of the first
post (Figure 6.56).
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Figure 6.56. Parts of the excavated house posts.

Figure 6.57. Burned tip of the post.

The burned top end of the post suggests burning of the structure (Figure
6.57). The post was found in the layer where wood ash layer and charcoal
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mottling were found. The Muslim raiders during that time, apart from capturing
slaves and taking valuable resources, usually burned house structures down to
the ground as part of their punishment to the Christian community. The local
inhabitants would then abandon their homes to avoid looting and torching,
withdraw to the hills, and return later to rebuild their houses (Scott 1994:155).

House Floors
Upon reaching the bottom part of layer 3, we found traces of an occupation
surface and use as evidenced by charcoal mottling and of shells and animal
bones. Below the grayish ashy layer, which most likely was the structure floor,
the sediments consist of very dense blackish organic soil.

Midden
Evidence of midden was found in the site. Shells and other animal debris
were excavated from various layers. The possibility of disturbed context is very
likely in this cultural layer, as there was evidence of animals burrowing in the site.
Faunal samples were collected for reference purposes only. Examples of shells
found in the site include riverine and but mostly marine shells.

Wood Ash
Based on laboratory analysis the ash layer found is made of organic ash,
probably from wood or roof thatch (Figure 6.58). The ash layer signifies a
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settlement cultural layer and was likely the result of the burning of house
construction materials such as wood or roof thatch.

Figure 6.58. Wood ash layer.

A small sample of wood ash was prepared for pretreatment for ASM
dating. The standard process of pretreatment consist of soaking the sample
sequentially in diluted hydrochloric acid, distilled water, diluted sodium hydroxide,
distilled water, acid again, then distilled water until the washing water is neutral.
The wood ash layer, where the radiocarbon sample was taken, is dated ca. 1792
B.P. (NSF-AMS University of Arizona) or 160±33 (X8705A; wood ash; δ 13C= 28.5‰).
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lab #
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ID

AA77086

X8705A
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1 of 1

Table 6.6 AMS Radiocarbon Date
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Site Chronology
Several lines of evidence were used to obtain a chronology for the site
including Oriental ceramics, wood ash samples, and historical documents. A
sample of wood was AMS dated (Table 6.6). Chinese porcelains are valuable
artifacts to serve as temporal indicators providing an approximate date based on
their design and manufacture. Historical accounts during the Spanish period
indicate the temporal and cultural context of the initial interaction between the
local inhabitants and the Europeans.

Summary of the Site Chronology
•

A.D. 900- A.D. 1400 - Initial occupation of the site by a small group,
organized by a kin based-leadership, mostly engaged in maritime
subsistence and occasional game.

•

A.D. 1400-A.D. 1800 – Settlement of indigenous people in a small village,
organized by a possible kin-based leadership, engaged mainly in local
trade network as evidenced by the presence of earthenwares,
stonewares, porcelains, metal implements, and livestock; raiding of the
Moors from the southern Philippines and ; arrival of Spanish mission.

•

A.D. 1792- Site may have experienced Moro raiding by Iranun and
Balangingi group (Warren 2002); Fortification or settlement was destroyed
by fire; rebuilding of fort by Spanish mission against raiding.

•

A.D. 1800- Present- Site abandonment; re-use of site by present owners.
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Site Formation Processes
In archaeology, the understanding of a site requires the consideration of
the formation processes which determine how materials were transferred from a
systemic context to an archaeological context and what happened to that material
in the archaeological matrix (Schiffer 1987). In this section, I elaborate on the
nature of Fort Santa Catalina and how it came to be, what natural and cultural
forces that determined the formation of the site.

Evidence Regarding Natural and Cultural Transforms:

Present Day activities include the use of site as trash pit; vegetable
garden; animal raising and grazing land; tree planting; house construction for
workers; fishpond; and water spring source. The site was used by the owner for
different economic activities that would result in possible disturbance and
deposition of present day trash. The owner decided to build a rest house for him
and the people that worked for him. During the summer, he raises goats and
cocks in the site. He also plants certain trees in the vicinity of the site that were
used to feed the goat. The moat was converted into a fishpond which makes the
murky water and soil a perfect breeding ground, not only for brackish water fishes
but also for mud crabs. A spring well was also excavated as a source for water.
There are portions within the site which the workers used for trash pit. The
accumulated trash is burned periodically in a pit made for that purpose. The
location of the trash pit, well, fishpond and the rest house is noted in the map, as
well as the other features mentioned here.
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Pot hunting- Treasure hunting activities are rampant in the Philippines as
evidenced by the amount of pot holes left by relic hunters all over the country.
Fort Santa Catalina is not an exemption, as the site was reported earlier by the
owner to be disturbed by pot hunting activities. The owner ultimately confessed
that he allowed the initial excavation of the site to find valuable treasures believed
to have been left by the Spaniards. His quest for treasure was driven by local
legends about the “golden bed” of the Spanish Conquistador, Juan de Salcedo.
Ironically, he mentioned that they did not find any “treasure” at the site, except for
broken pieces of Oriental ceramics and local earthenwares. In fact, during the
archaeological excavation, he kept on reminding me to keep an eye out for the
“golden bed.” To finally clear this misinformation, I decided to once again make
certain the owner and local workers understood the objectives and importance of
our archaeological research. Also, it is fortunate that the site location is secluded
from the prying eyes of curious crowds, and therefore resulted in an efficient work
schedule for the research team, knowing that time is not on our side. The team
was able to concentrate on the survey and excavation of the site. At first, the
disturbed portions along with the rubble and wall fall made it difficult to decide
where to establish an excavation unit. After careful examination, I made sure that
the area of excavation was not disturbed by pothunting.
A spring located in the northern wall near the middle of the fortification was
found by the local people and is now used as a water source. The discovery of
the spring was the result of treasure hunting activities in the site.
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Water Action- The site is surrounded by a moat. Spanish accounts (Riquel
1573) describe the moat as approximately 5 meters deep. At present, the water in
this feature is approximately 2-3 meters deep. During excavation, water table
was reached 75 cm from the Lower Datum Point. The preservation of the artifacts
would have been affected if they were waterlogged or submerged in water. The
house posts that were unearthed were waterlogged when found in situ at 140 cm.
below datum point. Starting from layer 3 or 90 meters from LDP, most of the
artifacts and ecofacts were found below the water table.

Bioturbation- Both faunal and floral turbation was observed in the site.
There is evidence of animal burrowing by rodents and crustaceans in the site.
The major disturbance effect of such process is the vertical displacement of
deposits, including smaller artifacts. Pit features identified with animal activity,
particularly crustaceans, were identified in the sample area and in the site. The
presence of crustaceans in the site was due to an economic decision. The owner
of the site, when he converted the moat into a fishpond, also raised mud crabs to
augment his earnings. Goats and fighting cocks were raised on the site which
resulted in further disturbance of archaeological features. The archaeological
deposits appear minimally disturbed as a result of floral turbation. However, the
excavation unit and the areas near it contained rootlets, roots, and small trees.
Root activity from these small trees resulted in minimal disturbance and did not
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destroy significant quantities of the archaeological deposits recovered from the
excavation unit.
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CHAPTER 7: SOCIAL COMPLEXITY AND THE INDIVIDUAL
Introduction
The archaeology of early historical polities on Lubang Island is relevant to
understanding the formulation of complex societies in the Philippines. Many
studies suggest that the process of social evolution in the Philippines is related to
the environment, economy, population, and sociopolitical factors (Bacus 1999,
2003; Beyer 1979; Fox1979a; Hutterer 1974, 1977; Junker 1993, 1994; Junker,
Mudar, and Schwaller 1994; Nishimura 1988; Scott 1979, 1980). These studies
have been influenced by a combination of various theories including cultural
ecology, functionalism, and social evolutionism. However, it is apparent that there
are variations in the specific pathways by which complex societies emerged.
Therefore, it is important to highlight the interactions of these various factors
using multiple converging lines of evidence including the archaeological record,
historical documents, and ethnographic accounts, in order to better understand
the relations among these varying indicators of social complexity. This chapter
first discusses theoretical explanations of the formation and development of
complex polities in the Philippines and offers an alternative model. Subsequently,
issues of complexity, identity, and transformation are discussed. The chapter
highlights the role of social practice and theory in re-imagining the past.
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Social Complexity in Philippine Archaeology
In Western philosophy, the idea of social evolution has long been a
fundamental element in explaining social change (Childe 1929; Morgan 1877).
The concept of chiefdom under the cultural evolutionary model has received
much criticism for ignoring organizational diversity and the historical uniqueness
of the social structure of human societies (Chapman 2003; Yoffee 2005). In spite
of this, some scholars working in the Philippines explain the formation of social
complexity using the model of social evolution via the concept of chiefdom
(Bacus 1996; Hutterer 1974; Junker 1990; Nishimura 1988; Scott 1979, 1980).
There is a lack of coherent and influential analysis applying the chiefdom concept
to early polities in the Philippines (but see Junker1999). One of the main reasons
is the failed attempt to relate evolutionary concepts such as the band–-tribechiefdom- state model against the realities of archaeological data. Apparently,
the commonly accepted correlates of chiefdoms such as sustained heritable
social hierarchy, economic control by elites, centralized centers, and warfare are
hard to see in archaeological context. Evidence for the correlates for chiefdom
overlap and are usually vague and not obvious in the field. There is a struggle to
apply the model of social evolution, as seen in the lack of consensus among the
scholars as to which early polities can be labeled as egalitarian (band), chiefdom,
or state. If the complexity of this issue is not enough, the evidence for
archaeological correlates is entangled with various archaeological contexts in the
field.
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There is also a paucity of archaeological data from the first millennium
A.D., which falls in the transition period from prehistory to the historical period in
the Philippines. This is also the time when the development of early historical
polities took place. Moreover, most early research in this time period is framed in
terms of discussions of the culture historical approach (Fox 1979b), while setting
aside the problem-oriented research needed to understand the dynamics
involved in the formation and development of social complexity in the area. The
fact that the formation of early local polities coincided with the beginning of the
historical period (ca. A.D. 900) clearly shows the importance of continuous
vertical and horizontal archaeological data from the Metal Age (ca. 500 B.C. to
A.D. 900) that would explain the complex sociocultural trajectory of the early
inhabitants of the region. There is also a lack of archaeological investigations of
settlement or habitation sites dating to this period. Most evidence of social
complexity comes from archaeological research that focuses on mortuary
practices and variations thereof that are present in archaeological contexts. It is
not uncommon that treatment of the dead showed significant variability as shown
in the elaborate graves containing artifacts such as decorative earthenware,
metal implements, beads, and shell ornaments (Baretto 2003; Burton 1978;
Dizon 1996; Henson 1992; Junker 1998; Sibley 1967). However, the elaborate
descriptions of mortuary remains and claims of wealthy kingdoms from Chinese
descriptions may be the result of exaggeration of the scale of local polities by the
ruling elite (Junker 1994b:250-252) and the biased construction of their history by
researchers. Recent archaeological analysis by Baretto (2003) asks relevant
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questions that reflect the values of the past societies in order to quantify the
prestige values of mortuary goods found in the Philippines.

Historical and Archaeological Correlates of Social Complexity
In insular Southeast Asia, Lape (2006) discusses the importance of
combining historical documents and archaeological data in exploring historical
trajectories. This approach has been used for some time to investigate human
behavior and its variability (Barber 1994; Deagan and Scardaville 1985; Deetz
1977; Feinman 1997; Kepecks and Kold 1997; Little 1992). While most of the
historical studies are the result of a colonialist approach, there is also a growing
trend to examine the remarkable diversity of human responses to historical
events (Wright 1998). Recent studies in historical archaeology have grown
beyond the idea of culturally constructed history and downplay the power of the
written text. It is possible to transcend Western ethnocentricities and consider
local histories on an equal basis as the European histories (Rogers and Wilson
1993; Schmidt and Patterson 1995; Wolf 1982). Although influenced by world
events, the historical past of local populations should be framed in the local
context and filtered through by local actors (Funari et al. 1999; Lightfoot 2005;
Orser 1996; Yoffee and Cowell 2006).
In the Philippines, scholars explain the formation of social complexity by
looking for both historical and archaeological correlates in the field (Bacus 1997,
2003; Hutterer 1977; Junker 1998; Junker et al. 1994; Nishimura 1988). Some of
the criteria for assessing and classifying complex societies include population
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size (Bacus 1996), the degree of subsistence strategies and trade (Bacus 1999,
2000; Junker 1994), the quality of craft production (Junker 1993; London 1991;
Longacre et al. 1988), the level of sociopolitical organization (Bacus 2003), the
presence or absence of monumental architecture, and mortuary practices
(Barretto 2003; Burton 1978; Fox 1959; Junker 1993a), among others. It is
apparent that there are contrasting views and realities of both archaeological data
and theoretical formulations. In sorting out the data of social complexity studies,
these differences between historical documents, archaeological data and
theoretical insights motivate scholars to rethink the criteria for social complexity.

Population
Large population and sizeable area are criteria for social complexity that
remain unquestioned. In site identification, it has been a problem for many
archaeologists to set aside their biases when it comes to setting up size and
density criteria for archaeological sites. In general, inherent theoretical
expectations or the lack of them, influence such classifications. For instance,
archaeological sites on Lubang Island vary noticeably in the landscape, as was
apparent in artifact density and distribution within the survey section. There is a
tendency to interpret data, sites and activity areas, and boundaries on various
spatial scales, not to mention temporal and functional changes that occurred in
the archaeological sites. This is evident in the Santa Catalina fortification where it
was difficult to focus on changes in the site during the historical period (ca. 15001700) due to the Spanish conquest, without knowing the multiple contexts of the
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site. Was it a settlement site before the fortification was built? Was it used as a
settlement and a refuge site by the early settlers of the island? Aside from the
fort, historical documents (Riquel 1573) also mentioned settlements in and
around the fortification that would add to the intensity of intramural and
extramural activities in the site.
When the Spaniards came to the Philippine islands in the mid-1500s, the
population of Filipinos living then was relatively small and isolated. The historical
documents recorded no more than 1.5 million Filipinos living in the archipelago,
scattered all over the islands (Scott 1994). In theory, the pattern of disease
prevalent in any population depends on factors that determine the probability of
contact between an infectious agent and a susceptible host (Newson 2001). The
frequency of contact depends on the size of the community, its distance to the
external source, and the efficiency of the transportation network. As a general
rule, the smaller and more isolated a community is, the more irregular and
infrequent epidemics will be. The various climates and geological histories of the
islands have produced diversity in the environment, although most of the larger
islands are banded with coastal plains that either abruptly or slowly rise to interior
uplands that are mountainous and essentially impenetrable. The difficult
topography, unpredictable monsoons, and lack of infrastructure served as a
physical barrier to overland movement to people and diseases. The spread of
communicable diseases was far from the minds of locals, until they met seafaring
Europeans that brought the plague from the other side of the world. Foreigners
not only brought imported diseases from Europe that were cultured in their ships,
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they also congregated formerly isolated communities in a controlled landscape
such as settlement sites, fortifications, or town pueblos (De Bevoise 1995).
Before the colonial period (pre-fifteenth century), traditional settlements
were relatively small, dispersed, static in terms of size, and isolated. The early
polities were mobile, and aggressive populations adjusted to every environment
in the archipelago, creatively producing variations in response to resources,
opportunities, and culture contact. They were also able to raid, defend, and trade
with other groups and feed themselves from the local resources available to them
(Scott 1994). However, the introduction of a new social order in the mid-sixteenth
century via the Spanish Mission, not only changed their behavior and ideology,
and trajectory of their social development, but also resulted in cultural and
physical displacement. The frontier environment where they lived suddenly
became smaller, enclosed within the four walls of the fortification. The disruption
of social order and the reorganization of early settlers resulted in the decline of
sociopolitical organizational complexity and general health due to the militaristic
imposition of the Spanish government (De Bevoise 1995).
In the Philippines, there is a paucity of archaeological research on
settlement sites from ca. 500 B.C. to A.D. 1200. One reason for this is the
absence of monumental architecture durable enough to be detected
archaeologically. It is apparent that most of the early settlement sites were also
burial loci, making them complicated and more difficult to excavate. Also, the
layers of cultural matrix found in these sites make them more complicated to
understand, particularly with regard to their social formation and site structures.
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Traces of such features are often missed in archaeological excavations of
extensively occupied sites. Theoretically, it is also much more difficult to
understand these transitional sites if there is no consensus among scholars as to
how to best address the issues surrounding the formation and development of
sociopolitical organization during the early historical period. One of the goals of
this study is to contribute to the process of illuminating the nature of early
historical polities during culture contact and colonial period.

Subsistence Strategies
According to earlier studies, it was apparent in historical documents that
early small-scale polities that occupied the coastal and riverine valleys were
supported mainly by intensive rice production and maritime trading. While
lowland and upland areas were inhabited by a diverse group of small bands of
hunting and foraging groups, to swidden agriculturists, and to complex polities
practicing intensive agriculture (Junker 1998).
These groups occupied distinct ecological zones, pursued varying
economic strategies, and had different levels of complexity. They were integrated
through an extensive trade networks loosely based on political, social, and
economic ties that involved production and exchange of both utilitarian and
nonutilitarian resources.
Ecological diversity and geographic isolation that characterize Philippine
islands have resulted in economic specialization and exchange relations between
upland foragers and lowland farmers. According to archaeological evidence, this
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unique relation has considerable time depth even before the formation of
complex polities (Griffin 1984; Mijares 2002). This interethnic trade relation has
been documented through early texts such as those from neighboring Asian
Kingdoms, Chinese records, and European accounts (Junker 1999).

Trade
There are many studies that highlight the impact of trade on the formation
and development of social complexity in coastal polities in the Philippines (Bacus
2000; Huterrer 1977; Junker 1990; Nishimura 1988). It is apparent that the early
Philippine polities were engaged in trading relations with neighboring Southeast
Asian polities since the Metal Age (ca. 500 B.C.–A.D. 900). However, it was the
involvement of China that significantly changed the nature of exchange in the
coastal polities starting around A.D. 900. The closure of the Silk Road in
mainland China resulted in the expansion of maritime trade, which brought
porcelain ceramics not only to the Philippines but also to other areas in Southeast
Asia. This period of development in trading networks is evident in the presence of
early glazed trade wares in archaeological sites (Evangelista 1965). The
quantities of late Tang Dynasty (ca. A.D. 618-907) and Sung Dynasty (A.D. 9601279) trade wares were small compared to the later porcelains and stonewares
found in archaeological sites all over the archipelago (Craig 1979).
The period from A.D. 900 until European contact in the mid-1500s saw the
development of trade and its effects in the formation and development of complex
polities located in coastal areas of the archipelago. These complex polities
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participated directly and indirectly in the flourishing international trade that
intensified during the Ming Dynasty (A.D. 1368-1644). While porcelain trade
wares dominated the market, the archaeological evidence and historical records
suggest the presence of other perishable trade items such as textiles, wine, and
other organic items. The local polities that exchanged these goods with foreign
traders offered forest products which included resins, hard woods, rattan,
beeswax, plant fibers, gold, and marine products, among others. This evidence,
along with early Spanish documents, indicates the existence of pre-European
complex coastal polities that were dynamic and engaged in maritime trade, not
only with international traders but also with local indigenous groups (Junker
1998).
The historical account of Lubang Island and the archaeological record at
Fort Santa Catalina reveal a settlement that is dynamic and engaging in trade as
a strategy to exist in a difficult environment. According to documents, the fortified
site was used during times of raiding by the Moros from the south or by
neighboring polities (Riquel 1573). The same fortification was used as a retreat
when the Spanish arrived. Even with obvious threats from other groups, it did not
stop them from participating in a trading network. Oriental ceramics date the site
as early as the Ming Dynasty, including associated decorated earthenware
ceramics made by local potters. However, it is not certain if there were local
potters in the fortified site making pottery or if the decorated earthenware was
traded in from elsewhere alongside the Chinese goods. It appears that for
hundred of years before the Spaniards came, these polities thrived along the
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coastal area of Lubang Island in the context of social conflict and conformity
among several distinct groups.

Craft Production
One way to understand past societies is through the study of craft
production and distribution. Pottery is often found in archaeological sites because
of its material durability. It also provides archaeologists with a vista of past human
behavior. Ethnoarchaeological studies have shown the correlation between
pottery standardization and the degree of sociopolitical complexity (Brumfiel and
Earle 1987; Kvamme et al. 1996; Longacre et al. 1988; Rice 1991). According to
Rice (1991:259): “craft specialization was considered to be a concomitant of
evolving societal complexity, a situation or process in which access to a certain
kind of resource is restricted to a particular segment. The association of
occupational specialization with societal complexity is widely agreed to be
important.” According to ceramic standardization studies, the dispersed
household production of pottery produces local variation in raw materials and
morphological features such as rim size and thickness. Centralized production of
pottery by specialists produces technologically similar and morphologically
standard pots.
In the Philippines, Longacre et al. (1988) proved this in examining
technological indicators of pottery manufacturing systems between two
contemporary linguistic groups with different production modes. They compared
Kalinga potters, a tribal society that inhabits the mountain interior of the Cordillera
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Mountains in Luzon and engages in part-time pottery making at the household
level, with a group of full-time specialist potters from Paradijon in southeastern
Luzon that sell their pots in a nearby urban market. They found out that cooking
pots manufactured by full-time specialists in Paradijon were significantly more
standardized in size than those produced by the part-time household potters of
Kalinga.
Because of the durable nature of ceramics, they are ubiquitous on
archaeological sites. The way they were formed, decorated, and manufactured
tell us about their function, role, and origin. In fact, some studies on Spanish New
World sites report a favorable correlation between the types of pottery and the
social status and ethnicity of their users. Similarly, if given the same observation
in a colonial culture such as the Philippines, we would then expect the same
correlation in terms of the ceramic assemblage and cultural demographic
composition in a given site (Skowronek 1998: 57).
The archaeological record of Lubang Island reveals diversity in the
ceramic collection. The collection of earthenware sherds found in Fort Santa
Catalina shows diverse pottery vessels in terms of its form, raw material, and/ or
decoration. The earthenware ceramics style and form varied and were composed
of cooking pots or (koron), water jars (banga), plates (plato), and bowls.
However, nonlocal or other Asian ceramics found were composed mostly of small
vessels such as small plates, small jars, bowls, and saucers, except for a single
Asian Jar sherd found in the area during initial survey. The quantity and variety of
ceramics found suggests that the early settlers of Lubang Island participated in
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trade networks in the region. Other early trade items probably included
nonceramic items such as forest products and other perishable goods (Scott
1994).
The diversity and similarity of pottery found in archaeological sites may be
affected by numerous factors, including site formation processes, trade, variation
of polity scale, differential access to trade goods and differences in raw materials.
Future research should help clarify the significance of the artifacts found on
Lubang Island in terms of the organization of craft production, distribution, and
their relationship with other archaeological sites.
According to Junker (2001:284-289), the presence of large vessels in the
archaeological record most likely signifies feasting behavior. She described the
presence of elaborate and aesthetically superior vessels in ceramic assemblages
that were associated with feasting. In some areas in the Philippines, feasting
events were also noted in the early Spanish accounts, along with elite use of
highly decorated ceramic vessels during feasts. Large ceramic vessels can
facilitate the preparation and consumption of volumes of food by a large number
of people. However, the mere presence or absence of large vessels or prestige
ceramics in the archaeological record reveals little about feasting. For many
Philippine linguistic groups to store local wine or water in large ceramic wares,
even without feasting, is an ordinary household activity. Ethnographically, the
Ivatans of Northern Luzon sometimes celebrate feasting activities without the use
or display of ceramic vessels for prestige or utilitarian purposes. They were able
to distribute food for their guests using breadfruit leaves, locally known as
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kabaya, which serve both as a plate and a container for food. The name for the
wrapped food is vuhung. Other groups use banana leaves in lieu of breadfruit,
called binalot among the Tagalogs. In fact, during fiesta, present-day Filipinos
still use banana leaves to serve and wrap food. The Ifugao distribute food during
feasts by inserting large pieces of meat on sticks to carry back home. The
absence of animal bones in this context may affect the inferences of future
archaeologists working on potential feasting sites. Aside from the presence or
absence of pottery, the above examples illustrate that there are other factors
involved in feasting behavior. Archaeological remains including faunal residues,
historical documents and sociopolitical contexts or functions of the feasting
behavior are important indicators for political integration and competitive status
display among leaders. Multiple sources of evidence should be articulated in
order to understand the underlying ideology and meaning of ritual activities
associated with feasting.

Sociopolitical Organization
Archaeological evidence and ethnohistorical documents suggest that early
Philippine lowland polities varied widely in terms of scale and complexity. For
example, the simple complex society of the Ifugaos of the Cordillera Mountains of
Luzon was much more stable politically than centralized political systems or
chiefdoms as evidenced by the long tradition of their social system. Because of
their broader and grassroots base, heterarchical leadership appears to have
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achieved more political stability and cultural longevity than the relatively
hierarchical system of chiefdom.
Archaeological research on complex societies in the Philippines has not
yielded evidence of a centralized or regional political leadership, although
historical documents suggest that food and material goods were centrally
collected, controlled and redistributed to member groups in other locations
(Bacus 1999; Junker 1994).
Even the results of petrographic analyses of local pottery would not prove
the existence of a centralized leadership among the historical polities as pots can
be found in different contexts and places. What is missing is a clear
understanding of the purpose of the redistribution of goods in these indigenous
complex societies. What is the purpose of food redistribution by an “elite” to the
general population? In Kalinga society (Dozier 1966), complexity of social
relations is seen in life cycle celebrations such as birth, adulthood, marriage, and
death. These celebrations always require ceremonial feasting by kin groups and
non-kin members of the community.
Archaeological evidence and historical accounts tend to support the notion
that food scarcity was not a problem during the Spanish period. According to
Junker (1999), early Philippine “chiefdoms” controlled the distribution of goods
and resources within their domain. However, it is difficult to prove such claims, as
there are no published bioarchaeological studies of early skeletal remains found
in burial contexts in the Philippines with which to examine the nutritional status
and general health of historical populations. Differences and variation would
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suggest the presence of differential access to food by various groups at different
levels. The Santa Ana Archaeological Project conducted by Fox and Legazpi
(1977) in Santa Ana, Manila, yielded 300 burials indicating various social status
evidenced by the differential distribution of grave goods. Fox (1959) conducted
an archaeological project in Calatagan, Batangas, and excavated around 500
graves that showed variations in their treatment of the dead. Unfortunately,
studies of these mortuary sites did not include comprehensive analysis of the
skeletal remains to investigate the relations between the population’s health and
social ranking. In the Batanes Islands, unpublished preliminary skeletal and
dental analysis of an early historical population suggests a better nutritional
status among the members of its community (UP Anthropology Field School
Report, UP Anthropology Department). How does this evidence explain the
distribution of resources (food) according to kinship ties and social rank in this
middle range society during the first millennium A.D.? Obviously, more
bioarchaeological studies of prehistoric skeletal samples are needed from
different sites in the Philippines in order to have a better understanding of the
nutritional status of past populations in relation to sociopolitical complexity during
the early historical period.

Monumental Architecture
One of the reasons for the lack of archaeological research on settlement
sites dating to the early historical period is the absence of durable monumental
structures made by members of the early polities in the Philippines. In addition,
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these settlement sites have hardly been given appropriate attention by scholars,
especially when burial sites are regarded more archaeologically exciting and
visible. This omission is not intentional but rather is due to the methods and
theories employed in interpretation of the archaeological record. The subtle
evidence of settlement activities and associated features is often missed in
archaeological excavation, especially if such remains are not part of the research
design. Usually, mortuary sites in the Philippines are found first because of the
associated artifacts that are easy to locate. Also, burial sites were used
simultaneously as habitation areas by early historic polities. These prehispanic
settlements were replaced by Spanish Catholic missions, town centers or
pueblos, churches, buildings, cemeteries, or farmland, which makes
archaeological settlement sites inaccessible to scholars. It is impossible for these
sites to be located without destroying existing present day infrastructure.
Therefore, it is not that there is a lack of evidence for settlement sites or
monumental architecture in the Philippines, but rather that the problem lies in
biased research methods and the theoretical framework of most researchers.
Moreover, this situation is exacerbated by blatant disregard for archaeological
sites and their importance in nation building by indigenous people.
In addition to the scarcity of monumental architecture, there is variability in
how early historical polities defined their landscapes, as expressed in the
variations of form and structure of settlement sites. For example, there are
fortifications, man-made or natural formations that were used by early polities at
several sites in the Philippines. Historical documents prove that before the
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Spanish came to the islands, early Filipinos were already living or using
fortifications, be they natural or humanly constructed. Such structures may not be
as durable as the monumental architecture found in other Southeast Asia
regions, but they would represent complexity, especially if analyzed within the
context of sociopolitical organization. Some examples include the Ijangs of the
Ivatans, moog of the Tagalogs, ilihan of the Visayans, and the prehispanic
wooden fortifications associated with early polities in coastal areas, including the
moated sites such as Intramuros and Lubang Island, among others that were
destroyed or reclaimed by nature (Javellana 1997).
Javellana cites an anonymous Spanish report dated April 20, 1571, that
described a local defensive structure and defensive weapons (presumably on
Lubang Island, since the description is similar to an earlier account by Riquel of
Captain Salcedo’s trip to Lubang). It said:

Since these were the first natives we encountered who had forts and defended
themselves, I will here describe the kind of forts and weapons the have. The first
two forts we came across were square and had four corners and each side of the
fortification had ten to twelve culverins. Some of them were medium size and
there were very small. They had embankments that were two estados high and
they had a moat that was two and a half brazaz deep. The hand carried guns
used by these natives are lances of poor tempered iron which got bent upon
hitting a reasonably hard armor. They had some daggers with wide blades and
arrows that are of poor quality. They make use of lances made from the hard part
of the palms with burnt tips that are more effective than the one of iron. In many
place they have a supply of poisonous herbs into which they dip the tips of their
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arrows. These are the kind of weapons that the natives of these Islands possess
and use (Anonymous, 1571, cited in Javellana 1997:10).

Mortuary data
There were no burial sites found during the research period in Lubang
Island. During interviews, local informants had mentioned of treasure-hunting
activities near the shore where oriental wares were found, including skeletal
remains. It is unfortunate, because mortuary practices can reveal so much about
the past population including information on health, subsistence, and political and
social systems. Material remains or burial goods found in archaeological contexts
have been analyzed and related to the social status of the dead. Scholars use
statistical analyses and stylistic attributes to classify which artifacts are
considered prestige goods. By examining variations in burial goods associated
with the dead, one can infer the level of status or importance of the deceased
(Baretto 2003; Junker 1999:144). However, the values attached to these artifacts
are usually subjective and given by the people left behind or the surviving family
members. One way to evaluate the nature of burial assemblies, and its attached
meanings is to establish criteria of prestige goods based on how past cultures
valued their artifacts.
In order to understand the nature of how past populations attached
meaning to material culture, Barretto (2003) analyzed burial goods by assigning
specific values to particular artifacts found in mortuary contexts. The attached
values are measured by looking at several criteria including the material used; its
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provenance; the energy expended to acquire and manufacture the goods; and
the cultural meaning of the artifact. Future study on the analysis of prestige goods
and their value in mortuary context gives us the opportunity to understand the
degree of complexity of past societies, particularly on Lubang Island.

Rethinking Complexity, Identity, and Transformation
What are the reasons for rethinking social complexity and transformation in
the early historical past?
This research contributes to the understanding of the varying scale and
complexity of early historical polities in the Philippines. For years, scholars had
suggested that the early polities in the Philippines were ruled by a datu or a chief.
This local leader claimed land ownership, controlled the flow of goods, imposed
law and order, and governed the lesser subjects in the community. The claims
about the historical past were of course based in the documents written by the
Chinese traders, ca. A.D. 900 and eventually Spanish missionaries, ca. A.D.
1500s until late 1800s. It is apparent that history is made by those who write it
and the fact that the experience of the early historical inhabitants of Philippine
Islands was written by foreigners such as the Chinese, and then by the
Spaniards, demonstrates that their influence transcends generations of scholars
that define history based on political systems and their leaders. These later
scholars were influenced by theories that create categories of human progress to
fit early historical societies and modern traditional groups, while neglecting what
the indigenous actors in these societies actually did.
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Second, this research supports the idea that early polities in the coastal
Philippines exhibited variability in the level and nature of their complexity. They
are obvious based on the archaeology of Lubang Island and other archaeological
sites in the Philippines. There is no evidence that one household controlled craft
production or the trading network by another household, although there are
obvious differences in the degree of participation as seen in the distribution and
variation of samples. It is not that I do not believe there was social complexity in
the past or even “chiefdoms” in the Philippines. What I am hesitant to accept is
the notion that early historical polities in the Philippines were homogenous and
monolithic. In fact, in contrast, early historical polities were often different in terms
of scale and complexity. They expressed differences of degree but not type,
among households within each settlement. Each participated in productive
activities such as craft production, and exchanges that some households
engaged in more than others. This study supports the view that coastal polities
on Lubang Island had some kind of inter-household hierarchy, but there were no
households that held power and authority over others, that goes beyond influence
or voluntary. This non-controlling relationship legitimizes the reciprocity that other
households would receive in the future.
The lack of archaeological research about the first millennium A.D. in the
Philippines makes this study difficult. Without an understanding of past social
relations of early historical societies, we will remain uncertain as to how to
explain degrees of social complexity in the past. The use of archaeology,
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ethnographic accounts and historical documents helps scholars ease the
difficulty of making inferences about the social relations in early historical polities.
Third, by using the agency theory, this study teases out variations in the
kinds and levels of social complexity by looking at the everyday actions of
individuals as a significant factor in the formation and development of human
social organization. This also assumes that the experience of individuals in the
past is worthy of study. Agency theory, which came out of the structurationist
theorists, such as Giddens and Bourdieu, attempted to unite the “individual”
(agency) and the “social” (structure) within a single analytical framework. The
agency theory received criticism mainly due to the contention that human agency
is not a legitimate study in scientific theories and that the methods is not
empirically proven (Johnson 1999).
Agency is the means by which things are achieved. Agency theory
underscores the fact that individual motivations drive a crucial part of social
reproduction and social change. But the process of looking for motivation and
intent of individuals in the present is difficult enough; I imagine it is even more
complicated in the case of past populations. In response to this dilemma, Barret’s
(2001:149) reformulation of agency theory for archaeology steered us away from
being drawn into a focus on individuals and their motivations. Instead of seeing
people as passive members of society who unconsciously maintain tradition, or
people who merely adapt to their environment, individuals were seen as
motivated, consciously thinking of the outcome of their actions and choosing to
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react to their environment as knowledgeable agents that shaped and influenced
their future.
This study explored the potential for interpretation based on agency and
social structure. Using historical narratives and archaeological data from ca.
1200s-1800s on Lubang Island, the resolution and the degree of detail that can
be used for interpretation are adequate to explore the intentions and choices
made by individuals, even on the scale of a household or habitation units such as
those within the fortified site. It is suggested that the intentions are what
characterize an agent and that choices are the outcome of such intentions. The
choices link tangible artifacts to their interpretation in terms of the intangible
motivations of agents.
In order to understand the motivations of individuals in the past, narratives
found in historical documents written by the Spaniards or church friars were
examined in relation to archaeological data. The collective motives or ideology of
the group were also explored through their material culture and behavior (Dobres
2000:133).

Native Agency in Early Historical Sites
The pre-Spanish function of the Fort Santa Catalina was to protect the
indigenous inhabitants from the attacks of nonlocal groups. It was later refortified
and converted into a mission center by the early Spanish missionaries in the
island. Once the indigenous people embraced the early mission’s program of
reformation, they eventually created social actions and inventive ways of how to
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cope with the repressive and structured way of life inside the Spanish fortification.
These actions were reflected in the strategies of active resistance such as revolt,
assassination, raiding, and warfare on Lubang Island by various groups. On the
other hand, strategies also involved passive resistance such as indifference,
noncooperation or manipulation among members of the new settlement
community.
Many indigenous people in the Islands who were subjected to the Catholic
mission showed signs of resentment of the programs and practices of the
religious order. This manifested itself in various forms of resistance which
included the initial encounter and the continued simmering conflict between the
Spaniards and the local people, even many years after religious missions and
local towns had been established. An example of the first form of resistance was
the initial encounter of Capt. Juan de Salcedo and the indigenous people of
Lubang, where they were attacked by the Spaniards. In some instances, other
local groups were involved as they initiated an attack of the fortified settlement.
The second form of resistance, which took place years after the establishment of
the mission, included raiding of the Moros from the south, murder of Spanish
priests, and looting of resources. When Fr. Domingo Navarette visited Lubang
Island in 1654, he noted the defensive fortification as it was being used against
the “cumucones” or Muslim raiders. Even though 80 years had passed since the
initial attack by the Spaniards, the fortified settlement, already a the Spanish
mission that time, was still engaged in warfare with local groups. In 1591, there
was also the report of a local priest murdered in Tagbac, a sitio outside the town
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of Lubang (Candelario 2000). Furthermore, I can only imagine the frequent
raiding of livestock or farm products owned by the Spanish mission. Certainly,
there were more examples of such resistance, as these were the only reports
officially recorded by the Spanish missionaries. There is archaeological evidence
of hide processing at the site, which indicated the possible presence of craft
specialists or traders
When the Europeans first arrived in the Philippines, they were mystified by
the role of women in ritual activities. This mystification about indigenous practices
and rituals involving women priestesses, called babaylan/ catalonan/ maganito
tells us about the conceptual world of the explorers and the intent of Spanish
friars to eradicate the animistic beliefs of the indigenous people. In return,
individuals who were members of the predominant sociopolitical organization,
such as the local babaylans, had to make critical choices that would affect their
social roles and identities in the community. In the succeeding examples, the
effect of Spanish persecution is clearly seen in historical narratives and Spanish
documents (Brewer 2004; Phelan 1959).
The local shaman activities can be seen as social practices under
negotiations, as Spanish missionaries’ attempts to control and manipulate early
local beliefs and traditions. A good example of the negotiation of tradition and
social control was the renaming of local priestesses by the Spaniards who
labeled women suspected of being babaylan as witches (bruha), from the
Spanish word bruja. This linguistic shift has ramifications toward local shamans
as it shows that the attitudes or values of the Spaniards crossed cultural
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boundaries. This had a negative impact on women religious leaders in the
community. The negative labeling, which the Spaniards encouraged, was
undertaken to eliminate animistic beliefs and to more easily persuade local
people to adopt Catholicism. This apparently resulted in the marginalization of
these women leaders and the near eradication of an entire cultural, social, and
religious belief system of the indigenous peoples who came into contact with
Spanish missionaries (Brewer 2004:86).
The introduction of Catholicism to the Philippines was motivated by a
powerful conceptual framework that revolved around notions of heresy,
witchcraft, and morality. These factors were also the motivation for the Spanish
Inquisition to eradicate animistic religious practices. The psychological fear
instilled in the community was signified by other-worldly retribution such as
physical beatings administered by the Spanish officers, the introduction of

disciplina, the burning of the anitos, the breaking of the instrumentos, and by
speaking ill of the babaylans. These inquisitorial actions were justified by the
Church as part of the Catholic tradition and theology. The sacrament of
confession was also used in tandem with the inquisition, not only to determine
disobedience by church members, but also to identify those who deviated from
the faith completely. Moreover, the church used the confession to get information
about pagan practitioners and followers in the community (Brewer 2004: 145).
Another example was the deliberate modification of visual depictions of
women from active to passive members of the community (Figure 7.1). In the
province of Pampanga, north of Manila, the Dominicans were in charge of an
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upland group called the Zambal people, who refused to be indoctrinated and
administered by the Spaniards. The Spaniards banned exchange between them
and lowland groups and forced them to descend from the mountains to live in
settlements established by religious overseers (Brewer 2004: 152).

Figure 7.1. Zambal woman (mis)representation (from Brewer 2005:153).
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Moreover, the missionaries recognized that it was easy to teach the tenets
of the Christian faith to young native boys. The church recognized this
indoctrination method of the children to be effective as evidenced throughout the
archipelago.

According to Phelan 1959: (160)

The children of the chieftains were first indoctrinated, and then the chieftains
themselves were persuaded. . . . Special attention, therefore, was concentrated
on the children. The children provided enthusiastic and effective auxiliaries of the
religious in winning over the parents to the new religion, reporting clandestine
pagan rituals, and in cathechizing the older generation.

One way that the Spanish friars tried to learn about the identity of local
priestesses or the catalonans was to employ local children as informants. After
constant prodding, children would often inform the Spanish priest of the women
who practiced animism in their community. The priest would learn, however, that
the leaders of the animistic religion were the principal people of the village, and
were respected and venerated by all. Upon confrontation with local chiefs, the
priest would present the evidence and reprimand them in private for their evil
practices. The priest would demand that all ritual paraphernalia be surrendered to
him. While some were willing to surrender such instruments, other people were
reluctant. It is clear that the members of the community critically made decisions
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constantly as they negotiated their social ideology and identity with the church.
This behavior signifies resistance to Spanish authority that is reflected in the
archaeological record. One early account showed the nature of social relations
between the priest and the elders of the community:

He called the children, and ordered them to break up those instruments, and they
obeyed immediately. Now throw them into the privies, said the priest, and let the
children perform the necessities of nature on them. They obeyed his order
instantly, and made a mockery and jest of those instruments. The Zambals were
astonished that the father and the children were not killed for the disrespect that
they showed to their gods, for they believed that he who touched or profaned
such instruments would die (Brewer 2004:155).

This narrative clearly showed how the repressive nature of the mission
and its priests controlled and influenced the children in their daily activities, to the
point of disrespecting their family and their indigenous beliefs and rituals. The
desecration of the ‘instruments’ or vessels used for storing aromatic oils for
anointing the hair of shamans and for food offerings to the anitos (pagan gods)
was a powerful act of symbolic sacrilege and disrespect. The act of destroying
differed from the usual method of burning animistic idols (Brewer 2004:155). But
there were differences in terms of the nature of the “instruments” and the pagan
idols during that time which the friars failed to see. In contrast to other places in
the archipelago, there were no carved wooden idols in the Zambales area where
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this narrative took place. Instead, the instruments that the local catalonans or
priests used for their rituals were made of Chinese ceramic; porcelains and
decorated earthenwares. The ritual instruments did not represent actual spirits or

anitos, but rather were just vessels used for worship and veneration of the gods.
Nonetheless, the priest ordered the destruction of all artifacts associated with
“pagan” worship. The implication of this scenario for archaeologists is obvious.
The intention of the priest to destroy paraphernalia related to pagan rituals
resulted in the breakage of ceramics including the blackening of sherds due to
burning. The decision of the owners of the instrumentos to surrender the items
which led to their breakage may be considered a variable in the outcome of the
artifact distribution in a site. However, the decision to break and burn the

instrumentos violated, profaned and contaminated by body waste carries an
added dimension of not just destroying the artifacts, but also dishonoring and
defiling the religion of the native people, as well as the babaylan or the local
priestess (Brewer 2004:156).
There is clear evidence of the suppression of women’s roles and
imposition of Church values women of the past. The changing role of women as
active agents in the community, who at the same time experienced persecution
from both the secular and religious sectors, brought about tension and conflict
between the members of the community and even within the family. As shown in
historical documents, the pressure of the Church contributed to the decline in the
role of priestesses in ritual activities. Certain choices were made in response to
the persecution they experienced from the community; for example, local potters
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made choices that contributed to the decline of decorated earthenwares. It may
have been more of the individual’s choice and social aspect of the pottery, rather
than the economic factors, that contributed to the decline of decorative pottery in
ritual activities in the past.
The social transformation of Lubang Island began during the first few
years after initial contact between Chinese traders and local inhabitants. This
transformation was shaped by confrontation and interaction between various
groups, usually literate and nonliterate people. However, it is possible that the
early inhabitants of Lubang Island were related or ethnically similar to the
indigenous Mangyan group. This present ethnolinguistic group found in Mindoro
is literate and has their own written text inscribed on bamboo strips (Gibson 1986;
Scott 1984, 1994; Postma 1974). It could be that the local group whom the
Chinese met on Mindoro Island, when they wrote about the polity of Ma-Yi
describing them as literate with their own “kingdom” (but more likely a simple
polity), were the ancestors of a similar ethnic group found in other coastal areas
of the Philippines. This assumption is in part supported by Mangyan myths,
legends and ritual motifs of boats and fishing. It is assumed that originally there
were no mountain people on Mindoro. These upland dwelling groups were
pushed into mountainous areas during the early historical period by in-migrating
lowland groups and/or by missionaries (both Muslim and Christian). The later
experience was very different than that of the early Chinese traders as the
Europeans were more aggressive, manipulative and set on conquering territory.
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The Chinese traders exchanged goods and establish trade relations with the local
people.
It is difficult to rely upon either written sources or material evidence alone
in reconstructing and understanding the everyday actions. It is critical to
underscore individual and collective choices that the ordinary inhabitants of the
islands made in the process of dealing with one another, particularly with the
nonlocal people, in household and community contexts. Some of the
transformations that the local people experienced include the re settlement from
a dispersed situation, and independent household units to an enclosed
fortification settlement.
For the people of Lubang Island, the main event in which social space was
structured was the introduction of the Spanish mission around A.D. 1600, initiated
by the Spaniards. The people experienced change when the population was
nucleated, villages were abandoned, or relocated in planned communities.
Generally, change in material culture was easily accepted by early historical
people, as they were used to trading and manipulating artifacts for their own use.
But ritual activities cannot be transformed immediately in a generation’s time, as
it expresses ethnic identity. The members of the community, particularly the local
priestess, who were persecuted by the Spanish friars, tended to return discreetly
to their old ways or reinterpreted Christian teachings according to their worldview,
which eventually created a creolization of local beliefs and traditions or folk
Christianity.
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Agency in Local Archaeology
In the American Southwest, archaeological investigations of life inside the
missions show the importance in considering public and private space of
indigenous people in performing their everyday activities. The behavior of the
local people in public, particularly in dealing with the priests, how they projected
themselves in public, and performed their duties, may have been very different
from what they actually did in the privacy of their homes or outside the mission
centers. One way to deal with the strict rules in the mission was to retreat in these
private spaces where they could perform covert social practices and maintain
traditional rituals and activities of the group (Deagan 1995; Lightfoot 2005;
Silliman 2001).
However, in Lubang Island, the limitations of the scope of the Fort Santa
Catalina archaeological project did not bring us finer details of such activities but
nevertheless could provide a general understanding of how local people
participated in the process of cultural construction and contestation in the past.
The excavation of the Fort Santa Catalina brought to life a number of
artifacts and ecofacts that must have been important and significant to the people
who inhabited the site. Some of the artifacts and features include faunal remains,
ceramics, metal implements, and architecture. The faunal assemblage found at
the site was predominantly the remains of domesticated animals and shellfish.
Domesticated animals consisted mainly of cattle, horse, and pig. A single
specimen of bird, most likely red jungle-fowl (Gallus gallus) was also found.
Shellfish were mostly from marine sources. The absence of other faunal samples
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expected in these sites such as terrestrial game, agricultural crops, and marine
fishes, most likely was the result of sampling methods or recovery techniques. It
could also be evidence of a changing subsistence economy from game animals
to domesticated animals. The Spaniards discouraged indigenous people to
perform their local rituals and activities including hunting wild animals. Unlike
hunting activities, where many rituals were associated and performed before the
expedition, shellfish gathering remained as part of their everyday activities,
evidenced by the shell refuse in all levels, probably because of the mundane
nature of the action.
According to Scott (1994:44), sixteenth century coastal waters were
teeming with fish. Fish swam upstream to spawn in inland streams, inhabited
swamps and mangrove areas. Some of the voracious fish such as barracuda
endangered the lives of fishermen. Fish were caught in nets, traps, and in corrals,
using hook and line, or speared with harpoons. Some of the metal implements
found at Fort Santa Catalina resemble harpoons (Fig 6.31), and were most likely
used in spearfishing. Most of the fishing was done near the shore so there was
little incentive for deep-fishing or for large-scale fishing expedition that required
organized groups.
The analysis of the faunal remains from the archaeological site provided
information of the butchering practices in the Fort Santa Catalina. Most of the
cattle found were dismembered using metal implements. The elements found in
archaeological context showed evidence of hide processing by the local people. It
is highly probable that the processed hides were used as trading items or were
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used as materials for making baskets or bags. Ethnographic accounts showed
that some groups in the Philippines used cow or carabao hides in making such
items. It is also likely that early Filipinos used these hides as emergency food
during lean months or typhoon season, when food was limited. In fact, among the
Ivatans in Northern Philippines, strips of hide are boiled and consumed when
needed. Based on the cut marks seen on the elements (e.g. Fig 6.50-52), it
appears that iron knives, cleavers, or bolo were used. Whether the metal
implements were Spanish tools or local tools remains to be seen. Further
analysis of the metal implements will be made in the future. It is still unclear when
was the first introduction of metal tools to the indigenous people of Lubang
Island. Furthermore, comparative study of cut marks on faunal samples from
similar sites must be initiated to find out native agency or preferences in their
actions, in relation to food preparation or hide extraction.
Some scholars would argue that architecture embodies human agency.
The principle of physicality as embodied by the postmold, a common
archaeological feature, was examined by Pauketat and Alt (2005) using the
concept of human agency in explaining culture change in the archaeological
record. The process of building post for a structure and its related practices were
not culturally the same. The excavating of the post hole, the choosing of the tree,
the transporting and placing of the post and the eventual decay were unique
processes that revealed the dispositions of the participants to each other. It is
proposed that there were chaˆınes operatoires (Dobres 2000) involved in the
process of post hole digging, post preparation and post setting. The cultural
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knowledge of this activity differed with various people and those differences set
them apart from someone else’s construction knowledge of post placement. The
localized ways of constructing or erecting the post and the associated social and
technological know-how would have been memorialized in physical form by the
post structure itself. In this case, the lowly wooden post structure embodied the
principle of the physicality of agency and culture making. The wooden post
became a portable object, part of landscape and an embodiment of labor and
identity of people in the past. These posts were related to the historical processes
of mostly ordinary people as they performed particular activities that defined who
they were by creating built structures in their communities.
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CHAPTER 8: DISCUSSION

Traditionally, the Philipines has been viewed as peripheral when it comes
to sociopolitical development.The growth of early Philippine complex polities
came later and was transformed due to some unique factors including
participation to trading network with neighboring groups.
The development of complex political systems in Island Southeast Asia
has been the subject of many research studies. However, most of this previous
research applies cultural evolutionary and political economic models in explaining
the formation and development of local polities. Scholars in Island Southeast
Asia (Allen 1998; Junker 1998; Lape 2003; Miksic 2000) have shown us that
current western models of the study of chiefdoms do not fit in many ways for the
study of complex societies in the region. Some of the unique features of
Philippines local polities include: the ecological and geographic conditions
specific to the area, different patterns of population growth relative to resources,
the alliance based systems of social relations, and an overt emphasis on
maritime trading.
It is also unusual in the study of complex political system to have several
sources of multicultural texts that allows the researcher to trace the historical
trajectory of simple polities for hundreds of years before the arrival of the
Europeans in Island Southeast Asia.
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This research project was designed to highlight the nature of culture
contact and colonial experience of early polities in the Philippines and to develop
an alternative model using agency based approach that focuses on the
relationships linking human actors and their behavior in the past. The discussion
centers on the nature of the archaeological site, the effects of cross-cultural
interactions to the local people, and the concept of agency and complexity in
Philippine archaeology. Some of the research issues addressed in this project
include (1) chronology, (2) local subsistence, (3) settlement patterns and
organization, (4) and the everyday practices of local actors in the recent past.

Chronology
Chronology is crucial in every archaeological endeavor since other types
of studies are dependent on establishing temporal relationships. Besides site
chronology, the age of cultural remains can be determined using both absolute
and relative dating techniques. As there are no archaeological data available in
this area, this research establishes the chronology of the site and determines its
phase of occupation. Chronological considerations are important not only to
situate a site in the appropriate culture-historical context, but also to contribute to
the overall understanding of settlement pattern and variability on Lubang Island
during the prehistoric to historical periods. Absolute and relative dating
techniques were used in this project.
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The goal is to date the site in general, as well as the specific features if
possible. It is important to understand which features were used or occupied at
the same time to develop an occupation history of the site and to answer
questions such as: (1) When was the earliest occupation period of the site? (2)
Which features are associated with habitation and defensive structures? (3) How
long was the site used and by whom?
The earliest possible occupation of Fort Santa Catalina began during the
first millennium A.D., where we have seen the formation of small-scale polities in
coastal and riverine areas, interacting through trade and conflict with each other.
There is no evidence that the inhabitants in Fort Santa Catalina
manufactured their own ceramics during the early historical period. However, the
lack of ceramic production does not indicate lack of use. Use of ceramics was
known due to the presence of both porcelain and local earthenware sherds in the
excavated site or on surface scatter. However, the production date range for the
local earthenware is too broad to be useful for any temporal information. This
forces the researcher to rely on porcelains or stonewares for relative dating. In
order to find out the trajectory and context of local ceramics, future study should
focus on the petrographic analysis of the local earthenwares to refine chronology
of the site. In general, local ceramics found in Lubang Island is similar to those
found in the region, and it is likely that future archaeological excavation at the site
will reveal more information about variation in style and form.
Oriental ceramics are good indicators of time. Ming Dynasty Blue and
White wares were ubiquitous in settlement and trading sites in the Philippines.
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They are also useful for bracketing dates of occupation. Ming Dynasty wares
were represented in Fort Santa Catalina so we are assured of at least a relative
site occupation date of mid to late fourteenth century.
Oriental wares, including local earthenwares were part of the trading items
during the early historical period. The ceramic assemblage reveals variation in
local earthenwares found in the fortified site, which indicate trade or presence of
craft specialists. Local pottery predates the arrival of porcelains and stonewares
and most likely been a material component of native daily activities.

Local Subsistence
The analysis of local subsistence is one of the themes of this project.
Using faunal samples, this study attempted to contribute to the understanding of
the nature of local subsistence of early historical polities (Crabtree 1990;
Griffin1981; Hutterer1977; Mudar 1997; Reitz 1992). Also, by assembling
information on the availability of non-local resources, it may be possible to
understand the nature of the regional exchange system during the occupation of
the site. Some of the specific questions include: (1) What kinds of food did the
inhabitants of the site consume? Were they dependent on coastal or agricultural
resources? (2) What were the local practices observed? (3) Were there any
changes in local subsistence from protohistoric to historical times?
Based on the faunal evidence from Fort Santa Catalina, the inhabitants
consumed both coastal and agricultural resources such as shellfish, cattle, horse,
pig, and chicken. The majority of the faunal assemblage is dominated by
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shellfish, which emphasize their importance in local diet. Shell midden site was
found. Cattle remains comprise the bulk of the excavated faunal materials from
the site. This is expected due to the focus on cattle raising and butchering for
hides and meat by the Spanish mission in other colonial sites. Bone modifications
were recorded indicating that local inhabitants worked on these elements for
either meat or hide processing. Animal skulls were primarily absent in the
assemblage maybe due to the value given to it by local people as a symbol for
social status. In ethnographic accounts, animal skulls, particularly large
mammals, are displayed in the house of the leader or the sponsor of a ritual
feast. If this was the case in Lubang Island, obviously skulls will not be part of the
faunal assemblage.
The small number of several species such as pig, horse, and other game
animals in the site may be due to sampling size or it may indicate undesirability
among the local inhabitants or at least to those residing inside the fort. This
aversion may be due to religious beliefs (Islam) or other reasons such as change
in local subsistence or a diminishing populaton of pigs in the island.
The inhabitants in the Fort Santa Catalina gathered shellfish, butchered
meat, processed hides, participated in feasts, and also practiced fishing as
evidenced by the harpoon-like metal implement found in the site. It is possible
that the locals were involved in agricultural production as well. Historical sources
attest to the economic relationship between foraging groups, swidden
agriculturists, and lowland coastal polities during the early historical period.
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Settlement Pattern and Social Organization
Another important research theme has to do with settlement pattern and
social organization. Taking into account the variability of site structures that
existed in the area, these differences may be linked to broader social, economic,
and subsistence networks within and outside the community. Over time,
especially beginning in the tenth century, populations began to aggregate as
coastal settlements and served as trading centers to both extra and intra
communities (Bronson 1977; Junker 1994).
Different sources of evidence including local pottery, oriental wares, and
faunal remains were used to identify trade networks, exchange, craft production,
and local subsistence. The system of exchange of basic and exotic resources
would have required social and political control as commerce grew in importance.
Some of the questions include: (1) What are the different kinds of archaeological
sites on Lubang Island? (2) What are the reasons for fortification? (3) Are there
any changes in the fortification due to cross-cultural interactions? Why are there
fortifications on Lubang Island before and after the Spanish period? (4) How did
the arrival of the Europeans impact the nature of the local polity?
This research emphasized the existence of indigenous defensive
structures such as moated fortifications and extramural sites found on Lubang
Island and how this social setting affected daily routines and daily practices of
indigenous people. Investigation of domestic activities performed inside the
fortification is important in order to understand individual responses to colonial
settings and encounters. For example, during the initial exploration and contact
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by the Spaniards, Fort Santa Catalina underwent rebuilding and reinforcement
using adobe walls and other European-influenced defensive architecture. Instead
of the local structure being replaced by the colonial structure, the Spaniards
incorporated the local moated fortification and settlement site for their advantage
against raiding threat. This is opposite to the common precepts of the colonial
mission where the lay-out of the houses, such as the grid system in town
planning, was imposed over the indigenous settlement to make sure that the
Spanish worldview left its mark on the local physical landscape. In this case, the
local design and layout of the fortification was not changed but reinforced by the
Spanish mission. It was not until the late 1800s where the first church and town
on Lubang Island was established. It took the Spanish mission two hundred years
before they finally abandoned the fortification and settled in the newly established
town of Lubang.
Based on the archaeological survey of Lubang Island, there are several
kinds of archaeological sites found including an open habitation site, other
settlement sites, burial sites, a trading post, and fortified sites. The exact nature
of these sites is hard to define due to the cross-cultural interaction of different
groups within the island landscape. In addition, the sources of information
regarding the function of these sites are conflicting as well. Archaeological
evidence found in Fort Santa Catalina reveals that the site was used both as
habitation and as a place of refuge.The function of the site is evident in the
diversity of the ceramic assemblage, faunal remains, and the architecture of the
site. While in historical sources, it is suggested that the fortification served as a
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place of refuge during periods of conflict. Riquel (1573 in Blair and Robertson
1903-1909) mentioned the escape of local people from the coast to the interior
during warfare or raiding activities. These refuge areas were settlements of close
allies or relatives that serve as secondary centers for the locals (Junker 1999).
These defensive structures included wooden stockades that surround coastal
centers; earthen fortification built around the residence or compound of the local
leader; and defensive walls made out of corals. In fact, during the early
exploration and contact, Spanish soldiers reported well-constructed wooden
fortifications around the polity centers of Manila, Tondo, Cebu, Mindoro and other
numerous coastal towns (Scott 1994). Typical defensive fortifications in coastal
centers were made out of raised earthenworks, with wooden palisades along the
top, surrounded by a ditch or water-filled moat. There were several variations of
these fortifications, specific to their local environment; geography and intensity of
conflict (Junker 1999).These fortified sites were significant in the survival of the
local people and to the continuity of economic relations with other groups.
In Fort Santa Catalina, as well as other fortifications eventually used by the
Europeans, they brought with them technology and knowledge in building
structures that would last for decades. They used stone and lime materials as
building blocks, as well as metal and stone implements to cut the stones to their
desired fit and measurements. These influences are obvious in the architectural
design and the use of adobe walls in churches, convents and fortifications during
the Spanish period. The influence of the Spaniards is visible in the design of the
Fort Santa Catalina and the use of materials to reinforce the site. It is apparent
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that the current site was rebuilt by the Spaniards and restructured for more
durable defense as evidenced by the use of adobe walls and corner walls for
mounting cannons. However, it is also evident that the original layout and design
of the fort, including the moat, was already in place when the Spaniards occupied
the site.
Obviously, these places of interaction and conflict as manifested in these
fortifications all over the coastal centers in the Philippines holds considerable
potential for providing new insights into the complex cross-cultural interactions
caused by indigenous polities during their encounters with different groups,
including Europeans.

Identity and Agency
Apparently, evidence for cross-cultural interaction comes from many
different and conflicting sources. For many scholars, trying to untangle and
reconcile these various lines of evidence is difficult if not frustrating. The arrival of
new material culture or styles often reflects contact with new social groups. Most
historical documents describing the “others” is used to infer interactions between
groups of people. Despite the obvious discord of these data in trying to make
“sense out of was undoubtedly a dynamic, confusing and nonsensical past,”
people still try (Lape 2003:106). Studies of culture contact assume that two or
more “cultures” can be seen in the archaeological record and that changes can
be observed through time. However, keeping track of the social identity is difficult
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in archaeological context, especially if individuals from different groups interact
with one another and both were transformed by the experience over time. How do
we keep track of the social identity? Some of the questions of interest are the
following: (1) What is the real nature of Chinese and Spanish influence to local
polities in Lubang Island? (2) What is the extent of influence that the local people
experience during cross-cultural interactions in early historical period?
There are obvious archaeological limitations in answering some of the
basic questions needed to evaluate the correlation between the changes in
material culture and cross- cultural interactions. For example, it is difficult to
analyze ceramic data pertaining to the presence of ceramic type in relations to
ethnicity. It is not easy to find samples of Spanish ceramics in culture contact or
colonial sites due to the virtual absence of Spanish wares. The absence of the
foreign vessel as part of the archaeological ceramic assemblage does not mean
isolation from the Spaniards. It simply shows a conscious economic decision on
the part of Spain not to include Spanish or Mexican made potteries as export
items during the Manila Galleon trade due to practical reasons (Skowronek 1998:
56-58).
Also, there is an overlapping of the protohistoric-contact-postcontact
period settlement histories of the site. Little attention is given to material culture
possibly used by local and Spanish people in the site such as metal implements,
ceramics, or sharing of the architectural elements (fortification). It is hard to tease
out local or nonlocal participants in the everyday activities in a particular site. The
postdepositional formation processes contribute to the confusion and difficulty in
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extracting information that is relevant in poinpointing local from nonlocal or
Natives from Chinese or Spanish from Natives.
Identifying or recording sites dating to the initial encounter between local
and nonlocal people is complicated. Archaeological sites are difficult to place
temporally because of the paucity of archaeological indicators during culture
contact or colonialism among several groups. The presence of Chinese traders or
Spanish missionaries in these polities is questioned whenever diagnostic
samples are found in the site. Was there face to face interaction between diverse
groups?
On the other hand, the presence of Chinese wares does not entail the
presence of actual Chinese traders or cultural influence. Were the indigenous
people just using Chinese pots obtained from trade? Recent studies demonstrate
that objects or artifacts, when introduced locally, often take on a different
meaning by the group who adopt them. For example, Ming Dyansty porcelain
wares when used in the ritualistic context of local polities in the Philippines may
have a different cultural meaning and function from its original tableware function.
Some ethnolinguistic groups in the Philippines use Oriental porcelains to call on
the spirits of their ancestors by striking the vessel to create a ringing sound. This
action is part of an elaborate ritual of ancestral worship by indigenous groups in
the Philippines. It clearly reinforced the idea that the acquisition of foreign
material objects is not always an indicative of the adoption of foreign cultural
ideology. Often these objects are reinvented and introduced within cultural
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practices and acquire different cultural meanings that translates to cultural
transformation, creolization, and ethnogenesis.
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION

In this study, I attempted to assess the applicability of the concept of
agency to early historical polities in the Philippines by examining the everyday
activities of indigenous people as reflected in the archaeological record and
historical narratives, in this case the people of Lubang Island. I presented current
research in the Philippines along with its theoretical trajectory, and explained how
these studies led me to rethink some of the issues discussed here. The
archaeological investigation of Fort Santa Catalina showed its own unique
historical trajectory. It started with a simple subsistence economy based mostly
on coastal resources, experienced exchange activities with local and foreign
merchants, and moved to an enforced Christian religious conversion and Muslim
intrusion, then to an eventual creolization between different cultural systems. In
presenting the Lubang archaeological project, I showed the difficulty in
understanding the variability in the site in terms of the notion of social complexity
in the archaeological record. By examining the concept of complexity and
transformation, I highlighted the role of theory in offering alternative explanations
of the past. I argued that there is the need to reexamine the notion of complexity
and change in the archaeological context.
Alternative thinking on the emergence and nature of complex societies in
middle range groups have emerged in recent years. Archaeologists have been
focusing their research beyond neo-evolutionary frameworks that stress
functionally oriented ecological and economical explanations of the past and that
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consider topics such as ideology, power, and factional competition while framing
the discussion with a more historically based approach. By shifting away from the
major events and important personalities, it is possible to focus on the process of
representation, domination, and resistance of local people. Applying the concept
of agency gives the local people an active and dynamic role as they make
conscious everyday decisions within the bounds of a colonial structure. I believe
that in the future, other variables involved in the formation and development of
various levels of complex societies might be explored from the point of view of
the individuals via the concept of agency.
The nature of the individual is important in understanding the human
condition. Whether it is the present or in the past, the concept of “agency”
underscores the importance of the individual in the face of social adversity, the
role of socialization in the formation of an individual, and the value of habitus in
the continuity of culture. Agency is about the relationship between a person, a
community and the environment that they live in. In archaeology, the discipline
continues to engage in these issues in order to gain an understanding of the
people in the past and their way of life. It shows that archaeology is addressing
the complexity of human life. Agency theory encourages us to consider the
importance of the motivation and actions of “agents” as seen in the
archaeological record and in the narratives in the historical documents.
Integrating archaeology and ethnohistory is one of the few strategies that
can be used to monitor variability and complexity in social systems. Using a
theoretical framework that focuses on the concept of social agency, power and
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ideology is significant. It is important to spend more time not only justifying how
we understand variability in the archaeological record, but also deciding when
and how our scales of observation and analysis are most appropriately shifted,
and the lines between levels of complexity should be drawn. These differences
were pointed out here in this study by looking at the archaeological and
ethnohistorical data as influenced by social agency theory. This study contributes
to building knowledge about the past by looking at the role of individuals and how
they make choices and survive the conflict and convergence in this complex
world.
This research provides new data and approaches in understanding the
multifaceted relationships among pluralistic groups found in coastal communities
during the late prehistoric to early historical Philippines. The archaeological data
generated was used to evaluate the current interpretations of the lowland coastal
polities that dotted the shorelines of Philippine Islands, ca. AD 1200-1800. The
re-evaluation served to offer alternative interpretations of sociopolitical processes
and the development of early historical polities in the region, especially among
coastal settlements. The archaeological data from Lubang Island contribute to the
growing field of historical archaeology in the Philippines. Theoretically, applying
the framework on culture contact and the concept of agency redefines our way of
looking at the past in the Philippines during the early historical period.
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